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ABSTRACT

The effects of engineered masonry infill panels on the seismic

hysteretic behavior of reinforced concrete frames are investigated

experimentally and analytically. The experimental phase consists of

quasi-static cyclic load tests on a series of one-third-scale model

subassemblages of the lower three stories of an eleven-story, three

bay frame with infills in the two outer bays. Emphasis is placed on

simulating the proper force and displacement boundary conditions. The

engineered infil1ed frames are designed and constructed in accordance

with the following guidelines:

1) Frame members (particularly the columns) are designed for

high rotational ductility and resistance to degradation under

reversed cyclic shear loads;

2) Gradual panel degradation is achieved by using closely-spaced

infill reinforcement; and

3) Panel thickness is limited so that the infill cracking load

is less than the available column shear resistance.

These infi1led frames are found to offer many advantages over com

parable bare frames, particularly, with respect to their performance

under strong ground motions. The analytical phase consists of develop

ing relatively simple, macroscopic mathematical models for predicting

the experimentally observed bare and infilled frame behavior. In par

ticular, the infilled frame model is found to give excellent predictions

of the observed response. It is concluded that the procedure used can

be applied to the analysis of large, engineered infilled frame struc

tures. The aseismic design implications of these results are discussed,

and areas for further investigation are recommended.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statement of Problem

Earthquake damage reports from many different regions document

the generally poor performance of infilled frame structures subjected

to strong ground motions [1,2,3]. Typical reports describe the hazard

to life and property represented by the often explosive failure of

exterior masonry infi11s. In addition, many instances have been noted

in which the presence of the infi11 decreased the earthquake resistance

of a structure's framing system. Two examples of this were the Mene

Grande and Ama1fi buildings, both of which were severely damaged in

the 1967 Caracas earthquake [1].

In spite of this, infills are commonly used allover the world

in regions of high seismicity, particularly where resources and skilled

labor are scarce and masonry continues to be the most economical con

struction material. Knowledge regarding the seismic response of

infi11ed frames is a vital step in reducing the tragic loss of life

and property often associated with the failure of masonry infills, and

in deciding whether or not such infills should be used in structures

designed to resist strong earthquakes.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The main objective of the research described herein was to

investigate the effects of infills on the hysteretic behavior of

ductile, reinforced concrete frames under quasi-static loads simulating

the principal effects of strong earthquake ground motions. The

investigation was concerned exclusively with ductile~ reinforced

1
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concrete fram:s, infilled with. panels of reinforced unit masonry laid

tn place. f{owever, it ts Bel i'eved that sorr.e of the resul ts are

applicaole to other panel matertals as well. The investigation

comprised four phases: l} literature survey and initi al pl anm'ng;

2) design; 3) construction and testing; and 4) analytical evaluation

of results. These phases are briefly discussed below and subsequently

covered in greater detail.

1) Literature Survey and Initial Planning. - To gain familiarity

with Previous work in this field and to aid in planning the investiga

tion, an extensive literature review was carried out prior to

commencing the research described herein. This review was continued

and updated throughout the investigation. The principal results of

this literature review are discussed in Chapter 2, and the entire survey

is presented in Appendix A.

From information acquired during this literature survey, hypotheses

were advanced concerning the principal stages of infilled frame

structural response, and the general design principles which might

result in desirable behavior under severe cycles of load and deforma

tion reversals, such as those expected from severe seismic excitations.

It was decided to test these hypotheses experimentally and analytically.

The available laboratory facility and research budget prohibited

epxerimental study of the behavior of the entire building. Thus, it

was necessary to select the most basic subassemblage structural unit

of a prototype building, to study experimentally the behavior of this

subassemblage, and to use the results to predict the behavior of the

entire structure. The purpose of this investigation required that this



basic subassemb1age be valid for the study of bare as well as infi1led

frames. The hypothesized behavior inferred from the literature survey

was used in selecting the most basic structural unit from a chosen

prototype.

2) Design. - Following the selection of a suitable prototype

building and subassemblage, design of the bare frame prototype was

carried out in two steps:

a) Service load design for gravity loads and equivalent static

seismic lateral forces consistent with those prescribed by

the 1970 USC, and using the design provisions of the 1971

ACI Code.

b) Modification of the service load design to resist strong

earthquakes, using r~ewmark's standard inelastic response

spectra and accepted principles. of inelastic analysis and

limit sta~e design for high displacement ductility.

The designed prototype frame was scaled down geometrically by

a factor of three, and designs were completed for the loading attach

ments, restraints, and construction accessories necessary to test

this model.

Based on hypotheses of general infilled frame design principles,

this bare frame model was revised to permit the placement of infills,

and to resist the forces due to infills. A final design was produced

for an infilled frame model. In designing the model, emphasis was

placed on simulating the proper force and displacement boundary

conditions.

3) Construction and Testing. - The models were constructed in

the testing laboratory. Tensile tests were carried out on each type

3
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of reinforcing steel used. Tests were performed to determine the com

pressive strength and modulus of rupture of the concrete used for each

specimen. The infilling was carried out by a mason under the direct

supervision of the investigator and extensive tests were carried out

to determine the mechanical characteristics of representative masonry

prisms, as well as those of the mortar, grout, and blo~k units com

prising them.

A bare frame was first tested to obtain its mechanical behavior;

all other tests were carried out on infilled frames. The results

reported herein pertain to the first test series, involving 1) a bare

frame (test #1); 2) this same frame, infilled with clay blocks after"

test #1; 3) a virgin (previOUSly untested) frame, infi1led with clay

blocks; and 4) a virgin frame, infilled with concrete blocks.

To simulate the principal effects of strong earthquake ground

motions, axial loads, lateral loads, and associated overturning

moments were applied using hydraulic actuators controlled through a

closed-loop feedback system. The models were extensively instrumented;

while all the transducer output was read at discrete intervals using

a low-speed scanner, some data were monitored continuously. Test

results are presented in the body of the report, and detailed accounts

of each test are included in Appendix D.

4) Analytical Evaluation of Results. - Simplified mathematical

models were developed to describe the experimentally observed behavior

of the bare and infilled frames. ihe response predicted by these

models was compared with that observed experimentally.



2. LITERATURE SURVEY AND INITIAL PLANNING

2.1 Literature Survey

As initially stated, one purpose of this study was to investigate

the suitability and effectiveness of infilled frames in resisting

strong earthquakes. Two questions arose at the start of this

- investigation:

1) How is the response--elastic and inelastic--of a frame structure

affected by the presence of infil1 panels?

2) Can the earthquake resistance of frame structures be improved

using infil1ed panels? If so, how should the frames and

panels be designed in order to enhance desirable performance

and minimize damage costs?

With these questi~ns in mind, it was decided to carry out a comprehen

sive review of existing literature related to the performance of infilled

frames. The purposes of this review were: 1) to learn the then

current level of knowledge regarding infilled frames and other related

structural components, and 2) to clarify the purpose and scope of the

planned investigation.

This literature survey, continued to date, covers experimental

and analytical research related to the mechanical behavior of infi11ed

frames. The entire review and accompanying bibliography are presented

in Appendix A. The principal results of the review are given below.

2.1.1 Experimental Investigations

Until very recently, experimental research on infilled frames was

concerned with the effects of infilling on the response of frame

5
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structures in th.e elastic range only, i ,e. prior to the onset of

si gni"ftcant panel cracking. !nvesti'gators were primartly interested

in the development of empi'rtca1 fonnu1as for predicting the increase

in lateral in-plane stiffness and strength provided by infilling.

A frame and infill were found to behave initially as an 'integral

unit whose stiffness could be predicted from deep beam theory [4,5J.

Under higher lateral loads, it was observed that the panel separated

from the bounding frame, except at diagonally opposite compression

corners. Polyakov [6J and others suggested that the infill panel

could be modeled as an equivalent diagonal compression strut.

This "equivalent strut" concept has been refined considerably

since its introduction. Holmes [7,8J originally found that the

strength and stiffness of the infilled frame were best calculated

using an equivalent strut with modulus and thickness equal to that of

the actual panel material, and a width equal to one-third of the

diagonal length of the panel. Stafford Smith [9-l3J later proposed

that the wi dth of the equ; valent strut depen'ded on the rel ationshi p

between the frame and panel stiffness, and offered a series of

~mpirical relationships giving equivalent widths which were typically

between one-fourth and one-tenth the length of the panel diagonal.

This work has recently been extended by Mainstone [14-16J.

Benjamin and Williams [5J observed that after the formation of

this equivalent strut, the strength of an infilled frame depended

on the resistance of the frarre columns--particularly the compression

column--to moment, axial force, and the shear produced by the action

of the compression strut against the frame. In his investigations of



the behavior of infilled frames subjected to cyclic lateral loads,

Esteva [17] found that distributed infill cracking resulted in

large amounts of energy being dissipated through the friction

developed across cracks. This was also observed by Alexander, et al.

[18] .

Recent investigations have corroborated the findings of Benjamin

and Williams with respect to the strength of infilled frames. Kahn

[19] observed that the action of the infill on the bounding frame

increased the tendency for the frame members to fail in shear.

Fiorato, et ale [20] found that after panel cracking, the presence of

infilling caused a five-story, single-bay infilled frame model to

behave as a knee-braced frame. This idealization was also used in

a study by Leuchars and Scrivener [21].

2.1.2 Analytical Investigations.

Analytical investigations of infilled frames may be placed in

two categories: those which attempt to model the elastic stiffness

and ultimate strength of infi11ed frames using simplifying concepts

such as that of the equivalent strut; and those which utilize

stress functi9ns, finite difference procedures, or, more commonly,

finite element representations of the infi11 and bounding frame,

in order to compute the stiffness and strength of the overall

assemblage.

Because some nonlinearity due to the infill and frame separating

usually occurs well prior to the formation of significant cracks

in the panels themselves, the latter approach involves considerable

complexity even if it is assumed to apply only to response under

7
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rooderate load levels. Thts approach. is further complicated when

the tnvesttgatton is extended to load levels conststent wttft severe

panel cracKing, since tt 5eC01res necessary to follow analytically the

complicated process of crack propagation and bond deterioration

between grout and reinforcing steel w1ii ch character; ze infilled

frame behavior in this range. These and other aspects of this

microscopic approach are explored in papers by Moss and Carr [22J

and Cervenka [23J.

Generally speaking, this last type of approach has been

disappointing in view of the large amounts of computational effort

required to obtain meaningful results. It is probable its accuracy

is limited by the present lack of knowledge regarding such topics

as infill material characteristics, bond deterioration between grout

and reinforcing steel, and shear transfer across cracks. In any event,

such programs are presently unsuitable for analyzing structures large

or complex enough to be of practical interest.

2.2 Initial Planning

The literature review revealed that some experimental investigators

had found that infilled frarres were stiffer and stronger than otherwise

identical bare frarres [5,14,20,21J, and could also dissipate

considerable amounts of energy after infill cracking [17,18J. HO\I/ever,

review of results of recent tests of infilled frames subjected to

load and deflection reversals [l9,21J does not, in the author1s

opinion, indicate improverrent in response over bare frames. Behavior

was characterized by brittle frame failure and low energy dissipation.



Two principal reasons were hypothesized for this apparent

discrepancy. Firstly, previous investigations involved only single

panels or incomplete subassemblages. Realistic force and displacement

boundary conditions were not imposed. Secondly, infilled frame spe

cimens used in previous investigations were not designed specifically

to develop high energy dissipation and to suppress undesirable behavior

such as brittle frame failure.

It was decided to study infilled frame behavior experimentally

using several series of models of a multipanel subassemblage, per

mitting increased accuracy in the duplication of the boundary conditions

in panels located away from points of load application. Furthermore,

each model series was to be constructed with different amounts and

types of panel and frame reinforcement to investigate the effects of

changes in these parameters on overall model response. The investi

gation described herein concerns the first series of models, which was

designed to achieve high energy dissipation, and to prevent or delay

brittle frame failure which could result from panel failure. Relatively

large amounts of panel and frame reinforcing were used. Subsequent

studies will investigate the comparative performance of series of

models with significantly less reinforcement.

With respect to the analytical investigation, the literature

review indicated that macroscopic mathematical models--those involving

simplifying concepts such as the equivalent diagonal compression

strut--would be more appropriate than microscopic ones for the

analysis of large or complex systems. Because such analysis was one

of the original objectives of this investigation, it was decided to

9
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develop a macroscopic mathematical model based on the equivalent

strut concept. The investigation would be primarily experimental.

The purpose of the analytical phase would be to develop a physically

reasonable macroscopic model capable of predicting the essential

aspects of experimentally observed infilled frame behavior, yet simple

enough to permit its use in predicting the overall behavior of large

infilled frame structures, or in subsequent parametric studies involving

infilled frame subassemblages.



3. DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF TEST SPECIMENS

The experimental investigation was carried out in several

steps. First, the decisions noted in Section 2.2 were expressed in

the form of guidelines for planning the experiment. Specifically:

1) To use a multipanel test assemblage, and to simulte as

correctly as possible the force and displacement boundary conditions.

2) To design the infi11ed frame specifically for high energy

dissipation. Previous work by Esteva and Alexander, et al., suggested

that energy dissipation would be increased if the infill cracking were

distributed over the pane] instead of being concentrated in one large

diagonal crack. It was decided to try to obtain distributed panel

cracking through closely-spaced horizontal and vertical reinforcement.

3) To design to prevent or delay brittle frame failure which

could result from panel failure. This was achieved by designing the

frame members for high rotational ductility and shear resistance under

cyclic loading reversals, and by examining closely the relationship

between column shear resistance and infill panel strength. This is

further discussed below. As will be noted later, these guidelines are

emphasized because of their effect on the final behavior of the model

infilled frame subassemblage.

The next step was the selection of a reasonably simple prototype

building. Because many typical infilled frame buildings are in the

ten- to fifteen-story range in height, it was decided to use an eleven

story reinforced concrete frame studied previously by Biggs and Grace

[24J. The plan and elevation views of the prototype building are shown

11
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in Figs. 1 and 2. A prototype suoassemblage from the transverse

end frame was selected for tfiis study. This frame -Was considered open

i'n all Bays for tfie Dare frame prototype, and infi1led in the two

outer bays for the infilled frame prototype. Because the dynamic

response of typical ouildingstructures to ground motions is due

primarily to the first-mode response, overall maximum force levels

are generally reached at or near the base of a structure. Therefore

it was decided to locate the prototype subassemblage in the lower

three and one-half stories of this end frame, as shown in Fig. 3.

Geometri c and structural symmetry about the frarrecenterl ine suggested

the choice of a prototype subassemblage comprising one and one-half bays

by three and one-half stories. Assuming the action of seismically

induced horizontal inertial forces to be that of antisymmetric loads

on a symmetric structure, the proper centerline force and displacement

boundary conditions were imposed by requiring zero vertical displacement

and zero moment at the ends of the cantil ever beams. The lack of

symmetry in the inelastic range due to the effect of axial forces in

the infilled frame and the effect of gravity forces in the coupling

girders are believed to be of secondary importance.

3.1 Preliminary UBC Bare Frame Desiqn

In order to check the service condition design of Biggs and Grace

and identify any possible modifications to the prototype, a preliminary

bare frame design was first carried out. Dead loads were computed based

on the data given in Reference 24, and live loads were taken to be 50

psf. It was decided to base the design on the provisions of the 1970



USC [25J, the latest available at the start of this investigation.

Using Sections 2615 and 2630 of the UBC, critical design load combina

tions were given by:

1.5 0 + 1.8 L

1.40 (0 + L ~ E)

0.9 0 + 1.25 E

Equivalent static lateral loads representing the effects of

seismically induced inertial forces, were computed according to two

procedures.

1) The building was modeled using TABS, a computer program

special·ly developed for static and dynamic structural analysis [26].

The model used the original member sizes, and considered the effects of

finite column widths and beam depths. Youngts modulus for concrete

was calculated in accordance with Section 8.3.1 of the 1971 ACI Code

[27J using f~ equal to 27.58 MPa (4000 psi). The contribution of the

floor slabs to beam stiffness was included in accordance with Section

8.7.2 of the 1971 ACT Code. Reduction in beam flexural stiffness due

to cracking was considered by using an effective moment of inertia

equal to 40% of that of the uncracked section. This ratio was sub

sequently checked and found to be valid for the final beam designs.

The fundamental period of vibration of the eleven-story frame structure

was calculated to be 1.30 seconds. Based on this value, equivalent

static lateral forces were calculated by Section 2314 of the 1970 USC,

using a value of Z equal to 1.0 (Zone III), and a value of K equal to

0.67, corresponding to a ductile moment-resisting space frame. This

nomenclature is defined in Reference 25.

13
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2) Although Section 2314 of the 1970 UBC does not explicitly

specify a design response spectrum for calculating equivalent lateral

forces, its base shear calculation formula implies the spectrum shown

in Fig. 4. In accordance with Section 2630(a) of the 1970 UBC, this

equivalent spectrum was scaled up by a factor of 1.40, resulting in

peak spectral response accelerations of 0.0933 g, as shown in Fig. 4.

Newmark's maximum spectral values for a standard basis earthquake were

scaled to produce the equivalent Zone 3 ground spectrum which, when

modified in accordance with Reference 28, would also produce maximum

spectral response accelerations of 0.0933 g in buildings with 3%

criti cal. damping, founded on firm soil. Thi s amount of damping was used

because it is a realistic value for a clean, reinforced concrete frame

responding in the elastic range. Assuming 3% damping in all modes,

the root-mean-square (RMS) combination of the first five modes, as

computed by TABS, was used to calculate an envelope of equivalent

story shears. The base shear obtained by this second method was

within a few percent of the UBC base shear. In the upper floors,

however, the second method gave story shears which were larger and

considered more accurate. Therefore, these were used in combination

with gravity loads to compute the forces required for member design.

For consistency, the story shears computed by the second method

were factored to give a base shear equal to that of the UBC method.

Load combinations were computed using the TABS program. The members

were designed to meet the 1971 ACI Code and its Appendix A ("Special

Provisions for Seismic Design"), using Grade 60 steel and f~ = 27.58

MPa (4000 psi).
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3.2 Revised UBC Design, New Column Sizes

The original columns of Reference 24 measured 305 mm by 762 mm

(12 11 by 30 11
). The results of the preliminary design indicated that

owing to their low shear-span ratio, such columns might have low resist

ance to cyclic shear reversals. Therefore, the preliminary design was

revised for columns measuring 457 mm (18 in.) square. This revised

service load design was carried out by the 1971 ACI Code and its Appendix

A, with the following exceptions:

1) Beams were designed for the shear consistent with the develop

ment of their maximum moments (¢= 1.0) at sections located at a distance

of two-thirds the clear span apart. Such a hinge placement could be

developed under combined lateral and gravity loads. The total shear was

assumed to be carried by the transverse steel alone.

2) Columns were designed for the shears consistent with the

development of maximum balance point moments (¢ = 1.0) acting in oppo

site senses at a distance d/2 from adjacent beam faces (double curvature,

with the inflection point at column midheight). Again, shear was assumed

to be carried by steel only. This is a very conservative assumption for

columns, where the axial force is assumed to be the compressive force

corresponding to the balance point of the moment-axial force interaction

diagram.

3) Beam-column connections (joints) were designed with transverse

reinforcing sufficient to resist the shear produced by the development

of maximum moments (acting in the same sense) in the framing beams at

the column faces.

The final service condition design was similar to that of
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Reference 24.

3.3 Bare Frame Design for Strong Earthquakes

Because the revised bare frame design indicated that the selected

prototype was basically satisfactory, it was decided to continue with

this prototype. The previous design was now modified to resist strong

earthquake ground motions.

Lateral forces were calculated using the ground spectrum suggested

by Newmark: Ug max = 0.50 9, Ug max = 610 mm/sec (24 in./sec), and

ug max = 457 rom (18 in.). The building was assumed to be founded on

rock or firm soil, with 5% critical damping in all modes, and an avail-

able displacement ductility of 5.0. Then-current procedures [29] were

used to compute the reduced elasto-plastic design response spectra

(Fig. 5), which" were much more severe than the service condition spectra

of Fig. 4. The critical load combination was taken as the sum of:

1) story shears from the RMS combination of the first five modal

responses to the reduced elasto-plastic design response spectra shown

in Fig. 5; plus

2) factored gravity loads (1.5 0 + 1.8 L), with the live load

reduced for tributary area by Section 2306 of the 1970 UBC. These

factors were used instead of (0.9 D + 1.2 E) because the latter are

less critical for columns, such as those used here, whose moment

resistance does not decrease significantly for axial loads less than

the balance point axial load. It is recognized that the maximum gravity

loads calculated using (1.5 0 + 1.8 L) are conservative. The factors

were used to account in an approximate manner for the potential effects



of concurrent vertical accelerations.

This load comBination and the building geometry were used as input

to BADAS-2, an elasto-plastic design program [30J. This program

found the required member resistances by storywise optimization.

The necessary beam and column resistances at each floor level were

very close to those obtained by hand calculation using a sidesway

collapse mechanism consisting of a one-story subassemblage. Member

design was carried out using actual realistic material properties ..

Park and Kent1s stress-strain curves for confined concrete [31] were

used with f~ = 27.58 MPa (4000 psi). Spalling was assumed to take

place at a concrete strain of 0.0035. Because the actual average

yield stress for Grade 60 deformed reinforcing bars is about 469 MPa

(68 ksi), that value was used instead of the nominal 414 11Pa (60 ksi).

Strain hardening was assumed to begin at a steel strain of 0.007

with a strain-hardening modulus of 10343 MPa (1500 ksi). A maximum

(and ultimate) stress of 655 MPa (95 ksi) was assumed to be reached

at a steel strain of 0.15.

Beam designs were checked using the computer program RCCOL5 [32].

which calculated moment-curvature relationships using the section

geometry and material properties discussed above. No $ factors

were used. Sufficient closely-spaced transverse steel was provided to:

1) resist all the shear consistent with the development of

ultimate mo~~nts at hinge regions located a distance of one-half the

clear span apart (Figure 6). It was found that this hinge location

pattern might result from extreme combinations of vertical and lateral

17
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loads. The hinge separation was reduced from that used in Section

3.2 because it was considered desirable to design more conservatively

against loss of ductility due to shear failure produced by cycles of

extreme reversal.

2) provide the rotational ductility (as calculated by the formulas

of Mattock and Corley) consistent with the assumed available overall

displacement ductility of 5.0; and

3) reduce the unsupported length of the longitudinal steel so

that longitudinal steel buckling would be prevented or delayed even

after the onset of strain hardening.

To simplify design detailing and to improve hysteretic behavior

under full deformation reversals, the beams were designed with equal

top and bottom longitudinal reinforcement. To allow for the formation

of hinge regions away from the column" faces due to combinations of

lateral and verti~al loads, all beams were designed with equal

reinforcement carried along their entire length.

Using the RCCOLS program, moment-axial force interaction curves

were calculated for several trial column sections and compared with

the critical moment-axial force combinations calculated by the BADAS-2

computer program. To obtain increased resistance to cyclic shear

reversals, it was decided to use spiral reinforcing instead of the

rectangular hoops used in the revised bare frame service load design.

Columns at each joint were designed to resist the combined action of 1.2

times the joint forces (moments and shears acting at the interfaces of

the beams and the joint) consistent with the development at these inter

faces of the ultimate moment capacities of the framing beams, acting in

the same sense (Fig. 7). Spiral reinforcement was designed to:
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1) resist all the shears consistent with the development of

maximum column moments in opposite senses at a distance d/2 from the

beam faces limiting each clear story height, i.e. column double cur

vature over a height equal to the clear story height less two lengths

of d/2 each, with the inflection point located at the column midheight

(Fig. 8).

2) protect the longitudinal steel against buckling, even in the

strain-hardening range; and

3) provide the necessary confinement as prescribed by A.6 of

Appendix A of the 1971 Code.

Figure 9 shows the moment-axial force interaction diagram cal

culated (using the RCCOL5 program) for the final model column design.

Because of the relatively high percentage of longitudinal steel, the

moment capacity is not sensitive to variations in axial force at or

below the balance point axial force. This figure also shows two moment

axial force interaction curves which apply when shear capacity controls.

The first of these, calculated considering the shear resistance of the

concrete only, represents the internal force combinations expected to

produce shear cracking under monotonically increasing loads. The second

curve, calculated considering the shear resistance of spirals only,
-

represents the flexural capacity (governed by shear) under full cycles

of reversed loading.

Because it was anticipated that the model would be constructed to

one-third scale, the design of all members was carried out using bar

sizes which when divided by three would result in available deformed

bar sizes. A "strong column, ~'Ieak girder lf design philosophy was used.

The columns were assumed to remain elastic except at the base of
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tQe building. They were designed for rotational capacities correspond

ing to story drifts of at least 0.02, even under maximum factored

gravity loads. The critical regions of all members were designed for

rotational ducttlit~es of at least 5.0, consistent with the assumed

available overall displacement ductility of 5.0 used in constructing

the reduced elasto-plastic desfgn response spectrum.

3.4 Infilled Frame Design

The infilled frame was designed for strong earthquakes according

to the basic guidelines mentioned at the start of this chapter:

1) to obtain distributed panel cracking through closely-spaced

horizontal and vertical reinforcing; and

2) to prevent or delay snear failure of the frame memb~rs, by

designing them for hign resistance to cycles of shear reversal, and

by examining closely the relationship beb~een column shear resistance

and infi1l panel strengtn •

. The first guideline was satisfied by specifying prototype panel

reonforcerrent consisting of #6 bars at 305 mm (12 in.). This resulted

in steel percentages of about 0.6% in each direction, significantly

"higher than that required by Section 2418(j)3 of the 1970 USC (25J,

which specifies a minimum of 0.2% total (both directions), and at

least #3 bars at 1.22 m (4 feet). This panel steel was spliced to

dowels passing through the confined core of the frame members, thus

connecting the panel integrally to the frame.

The first part of the second guideline--high resistance to cycles

of shear reversal--was already satisfied by the high percentages of
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transverse steel used in the beams and columns of the final bare frame

design for strong earthquakes. Achieving the second part of this

guideline was more difficult: as mentioned in Section 2.1.1, it was

reasoned that under low levels of loading, the infi11 panels would

act monolithically with the bounding frame. Following the partial

separation of the panel from the frame, the assemblage would behave

as a braced frame. Upon reaching the maximum load, the shear

resistance of the panels would suddenly decrease, and part of the

shear formerly carried by the panels would be transferred impulsively

to the columns. If the shear resistance of the columns were

insufficient to carry this impulsive load, the columns would either

fail immediately in shear or be very susceptible to rapid degradation

in the critical region of the column subjected to flexure, axial

force, and the shear induced by the equivalent compression strut. To

prevent or delay this kind of failure, it was necessary to design the

columns and panels so that the total shear resistance of all the

columns in a given story would be greater than the maximum shear that

that story could resist working as a braced frame due to the panel

action. Because of the relatively high elastic lateral stiffness of

the panels compared to the columns, prior to panel cracking most of the

lateral load would be carried by the panels. Therefore, it was neces~

sary to design the columns and panels so that the total shear resistance

of all columns in a given story would be greater than the maximum

shear resistance of the panels in that story. In this case, the total

shear resistance of each pair of columns would have to be greater than

the shear resistance of a single panel.
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Using the resistance of the spirals plus the resistance of the

total concrete section (vc = 0.166 ~ MPa, or Vc = 2 If~ psi), the

maximum available shear resistance of a single prototype column was

calculated to be about 983 kN (221 k). Using ft = 0.62 If~ MPa (ft =
7.5 If~ psi), an approximate finite element analysis showed that a

panel 305 mm (12 in.) in thickness, loaded diagonally in compression,

would fail under a shear of li56 kN (260 k) for f~ =10.34 MPa (1500 psi)

and 2046 kN (460 k) for f~ = 17.93 MPa (2500 psi). Analyses based on

the A.I.J. standards for shear walls [33] gave values as high as 4163 kN

(930 k). However, it was believed that a value of about 2224 kN (500 k)

was most realistic for a masonry panel twelve inches thick. In order

for the maximum available shear resistance of two columns to exceed

the shear resistance of a single panel, the maximum prototype panel

thickness would therefore be:

(983 kN) 0

304.8 mm x 2 (2224 kN) = 269.4 mm, or 10.61 In.

A prototype panel thinner than this would not cause immediate column

shear failure after panel cracking. As is noted in the next section,

the available testing facilities favored the use of a one-third scale
o.

for the model subassemblage, consistent with a maximum panel thickness of:

26~.4 mm = 89.81 mm, or 3.54 in.

Therefore, it was decided to look for model brick units less than this

thickness. Because they were readily available, it was decided to use

model units with a thickness of 51 mm (2 in.) placed to form single

wythe panels having this same thickness.



3.5 Scaling and Final Model Design

Because of the dimensions of the available testing facilities,

it was decided to model the prototype subassemblages to one-third

scale. Designs for the base and infilled frames were revised to

permit direct geometric scaling of reinforcement by a factor of

1/3, maintaining the same mechanical characteristics in the model as

in the prototype. The final bare frame design is shown in Figs. lOa,

lOb, and lOc, and the infilled frame design is shown in Fig. lOde

The model subassemblage was post-tensioned to reaction blocks

through a base block, which was designed as follows: The ultimate

lateral resistance of the infilled model subassemblage was calculated

by several conservative methods and found not to exceed 667 kN (150k).

Elastic analyses were performed using TABS to calculate the relation

between shear and the overturning moent, which was applied by an

equivalent couple using axial jacks, as shown in Fig. lOde The result

ing envelope of maximum lateral and axial loads was used to identify

critical load combinations for the base, which was then designed in

accordance with the 1971 ACI Code. In a similar manner, each of the

loading attachments was designed against its critical load combination.

The necessary construction sequence for the bare and infilled

models was planned in detail. Loading conditions were calculated

corresponding to each phase of construction, e.g., lifting in a hori

zontal position, transferring to a vertical position for infilling,

lifting in a vertical position, and placing in the test apparatus.

The final model design was checked and found to be adequate against each

23
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of these loading conditions.

3.6 Bare Frame Construction

After bending, placing, and tying the steel, the steel cages of

the frames were laid horizontally in specially-designed formwork.

After the installation of weldable steel strain gages, the models
-

were cast horizontally in a single pour, using concrete mixed at

the site. The mix, with a 28-day compressive strength of about

27.5 MPa (4000 psi), was designed to have a slump of about 127 mm

(5 in.) to facilitate placement around the closely-spaced transverse

steel. Aggregates were scaled to preserve the prototype relationship

between aggregate size and reinforcing steel separation. At each

pour, 16 to 20 6 in. x 12 in. (152 mm x 305 mm) control cylinders were

taken. Also, four 5 in. x 6 in. x 20 in. (127 mm x 152 mm x 508 mm)

beams were cast for modulus of rupture tests. All cylinders and beams

were damp-cured next to the freshly-cast model frame, and were

stripped at the same time as the model, usually seven to ten days

after casting. After stripping, the control specimens and the model

were air-cured under identical conditions. Cylinders were tested at

intervals up to and including the date of testing of their respective

model subassemblage. Details of the mix design, cylinder and beam

tests, and test results corresponding to each model subassemblage, are

given in Appendices C and D.

All necessary steel was obtained at once, in order to ensure that

each bar size came from a single heat. Tensile tests were performed

on all types of deformed bars and plain wire, using machined specimens
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whenever possible. Details of the procedures used in these tests,

and the results obtained, can be found in Appendix B.

3.7 Infilled Frame Construction

As mentioned previously, the test series described herein con

sisted of four tests. A bare frame was first te~ted, then infilled for

retesting. Two other frames were then cast and infil1ed, making a

total of one bare frame test and three infi11:ed frame tests. As shown

in Fig. 11, two types of scale models of hollow-core block units fre

quently used in practice were selected for constructing the infil1

panels of the specimens. These were clay units, measuring approximately

51 mm x 25 mm x 102 mm (2 in. x 1 in. 2 4 in.), obtained from Canadian

Refractories, Ltd., and concrete units, measuring approximately 51 mm

x 51 mm x 102 mm (2 in. x 2 in. x 4 in.), obtained from the National

Bureau of Standards.

It was necessary to develop a construction technique for

inf,illing the frames that would leave the panel firmly attached to

the bounding frame, and at the same time permit placement of hori

zontal and vertical steel in single-wythe panels. The first objective

was achieved by splicing the panel steel to dowels anchored in the

confined regions of the bounding frame members. The second was

achieved by cutting bond beam units for use in those courses requiring

horizontal steel, and by passing vertical steel through the cores in

the blocks.

In the bare frame which was tested before infilling, dowels

were hooked into the model IS base and the confined cores of beams and
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columns at the four-inch spacing used in the panels. After test #1,

the bare frame was rotated to the vertical position and infilled by

cutting the vertical panel steel to the clear panel height and lap

splicing it to the dowels anchored in the base. The blocks were

laid in running bond by slipping them over the vertical bars until

the midheight of the panel was reached. Courses of bond beam units

were laid at four-inch intervals, and horizontal steel was placed

there and lap spliced to the column dowels. After the midheight of

the panel had been reached, the vertical steel was lap spliced to

the dowels projecting down from the underside of the first floor

(the first level above the base) and the remaining courses were laid

using sawed units which were slipped sideways onto the vertical steel.

All courses were grouted in four-inch lifts as the work proceeded, and

the gap between the top course and the bottom of the first floor beam

was filled with stiff mortar.

The other two models were cast using dowels in the columns and

base, as in the first specimen. However, instead of using integral

beam dowels, the beams were cast with one-inch diameter holes,

aligned with the vertical dowels in the base (Fig. 12). After rotating

the bare frames to the vertical position, the panels were laid without

grouting, using courses of sawed bond beam units at four-inch intervals,

and lap splicing the horizontal steel to the columns there. Particular

care was taken throughout to keep the vertical cores clean and free

of debris. When the entire panel had been laid in this manner, the

vertical ceres were rodded clean and washed out using cleanouts cut

in the units at the bottom course. Vertical steel was cut long enough



to extend the clear panel height up through the beam above the panel!

and far enough above this beam to serve as vertical dowels for the next

panel. Then the gaps at the top and bottom of the panel were blocked

off! and the entire panel was grouted in all cores! using the "high

lift" method [34]. Grout was poured into the cores through the holes

left in the beams. Then the vertical reinforcing bars were inserted

into these holes and pushed down through the grout until they touched

the base! forming an untied lap splice with the base dowels. This

procedure was then repeated for the other two panels. The last speci

ment! infilled with concrete block units, used welded instead of lapped

splices between the horizontal panel steel and the column dowels.

In all cases, the mortar used corresponded to USC type liS II ,

composed of approximately one part Type II Portland cement, to one-half

part of lime, to three parts of #30 Monterey sand. Grout consisted of

one part Type II Portland cement to three parts Olympia top sand.

Extensive compression tests were conducted on masonry units! mortar

samples! grout samples! and grouted masonry prisms. Descriptions of

the specimens, test procedures, and principal results, are given in

Chapter 4 and in Appendix B.

The additional shear resistance produced in the bare frame by

infilling made it necessary to strengthen the specimen at the level

of lateral load applicati,on. This was done as shown in Fig. l3! using

two light structural channels to transfer the shear through a row of

SIB-inch threaded rods to a concrete infill 51 mm (2 in.) thick!

reinforced vertically with #4 bars at 102 mm (4 in.), and horizontally

with #2 deformed bars at 102 mm (4 in.).

27
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4. MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS

Six different structural materials were used in constructing the

model subassemblages: concrete; reinforcing steel; clay block units;

concrete block units; mortar; and grout. To predict and interpret the

behavior of the models, it was necessary to determine the mechanical

characteristics of each of these materials. Appendix B describes the

experiments which were carried out to obtain these characteristics.

This chapter summarizes the results which were obtained.

4.1 Reinforcing Steel

The complete results obtained from tesile tests are presented in

Appendix B. The principal results with regard to strengths are given

below:

Type fy lower fmax

S. I. English S. I. English

#7 SOL t1Pa 72.6 ksi 692. ~1Pa 100.3 ksi

#4 512. 74.2 741. 107.5

#3 470. 68.2 652. 94.5

#2 deformed 506. 73.4 729 .. 105.8

USS #5 Hire 670. 97. 678. 98.4

USS #11 ~Ii re 703. 102. 759. 11 O. 1

4.2 Concrete

Mix proportions are given in Appenqix 8. The following results

were obtained from compressive tests of standard 6 in. x 12 in. cylinders



(152 mm x 305 mm) and from modulus of rupture tests on beams measuring

5 in. x 6 in. x 20 in. (127 mm x 152 mm x 508 mm):
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Specimen Age at Concrete Compression Modulus of RuptureTesting Strength
S.1. English S. I. English

(days) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (psi)

l} Bare Frame 98 25.9 3750 0.83 Ifc 9.9 Ifc

Bare Frame,
10.3~2) Infilled with 248 26.1 3780 0.86 IfcClay Units

Virgin Frame,
0.98 Ifc 11.8~3) Infilled with 189 22.0 3190

Clay Units

Vi.rgin Frame,
0.94 Ifc 11.3 Ifc4) Infilled with 182 27.6 4000

Concrete Units

4.3 Block Units

Compressive tests were carried out on several samples of clay and

concrete block units:

Type of Block Average
Compressive Strength

S.I. English

(MPa) (ksi)

Clay

Concrete

42.1
14.5
26.9

6.11
2. 1
3.9

While very consistent values were obtained for the clay blocks,

considerable scatter was noted for the concrete units. Some of these

had sand pockets which crumbled easily; others, without such pockets,

were much stronger. The two average figures given correspond to these
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two cases respectively. As will be discussed later, similar scatter

was observed in the compressive strengths of grouted masonry prisms

constructed using these concrete blocks.

4.4 Mortar and Grout

Compressive tests were carried out on two-inch diameter (51 mm)

cylinder specimens of the mortar used to infi11 each panel of each

infi11ed frame model. Compressive tests were carried out on2 in. x

2 in. x 4 in. prism specimens (51 mm x 51 mm x 102 mm) of the grout

used for each panel:

Mortar Grout

Specimen Proportions Strength Proportions Strength

S. I. English S. I. English

Bare Frame, MPa Ksi MPa Ksi
Infi11ed with
Clay Blocks

panel 1 1:1/2:2 30.8 4.47 1:3 13.2 1.91
panel 2 1:1/2:2 28.9 4.18 1:3 28.6 4.15
panel 3 1:1/2:2 29.2 4.23 1: 3 21.9 3.18

Virgin Frame,
Infi11ed with
Clay Blocks

panel 1 1:1/2:3 19.0 2.76 1:3.25 24.9 3.61
panel 2 1:1/2: 3 27.5 3.99 1:3 24.3 3.53
panel 3 1:1/2: 3 33.0 4.79 1: 3 24.5 3.55

Virgin Frame,
Infi11ed with
Concrete Blocks

panel 1 1:1/2:3 37.6 5.45 1:3 22.2 3.22
panel 2 1:1/2:3 31.9 4.63 1:3 13.8 2.00
panel 3 1:1/2:3 35.0 5.08 1: 3 24.7 3.58



4.5 Masonry Prisms

Numerous masonry prisms were constructed with mortar and grout

mixed to the different proportions used in the various model sub-

assemblages. Compressive strength and modulus were measured:

Specimen Prism Compressive Modulus of ElasticityStrength
S. I. English S.1. English

Bare Frame, Infilled
with Clay Blocks,

all panels 26.4 MPa 3.83 ksi 8826. 1280

Virgin Frame, Infilled
with Clay Blocks

panel 1 23.5 3.41 8343. 1210
panels 2 &3 22.5 3.26 7722. 1210

Virgin Frame, Infilled 18.96 2.75 9653. 1400with Concrete Blocks
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These strength values have been corrected for the effects of

prism slenderness according to Section 2404 of the 1970 UBC. Uncorrected

values were used for modulus computation.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

The data in Appendix B permit a detailed study of the reliability

of the values obtained for the mechanical characteristics of each

of the materials tested. A brief commentary on some of the more

significant findings follows. Very little scatter was observed in

the mechanical characteristics of steel and concrete, the materials

used to construct the bare frame. With the exception of the clay

block units, however, considerable scatter was observed for the
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mechanical characteristics of all elements used to construct the

infill panels. In particular, the mortar and grout characteristics

were very sensitive to the amount of water used, as well as the time

which elapsed between mixing the material and taking the specimen.

The workmanship and construction supervision were believed to be

excellent. It is therefore probable that similar mortar and grout

specimens, obtained under field conditions associated with normal

workmanship, would exhibit even greater variations in mechanical

characteristics. This indicates that microscopic analytical

idealizations, which usually require precise values for local mecha

nical characteristics, may be difficult if not impossible to use in

realistic mathematical modeling of unit masonry.

However, it is interesting to note that in spite of the large

scatter in values obtained for the mechanical characteristics of the

constituent materials of the infill panels, considerably less scatter

was obtained for the characteristics of the masonry prisms themselves.

It is believed that this is due to two principal factors:

1) The grout in all cores of the infill acts to increase the

homogeneity and isotropy of the panel; and

2) The presence of the grout causes a change in the fundamental

failure mechanism of the prism under compressive load: ungrouted

masonry usually fails by splitting of the units caused by the

spreading of the relatively flexible mortar in the bed joints.

Grouted masonry, however, generally fails by splitting off of the face

shells of the units due to expansion of the relatively flexible grout

in the cores. The failure of ungrouted masonry, then, depends on
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material characteristics in very small regions--each bed joint. The

failure of grouted masonry depends more on the overall characteristics

of the grout throughout the panel.

Because of this, it is believed that macroscopic mathematical

idealizations (see Chapter 6) are much more suited to the analysis

of grouted masonry panels (or homogeneous. concrete panels) than to

the analysis of ungrouted panels. It is suspected that incomplete

grouting, which often occurs in practice due to the presence of air

or debris in the grout cores, may result in panels which are not nearly

as amenable to macroscopic idealizations as those considered herein.
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5. TESTING PROSEDURE AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5. 1 Test Setup

As mentioned previously, the geometric and structural symmetry

of the prototype transverse end frame suggested the use of the three

and-one-half story, one-and-one-half bay subassemblage shown in Fig. 3.

Available laboratory facilities permitted the testing of one-third

scale models of this subassemblage, as shown in Fig. 10. Boundary

conditions were satisfied by the vertical displacement constraints

imposed by the struts connecting the cantilever beam en,ds. The spe

cimens were tested horizontally as shown in Fig. l4a. The base of each

model was tied to heavy reinforced concrete reaction blocks using

twelve post-tensioning rods, loaded to 222 kN (50 k) each. The

reaction blocks were themselves post-tensioned to the tie-down slab

of the test bay.

Both columns of each model were supported vertically (out-of

plane) by rollers placed at the level of lateral load application,

allowing free lateral movement. In addition, an out-of-plane restraint

system prevented vertical movements greater than + 3 mm at nine points:

the six beam-column joints, and the ends of the cantilever beams.

The purpose of this restraint system was to prevent out-of-plane

instability.

During all three infilled frame tests, the panels were supported

by air mattresses whose pressure was regulated to balance the dead

weight of the panels alone. It was reasoned that without such support,

tests carried out with the model in a horizontal position would
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unrealistically apply a constant 1.0 9 acceleration perpendicular to

the plane of the panels. While the mattresses may be retarded slightly

the deterioration of the panels, it is believed that their influence

was insignificant compared to that of the closely-spaced panel rein

forcement.

5.2 Loading System

The models were loaded as shown in Figs. l4b and 14c. Lateral

loads simulating the effects of in-plane shear due to lateral inertial

forces, were applied at the three-and-one-half story level using a

hydraulic actuator with a capacity of 1560 kN (350 k). Column loads

simulating the effects of gravity loads and the overturning moment

associated with the lateral load, were applied through two actuators with

a capacity of 1560 kN (350 k) each. All actuators were connected to the

built-in high pressure hydraulic system available at the testing

facility, and were controlled using the closed loop loading system

shown schematically in Fig. l4d. This system, which was specially

developed for cyclic load tests of large frame-wall subassemblages,

permitted either load or displacement feedback control of the lateral

actuator through an MTS servocontro11er [35]. Additiona1.servG

controT1ers connected to the axial load actuators enabled predetermined

column loads to be applied, followed by proportions ·of the incremental

load applied by the lateral actuator. Thus, the system permitted

load or displacement control and the simultaneous application of any

desired combination of initial column load, lateral shear, and

associated oveturning moment applied as an equivalent couple through
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the column actuators.

The loading sequence for each test consisted of the following

steps:

1) The cantilever beam struts were left free and the column

loads were applied to simulate unfactored dead plus live loads;

2) The struts were tightened;

3) The desired program of lalteral loads or displacements was

applied. The correct overturning moment as calculated from elastic

analyses was simul taneously appl iE!d using col umn jacks;

4) When the desired load program was completed, the cantilever

beam struts were disconnected; and

5) The axial loads were removed.

The ratio between lateral force and corresponding overturning

moment, was calculated by.elastic analysis of the entire end frame.

Elastic analysis of the bare framl~ gave a ratio of shear to overturning

moment which was duplicated using the proportion of axial to lateral

load shown in Fig. 14b. Elastic analysis of the infilled end frame

gave the ratio shown in Fig. l4c, which was used initially in the

infilled frame tests. During the course of these tests panel

degradation caused the infilled frame to behave as a weakly-braced

frame; such behavior was expected to alter the lateral force

overturning moment ratio. To account for any changes, the proportion

of axial to lateral loads was changed during each infilled frame test,

based on the amount of panel damage observed (i.e. extent of transition

from monolithic deep beam to bare frame behavior). In infilled frame

test #1, the ratio was changed tw'ice, once from the infilled frame
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ratio to an intermediate ratio, and again from the intermediate ratio

to that corresponding to the bare frame. Comparison of successive'

cycles to equal displacements showed that these changes did not have

a significant effect on the overall force-displacement characteristics

of the model. However, it was believed that their effect on column

hinge formation was significant, and therefore the same procedure was

used to vary the ratio between lateral and axial forces in all the

infilled frame tests.

5.3 Instrumentation

In this initial test series, it was decided to use the minimum

amount of instrumentation to monitor 1) all loads applied to the

specimen; 2) lateral displacements at each floor level; 3) internal

forces necessary for checks of static equilibrium; and 4) key response

quantities which provided information about changes in overall struc

tural response.

The bare frame was instrumented as shown in Fig. 15. Applied loads

were monitored through force transducers connected to the actuator

shafts. Displacements' were monitored using linear potentiometers

(LP's) connected to fixed reference points. Forces in the struts

connecting the cantilever beams, and the strut connecting the two

stub columns, were monitored using force transducers consisting of

four-arm bondable strain gage bridges. Column rotations at the base and

relative rotations at the first floor interior beam-column connection,

were monitored using linear variable differential transformers (LVDT's)

attached to rigid yokes set perpendicular to member axes. Clip gages

(see Appendix C) at the column bases permitted detailed analysis of
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longitudinal steel pullout there.

Similar instrumentation was used for the infilled frame specimens,

as shqwn in Fig. 16. However, neither the force in the strut connecting

the two column stubs, nor rotations at the column bases, were monitored.

In addition to clip gages at the base of the columns, weldable strain

gages were placed on the column longitudinal reinforcement to indicate

yielding of the column steel. Clip gages placed along the first story

height of each column permitted study of overall bending deformations

at that level.

Bare frame instrumentation comprised 21 different channels;

infilled frame specimens had from 28 to 32 channels, depending on the

tests. Output from all of these was read at discrete intervals using a

low-speed scanner connected to a magnetic tape unit, and some channels

were monitored continuously using XY recorders.

5.4 Testing of Specimens

As discussed briefly in Section 3.7, tests were conducted on

the following four models:

1) a bare frame (test #1) ;

2) this same frame, infilled with clay blocks after test #1;

3) a virgin frame, infi" ed \vi th clay blocks; and

4) a virgin frame, i nfi 11ed \'Ii th concrete blocks.

The general procedures and overall results of the bare and infilled

frame tests are discussed below. Details of each of the four tests

are given in Appendix D.
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5.5 Bare Frame Test

After the application of simulated gravity loads using axial

jacks, this frame was subjected to the first few cycles of the lateral

loading program shown in Fig. 17. This program was designed to meet

the following two main objectives:

1) to subject the frame to cycles of full load reversal at the

level of base shear consistent with that of the USC service load design

of Section 3.2; and

2) to subject the frame to cycles of full deflection reversal at

deflections sufficiently high to permit observation of the frame1s

inelastic response, yet small enough so that the resulting damage

level would be low enough to permit subsequent infilling and

retesting.

The pattern of the loading program--cycling with full load rever

sals to monotonically increasing maximum loads--was selected not only

because it represents in an approximate manner the effects of the first

few cycles of base shear response to strong far-field ground motions,

but also because it is one of the most efficient loading programs for

acquiring valuable data regarding hysteretic behavior when the number

of test specimens is limited.

Figure 18 shows the resulting tip displacement as a function of

lateral load. Failure occurred through the formation of a sidesway

mechanism at a maximum lateral load of about 50 kN (11.3 k). As shown

in Fig. 18, this experimentally-observed lateral load agreed very well

with that predicted by a second-order collapse analysis using individual

member resistances and a failure mechanism corresponding to the observed
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damage. Judging by its perfonnancE~ under quasi-static cyclic load,

the seismic resistance of the bare frame was significantly affected by

its lateral flexibility and consequent susceptibility to P-Ll effects.

As discussed in detail in Appendix 0, the bare frame1s inelastic

resistance was limited in particular by deterioration of strength and

stiffness in the interior beam-column connections.

5.6 Infilled Frame Tests

The loading programs and lateral load-deflection curves for the

three i nfi 11 ed frame tests are sho'wn in Fi gs. 17 and 19 through 22.

The loading program used for tests #2 and #2 was an extension of

that used for the bare frame test--complete load reversals at monoto

nically increasing peak amplitudes. However, a different type of load

ing program was used for test #3. Following the 1971 San Fernando

earthquake, it was suggested that a dominant feature of near-field ground

acceleration records is the presence of large acceleration pulses

associated with the propagation of horizontal shear waves from the

focal region [36J. The presence of these pulses may result in rapid

near-monotonic loading of the structure into the inelastic range. This

type of loading may be critical for structures with a high tendency

toward brittle failure [36]. The loading program for test #3 was based

on this type of near-field record: after a few cycles at service-level

loads, the shear was monotonicalljr increased until the start of serious

panel damage. The structure was then cycled as before, under full

load reversals, resulting in displacement reversals with gradually

increasing peak amplitudes.
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In Section 2.1, it was hypothesized from the results of the

literature investigation, that the response of infilled frames to

cyclic shear would follow this sequence:

1) Initially, the frame and panel would behave as a monolithic

deep beam.

2) Boundary separation would occur at the interface between the

frame and the infills, and the structural action of the subassemblage

would be similar to that of a frame braced by equivalent diagonal

compression struts.

3) Assuming that brittle frame failure were avoided, the inelas

tic response of the infilled frame would be similar to that of a braced

frame with degrading equivalent diagonal compression struts.

These hypotheses were verified. Additional observations of

response under large story drifts provided further information regarding

the overall behavior mechanism of infilled frames constructed in accord

ance with the guidelines given at the beginning of this section. Spe

cific information on the results of each test is given in Appendix 0,

and some of these results are related to material characteristics in

Section 5.7. The following description is intended to summarize those

aspects of infilled frame response which were observed in all three

tests, and to aid in correlating the detailed information of Appendix D.

The results will first be described in general, and then specific

examples will be used to illustrate each response stage.

The general failure sequence was the same for all three infilled

frame specimens:

1) Initially, cracks formed in each panel in directions consistent

with the principal tensile stress orientations predicted by deep beam
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theory.

2) After the separation of the infills from the bounding frame,

the assemblage behaved essentially as a frame braced by equivalent

diagonal compression struts. When the panel resistance began to

decrease due to crushing and shea}" in these equivalent struts, the

entire subassemblage exhibited a qradual decrease in shear strength

under load reversal.

3) Spalling occurred at frame regions subjected to critical

combinations of axial forces, mom(:!nt, and infill ... induced shear.

Typically, this spalling occurred in the beams or columns near the

connections. Reduced frame membe1r stiffness at these critical regions

resulted in increasing local inelastic deformations. Eventually, the

number of such regions increased sufficiently to produce a sidesway

mechanism, whose lateral resistance was controlled by the strength of

these inelastic regions as well as by the residual infill resistance.

4) Repeated cycles of loading reversal produced an increased

amount of II pinching ll in the load-deflection curve, characteristic of

shear-degrading structures, and the strength of the subassemblage

asymptotically approached that of the corresponding bare frame

mechanism.

Figures 23 through 35 illustrate specifically the physical

appearance and load-deflection behavior associated with each of the

four response stages discussed above. The photos and load-deflection

curves were obtained from test #3. However, similar behavior was

observed in the other two infille!d frame tests as well.
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Point 1'1" of Fig. 23 cores ponds to the stage of monolithic

behavior. Figure 24 shows the deep beam cracking pattern characteristic

of that stage. The start of separation between the infill and frame is

illustrated in Fig. 25. Point "2" of Fig. 23 corresponds to Fig. 26,

which illustrates the development of the equivalent diagonal compression

strut, in this case, in the first story panel (panel #1). Figure 27

shows the physical appearance of this panel as the strut began to

degrade near the base of the exterior (left-hand) column. This stage

corresponds to Point "3" 'on the load-deflection curve (Fig. 23). How

ever, the start of degradation of this equivalent strut did not cause

failure of the subassemblage. Points "4" and "5" of Fig. 28 represent

reversals of deflection between +7 cm and -2 cm. These points were

associated with the damage levels shown in Figs. 29 and 30, respectively.

As discussed in detail in the next section, this damage was characterized

by increased panel deterioration due to crushing and shear along the

compression diagonal.

Continued cycles of deformation reversal at increased maximum tip

deflections (approximately ~ 10 cm, or ~ 4 in.) gave load-deflection

characteristics as indicated by Points "6", "]I', and "8" of Fig. 31.

The damage resulting from these deflection reversals is shown in Figs.

32 through 36. Examination of the figures will show that continued

cycling led to: 1) formation of inelastic regions in the frame members

near the beam-column connections; 2) spalling of the frame members near

these critical regions; 3) development of the sidesway mechanism

shown schematically in Fig. 31; and 4) strength asymptotically
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approaching the second-order collapse load of the corresponding bare

frame mechanism, as shown in Fig. 31.

As may be seen from Figs. 20 through 22, although all three

infilled frame models exhibited a decrease in strength following the

initial drop in panel resistance, this decrease was gradual. All

infilled models exhibited excellent energy dissipation characteristics,

even at tip deflections greater thcln ! ·10 cm, corresponding to story

drifts in excess of 0.03. Figure 36 shows the largest hysteretic loop

obtained for the bare frame test (test #1), superimposed on the hys

teretic loops obtained for the virgin frame infilled with concrete

blocks (test #4). The hysteretic behavior of the infilled frame is

clearly far superior with respect to energy dissipation. This super

iority can be expressed quantitatively by comparing the amount of

energy dissipated by the infilled frame versus the bare frame. To be

able to compare energy dissipation at any given level of displacement

reversal, it is convenient to compute for each model the energy

dissipated in a given cycle (the area bounded by the hysteretic curve

for that cycle), normalized by the total peak-to-peak displacement

variation for that cycle. These calculations were carried out for the

four specimens, and the results are presented in Fig. 37. As explained

in Appendix 0, variations in the loading programs and failure modes

produce some differences among the three curves of Fig. 37 corresponding

to the infilled frames. However, when the results presented in Fig. 37

as well as those in Figs. 18 and 20 through 22 are exa~ined, it is

clear, with respect both to ~tiffness at service levels and to maximum

energy absorption and dissipation capacity at all levels of displacement
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In all cases, it was possibl~ to achieve distributed infill cracking

and high energy dissipation, and to minimize brittle shear failure

in the bounding frame.

It should be noted that the ductile behavior of this type of

infilled frame is considerably different from ductile shear wall

behavior. A ductile shear wall is designed to fail in flexure. Under

complete load reversals, this type of failure often results in the

opening of cracks which run completely across the whole cross-section

of the wall. Rotational ductility is then generally limited by

resistance to sliding shear failure, or to a type of failure

characterized by crushing and spalling along a horizontal band

extending across the wall. These types of failure are particularly

likely to occur at the base of the wall, or at horizontal construction

joints .

However, the type of infilled frame considered herein is designed

to respond inelastically as a braced frame. Its failure is governed

by crushi ng of the equi va lent di agonal compressi on strut. To ensure

that an infilled frame subassemblage will fail as a braced frame rather

than as a ductile shear wall, it must be desi gned so that the 1atera1

shear necessary to cause flexural failure considerably exceeds that

required to produce infill crushing. For example, the model infilled

frame subassemblage studied herein \'/as idealized as a beam-column using

the computer program RCCOLS. Under the expected range of axial loads,

the subassemblage was found to have a yield moment corresponding to a

shear of about 756 kN (170 k) applied at the level of the lateral

45
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actuator. It was decided that a rE!asonable upper bound to the shear

requi red to cause pane 1 crushi ng, coul d be computed by assum; ng such

crushing to occur at a nominal pane! 1 shear stress of 0 .83 ~ MPa

or 10 .;:rr psi. The prism tests d~!scribed in Chapter 4 showed thec
compressive strength of the panels to be at most 24.1 MPa, or 3500 psi.

Therefore an upper bound on the shl:ar resistance of a single panel \lias

computed by multiplying this nominal maximum stress by the area of a

horizontal section through the pan le1:

v = 51 rom x 1880 mm x 4.075 MPa = 391 kN, or 88 kmax

It is clear that in this case the resistance of the panel to

diagonal crushing was much less than the load required to produce

flexural yielding. As anticipated, braced frame behavior was observed

rather than shear wall behavior in all infilled frame tests: maximum

resistances ranged from about 270 kN to 320 kN (60 to 72 k), well

below the calculated upper bound of 391 kN (88 k).

Whether a subassembl age behaves as a braced fralre or as a shear

wall, depends principally on the aspect ratio and thickness (strength)

of the panel. Infilled frames with large aspect ratios (ratio of

height to width) will generally fail in flexure because of their

comparatively low flexural strength. Infilled frames with low aspect

rati os will generally have fai1ur~! rnodes governed by pane 1 thi ckness:

A given frame, infilled with weak panels, will behave as a lightly

braced frarre. As the strength of the panels is increased, the frame

rr,embers themselves may fail in shl:ar as a result of panel crac~ing. If

this is prevented by suitable des'ign guidelines, as in our case, the
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subassemblage will behave as a heavily braced frame. The use of even

stronger infills will result in monolithic shear wall behavior, with

failure occurring in flexure, shear-flexure, or sliding shear. The

type of design studied herein behaves inelastically as a braced frame;

there is little tendency toward sliding shear failure, and the

cracked panels dissipate considerable energy without significantly

affecting the integrity of the frame.

5.7 Remarks Regardinq Hysteretic Behavior

The responses of the bare and infilled frame specimens tc cycles

of load and deflection reversals, are described generally in ths

chpater and specifically in Appendix D. It is worthwile to discuss

further some specific aspects of the observed infilled frame behavior:

The tests indicate that initial panel deterioration (crushing of

the equivalent strut) may occur in any panel. At first, the lowest

panel is subjected to higher stresses because the overturning moment

is greatest there. However, after the model begins to behave as a

braced frame, the three compression diagonals are subjected to almost

identical forces. As noted in Chapter 6, analyses show that small

differences in force do exist, owing to slight differences in panel as

aspect ratios and to the stiffness distribution of the frarre itself.

Because approximately equal forces act along the compression diagonals

of all three panels, the question of which panel crushes first,

depends chiefly on local mechanical characteristics of each panel and

of the frame joints. These in turn depend heavily on the quality

control of materials and workmanship. Apart from these considerations,

the following specific characteristics were found to contribute to the
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initiation of crushing in a particular panel:

1) Lap splices in horizontal IJanel steel. - As noted in the text,

the infilled frame models used in t,ests #2 and #3 were constructed

with simple lap splices in the hori:zontal panel steel. In both of these

tests, cracks forrred along the verti cal 1ines marking the cutoff point

for the horizontal dowels anchored in the frame column. Because no

such cracks-formed along the vertic:al line of welded splices in the

horizontal panel steel, it is probable that the crucial weakness of the

lap splice is the local concentration of tensile stress which it

creates, rather than the reduction in steel area at the end of the

spl ice.

2) Lap splices in vertical steel.- These are an unavoidable

consequence of the constructi on techn; que used. They di d not seem to

infl uence the cracking pattern of the fi rst two infi lled frames.

However, it is believed that they contributed to the horizontal

shear crack which formed across the center of panel #2 in the last

model tested. This crack may also have formed because of a relatively

poor horizontal mortar joint at that level, or because the welded

horizontal splices prevented cracking in the vertical direction. An

infill panel which is lightly cracked along its compression diagonal

will be able to resist essentially the same shear as an uncracked

panel, because the compression stress paths run parallel to the crack.

However, even small horizontal shear cracks across a panel will

significantly"reduce its shear resistance, because shears must be

carried by fr-tction~ across the cr;3.ck, instead of in compression.

Therefore, the panels should probably be desiqned against horizontal
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panel cracking. This could be achieved by:

a) using lap splices instead of welded ones in the horizontal

steel, to encourage vertical rather than horizontal panel cracks;

b) cutting the vertical dowels to varying heights, to avoid the

creation of a single plane of weakness in the panel; and

c) using high-lift grouting in preference to low-lift, in order

to minimize the weakening effect of poor horizontal grout joints.

Following the start of crushing in any given panel, the following

factors were found to determine whether or not deterioration would

subsequently occur in other panels:

1) The shear stiffness at beam-column connections (joints)

adjacent to a given panel. - When a particular panel started to degrade,

shear deformations increased there, resulting in the formation of hinge

regions in the frame members bordering the panel. Because these hinge

regions formed near the member ends, they were associated with a

deterioration of the beam-column connections. The exterior connections

deteriorated slowly, principally through the formation of shear

cracks through the beams at the column faces due to reactions of the

diagonal struts against the beams. However, the interior beam-column

joints usually began to deteriorate rapidly due to pull~through of

the longitudinal beam steel. As a result, severe cracking in a panel

was usually followed by deterioration of one or both of the interior

beam-column connections bounding that panel. This caused a reduction

of local shear stiffness at these connections, and a consequent local

increase in stress at the corners of undamaged panels located next to

the degraded joints. This local increase in stress usually resulted
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in a local crushing failure there, which triggered overall degradation

of the entire panel. In other words, the deterioration process spread

from one infill panel to another primarily through the interior beam-

column connections.

2) The amount of damage in each of the other panels when the

strength of the first panel starts to degrade. - The maximum resistance

of each specimen coincided with th~ start of degradation in one of the

panels. Because the resistance of this first panel then began to

deteriorate in a relatively rapid manner, the forces acting in the

other panels were decreased to levels significantly less than those

required to initiate crushing. Therefore, regardless of local frame

damage, some panels remained relatively undamaged throughout the entire

test. The location of these relatively undamaged panels was found to

determine the location of hinge regions in the frame, and hence the

final collapse mechanism of "the infilled frame. In some cases, the

hinge positions and resulting mechanism changed during the test, as

a consequence of changes in relative damage in each panel as the test

progressed.

At the start of this investigation, there was considerable

uncertainty over the most effective placement and quantity of panel

steel. Experimental observations regarding this were complicated by

the fact that at least three distinct modes of infill panel reinforce-

ment behavior were noted during the tests:

1) Monolithic deep beam. - In this range, it is believed that both

the percentage and spacing of panel steel are important. Vertical steel
-

acts as longitudinal reinforcement, and both vertical and horizontal
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It is believed that in this range the spacing of panel steel may be

more important than the percentage: closer panel steel spacing will

result in closer spacing of panel cracks, and smaller width of each

crack.

2) Braced frame behavior with slightoanel damage. - In this

range, the deformation pattern of the model changes from flexural to

that of a braced frame, and begins to be controlled by shear

deformations in each panel. Since small shear deformations produce

only second-order strains in horizontal and vertical panel steel, it

is believed that in this stage of response as well, steel percentage

is of less importance than close steel spacing, which as before will

continue to encourage distributed panel cracking.

3) Braced frame behavi or wi th severe panel damage. - In thi s

range, the panel steel may again carry loads, due to the complex stress

paths in the degrading panels. Close spacing aids in holding the

broken pieces of masonry and in retarding the degradation of the

pane ls. Therefore, the amount and spacing of hori zonta1 and verti cal

panel steel, are both importanto

It is recognized that the use of single-wythe masonry panels

imposes severe restrictions on the orientation, spacing, and percentage

of panel steel. Tests with precast concrete panels might suggest more

effective panel reinforcing patterns. However, the results obtained

to date indicate that the spacing of reinforcement (in both directions)

is at least as important as the percentage of reinforcement. Further

tests may provide more information regarding this point.
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The validity of the equivalent strut concept depends, among

other things, on verification of thl: physical mechanisms by which

shear resistance is maintained in a deteriorating masonry panel.

Understanding these rrechanisms is of value in interpreting experirrental

data, and also in formulating valid analytical models:

1) Initially the panel resists diagonal compression elastically.

Cracks form in the mortar joints in a direction roughly perpendicular

to the principal tensile stresses, and may propagate into the units

themselves. As long as the cracks are narrow, however, they do not

significantly decrease the strength or stiffness of the panel upon

reloading in the opposite direction.

2) When the load increases SCI that the combination of horizontal

and vertical compressive stresses r~aches the failure envelope

[37,38J, crushing occurs along the compression diagonal. The

consequent shortening of this diagonal allows one half of the panel

to move sideways with respect to the other, as shown in Fig. 38.

Resistance in this range is due to friction in horizontal cracks,

steel tension across vertical cracks, and dcwel action across

horizontal cracks. As the load is increased, panel shear deformation

increases by a combination of new crushing and further slippage along

horizontal crack surfaces.

3) As soon as part of the panel has moved si deways wi th respect

to the other following crushing of the diagonal strut, load reversal

causes closure of the vertical cracks opened in (2) above. This

closure does not occur imrr:edi ate ly and the 1oad-defl ecti on curve

exhibits some pinching as a resu'lt. Potential resistance is provided



by friction along the horizontal cracks and compression at the

closed vertical cracks. However, stress concentrations cause the

formation of diagonal cracks in the opposite direction long before

significant compressive stress can be developed at closed vertical

cracks. As a result, the only significant resistance mechanism is

that of friction due to interlock along the cracks in the horizontal

(bed) joints. This friction is already limited to less than the

original value by previous crushing, and decreases steadily due to

degradation along the horizontal cracks. Consequently, the available

resistance of the panel also decreases.

4) Gross deterioration of the panel involves decreased interlock

due to degradation, accompanied by a widening of the two intersecting

zones of diagonal crushing. This diagonal crushing increases the

shear deformation necessary to mobilize strut resistance, and results

in an accentuation of the pinching in the load-deflection curves. The

rate of strength and stiffness degradation in this range depends

primarily on the effectiveness of the panel reinforcement in holding

the pieces of the panels together.
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6. ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION

As was pointed out in Section 1.2, the available laboratory facil

ities and research budget made it necessary to carry out the experi

mental investigation of infilled fy'ame behavior using a scale model

subassemblage. To gain better undE!rstanding of the fundamental mechan

isms behind the experimentally observed response, to permit generaliza

tion of the results to other infilled frames of the same type, and to

develop procedures suitable for the analysis of large infilled frame

structures, it was decided to conduct an analytical investigation.

The main objective of this analytical investigation was to develop a

physically reasonable mathematical model capable of predicting the

essential aspects of observed mode~1 infilled frame behavior. This

was carried out in several steps. Details of the required calculations

are given in Appendix E.

Because of the large amount of time and effort required to write

a general nonlinear structural ana"lysis program, it 't/as decided to carry

out the analytical investigation using an existing computer program as

a basis. After a study of the available programs, it was decided to

use ANSR-I, a general purpose program for analysis of nonlinear struc

tural response, recently written at U.C. Berkeley by D. P. Mondkar and

G. H. Powell [39J.

6.1 Prediction of Bare Frame Behavior

For this phase, the ANSR-I program was used with the two-component

model beam-column element recently written for it by a graduate student,

D. Row, at Berkeley [40J. The one-third scale subassemblage was modeled
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as a plane frame consisting of rigid finite-width joints connected by

one-dimensional beam-column elements. An initial attempt was made to

model the reinforced concrete members with elements having bilinear

moment-rotation characteristics only. However, this approach was not

sufficiently accurate. It was finally decided to model the beams labeled

"81" in Fig. lOa using elerrents having; fi ve-segment moment-rotati on charac

teristics. Beam type "82" was idealized as having a quadrilinear moment

rotation relationship, and the columns were modeled using bilinear

elements only. Details of the procedures used are given immediately

below and in Appendix E, and the final bare frame idealization is shown

in Fig. 39.

As noted above, the beams were modeled using either three or four

parallel beam elements, each having essentially a linear elasto-perfectly

plastic moment-rotation characteristic. The strengths and stiffnesses

of these constituent elements were calculated so that their combined

moment-rotation relationship would be consistent with the moment-curva

ture relation calculated for each of the two beam types used in the

specimen (81 or 82, Fig. lOa); These actual moment-curvature relationships

were calculated using the computer program RCCOLS [32J. This procedure

is illustrated in Figs. 40 and 41. Steel and concrete mechanical charac

teristics were obtained from the tests conducted as described in Appendix

.8. To avoid conceptual errors from the use of multiple yield surfaces

associated with multi-member columns, the columns were modeled using

single bilinear elements only. As shown in Fig. 42, the stiffness and

strain-hardening characteristics for these elements were calculated to

correspond as closely as possible to the actual characteristics of the
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specimen's columns, as determined from theoretical moment-curvature

diagrams calculated using RCCOL5. The points labeled IIA II , IIB", and

IIC" in Fig. 42 may be considered to indicate yielding of the idealized

bilinear column under different values of axial force. Together with

an assumed balance point axial force of 222 kN (SDk), these points

can be used to construct a moment-axial force interaction diagram for

the idealized bilinear column (Fig. 43). Within the range of axial

forces of interest in this study, the idealized diagram closely approx

imates the moment-axial force interaction diagram previously calculated

for the actual column.

The analytical model was subjected to the same type of loading

program used in Test #1: axial loads were first applied, and the analy

tical model was then subjected to cycles of lateral load and associated

overturning moment. Figure 44 shows the analytical results, compared

with the previously obtained experimental curves for top lateral deflec

tion as a function of lateral load.

It can be seen that agreement was excellent at all stages except at

the reloading portion. Physically, this was due to the fact that

flexural cracks at hinge regions did not close immediately upon load

reversal. Hence the actual strength did not pick up as rapidly as

predicted by the analytical idealization. However, because the behavior

of the infilled frame idealization is dominated by the behavior of the

infills themselves, the bare frame model was considered sufficiently

accurate for the objectives of this analytical investigation.
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6.2 Prediction of Infilled Frame Behavior

The principal objective of' this study has been to develop a physic

ally reasonable mathematical model capable of predicting the essential

aspects of experimentally observed infilled frame behavior. Previous

analytical investigations [22,23,41] have developed microscopic models

in which finite elements were used to model the panel materials, rein

forcing steel, and the bond-slip relation between them. The- results

obtained from such complex models have been generally disappointing

in view of the tremendous computational effort required to produce them.

It is believed that this is due principally to the present lack of

knowledge regarding the mechanical behavior of masonry materials under

combined states of stress or strain. Even if such microscopic models

were accurate, however, they would probably not be practical for analyses

of large infilled frame structures.

Therefore, it was decided to try to develop a macroscopic model.

Experimental results had indicated that infilled frames designed and

constructed in accordance with the guidelines of Section 3.4, behaved

essentially as a combination of two types of structural components:

1) the frame members themselves; and 2) the infills, which strengthened

the frames, stiffened them, and dissipated large amounts of energy through

distributed cracking. The presence of the engineered infills changed the

basic behavior from that of a bare frame, to that of a braced frame. The

process of infill panel degradation greatly influenced the location of

critical regions in the frame members, and, consequently, the final

mechanism of the infilled frame subassemblage. However, the forces

induced by the infills did not significantly reduce the available
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rotational ductility of the developed critical regions under cycles of

reversed loading.

Based on these observations~ it was decided to develop a simplified

macroscopic mathematical model based on the equivalent strut concept~

which had proved useful in interpreting observed experimental results

[15~16J. Because the behavior of the engineered infi11s studied herein

was so carefully contro1led~ it was hypothesized that a simple model

would be sufficiently accurate~ as well as offering obvious advantages

in computational efficiency.

It was decided that the analytical model of the subassemb1age should

predict the following aspects of infi1led frame behavior:

1) initial stiffness;

2) initial strength; and

3) de9!ading stiffness and strength behavior, particularly the

pinching effect associated with the deterioration of infi11

stiffness.

To accomplish this~ it was considered convenient to model the

infi11ed frame subassemb1age using two separate types of elements:

1) As was done for the bare frame analysis~ multiple two-component

elements would be used to model the beams. Each individual element

would have linear-elastic perfectly plastic moment-rotation characteristics.

Single two-component elements only would be used to model the columns.

2) As shown in Fig. 45~ a pair of equivalent diagonal strut elements

would be used to model each infill panel. These elements would be

designed to exhibit strength, stiffness~ and deterioration characteristics

similar to those observed in the experiments.
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Three different equivalent strut models were developed during the

investigation. Each successive model involved a slight increase in

complexity, and produced results more closely approximating those

obtained experimentally.

6.2.1 Strut Model #1

It was hypothesized that the strut model should duplicate the

following main aspects of the experimentally observed infi11 behavior:

1) initial stiffness and strength;

2) decreased strength with increased deformation; and

3) decreased stiffness on reloading.

A macroscopic equivalent strut element was written for the nonlinear

general analysis program ANSR-I, with the mechanical characteristics

indicated in Fig. 46. Note that the complete infilled frame response

combines the behavior of the frame members and ~~o equivalent diagonal

struts per panel, one in each direction. The following behavior descrip

tion refers to a single strut only:

1) Elastic Loading (path OA)

This is defined by

where S is the axial force in the strut; E is Young's modulus for the

infill material, obtained as in Chapter 4; v is the axial deformation

in the strut, positive values corresponding to extension; L is the length

of the strut, taken here as the distance between diagonally-opposite

nodes; and A is the product of the panel thickness and the effective

width of the strut. This width can be calculated as shown in Appendix E.
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2) Strength Envelope Curve (path AB)

This curve is defined by

where A, S, and v are defined as above, and f c is the compression

strength as determined from prism tests. The strength degradation

parameter, y, is selected on the basis of experience. A value of 1.0

was used in all analyses described here. The envelope curve was defined

by a decaying exponential b~cause this was the simplest class of math

ematical expressions reflecting the desired characteristics of decreasing

strength with increased deformation. As will be noted subsequently,

it is probable that some increase in accuracy could be achieved by

defining the strength envelope curve in terms of more complicated classes

of functions.

3) Elastic Unloading (path BC)

In this range, the strut unloads elastically, with a stiffness

equal to the elastic loading stiffness of path OA.

4) Tension Curve (path CC'D)

Initially, an actual equivalent diagonal strut has some tensile

resistance, due to the tensile strength of the panel material (usually

very low) and the action of the panel steel (also low). Tensile crack

ing of the strut causes this tensile resistance to drop immediately.

The tensile resistance which is available from then on is that due to

the action of the panel steel alone. In developing Strut Model #1,

it was decided that the complexity necessary to model this drop in tensile

resistance was not justified in view of the generally minor effects of
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infill tensile strength. The idealized tension curve was defined by

S = Aft

where S and A are defined as above, and ft is a constant nominal resis

tance whose value is based on the observed tensile resistance of the

panel reinforcement. All the strut models described here permit speci

fication of arbitrary values of f t , However, panel tensile resistance

was not observed to have any significant effect on the behavior of the

experimental models, and f t was therefore assigned a zero value in all

the analyses described herein.

5) Reloading Curve (path DE)

The experimental models were observed to exhibit decreased stiffness

upon reloading, Therefore, this reloading curve was defined by a

straight line connecting the point on the tension curve corresponding to

maximum positive deformation (point 0), with the point on the strength

envelope curve corresponding to maximum negative deformation (point B).

6) Further Elastic Cycles (path EFGGtE)

Strut Model #1 was defined to exhibit elastic loading and unloading

during further cycles within the area defined by the strength envelope

curve, the tension curve, and the reloading curve. For example, the

strut unloads elastically from point E until reaching the tension curve

at point F. Decreasing deformation causes movement along the tension

curve from point F to point G. Reloading in compression causes the

strut to reload elastically until reaching the previously defined reload

ing curve at pcjnt Gr. The strut then continues to reload along this
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curve until reaching point E again. Strut extensions beyond the defor

mation corresponding to point 0 (for instance, to point 0'), cause the

reloading curve to be redefined in terms of the coordinates of points

8 and 0'. A similar redefinition takes place following compressive

deformations in excess of the value corresponding to point B.

Using this Strut Model #1, the entire infil1ed frame subassemblage

was modeled as shown in Fig. 47. This model comprised 46 elements,

, 18 nodes, and 40 degrees of freedom. The following material parameters

were used for the equivalent strut elements:

E = 8290 MPa (1200 ksi), as determined from prism tests on clay
blocks.

f c = 2.41 MPa(3500 psi), as determined from prism tests on clay
blocks.

f t = 0.0, as explained previously.
A = 12900 mm2 (20 in2). This figure was obtained by multiplying

the nominal thickness of the panel (51 mm, or 2 in.) times
the equivalent strut width calculated in Appendix E (254 mm
or 10 in.).

y = 1.0, as explained previously.

The entire model was tested by subjecting it to the first part

of the short loading program shown in Fig. 48. The results are shown

in Fig. 49. The ANSR-I computer program did not allow the model to be

loaded by a program of specified tip displacements. Because the analy

tical idealization was designed to exhibit decreasing strength for

increasing deformations (beyond those required for panel cracking), a

program of applied loads would clearly result in overall instability of

the model after panel cracking. In order to ensure stability of the degrad-

ing structure, it was therefore necessary to restrain it laterally by

means of a horizontal support spring connected to the point of lateral

load application. Figure 49 (and all other similar figures in this
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section) shows the results with the effects of the spring removed.

Figure 49 also shows the corresponding experimentally-obtained

curve from Test #4 (Fig. 22). Comparison of these two curves shows

that use of Strut Model #1 produced an excellent representation of the

experimentally-observed initial stiffness and strength. However, the

degrading behavior was not modeled correctly. Panel damage from post

cracking excursions in one direction did not reduce the maximum panel

resistance available in the opposite direction.

6.2.2 Strut Model #2

To correct the above-noted deficiency of Strut Model #1, this model

was refined to exhibit the mechanical behavior shown in Fig. 50 and

described below:

1) through 4) same as Strut Model #1 (path OABCC'D)

5) Reloading Curve (path DB or D'B')

As before, the strut reloads, possibly with reduced stiffness.

Strut Model #2, however, defines the reloading curve in a manner slightly

different from that of Strut Model #1, to reflect more accurately the

effect of previous damage history on panel strength and stiffness.

Experimentally, it was observed that after reaching a given resistance

level in one direction, an infilled frame model was not able to develop

more than this resistance in the other direction, when the load was

reversed. Physically, this can be explained by the fact that the two

equivalent diagonal compression struts share the portion of material

at the center of the panel, and therefore are not physically independent.

Suppose that a single-panel infilled frame, whose panel is idealized
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by two equivalent struts, is loaded laterally in the positive direction.

One strut will be placed in compression, and the other one will be

placed in tension. The compression strut will load elastically, reach

the strength envelope curve, and suffer increasing damage as it moves

along the path AB of Fig. 50. The tension strut will offer some nominal

tensile resistance, and will intersect and move along the tension curve

on a path such as OGIO. Now suppose the direction of the lateral load

is reversed. The strut which was originally in compression will unload

and go into tension along a path such as BCC'FGD. The strut which was

originally in tension will now reload. How should this reloading curve

be defined? For Strut .Model #1, the strut which was originally in tension

would reload along a reloading curve defined by a straight line connect~

ing points 0 and A and would therefore eventually develop its virgin

compressive resistance .. Since this strut compressive resistance is

initially the most significant contribution to total infilled frame

lateral resistance, this would imply that the infilled frame could

develop, upon loading reversal, a lateral resistance equal to the original

resistance. This in fact is the type of overall analytical behavior

illustrated in Fig. 49. But as noted above, this behavior is incorrect.

Experimental tests showed that the infilled frame developed, upon reversal

of loading, a lateral resistance equal at most to the degraded resistance

in the original direction. In terms of the strut model, this implies

that the strut which was originally in tension (at point 0, say), will

not reload along a line DA (Fig. 50), but rather along a line DB. The

reloading curve for a given strut should be defined to connect the point

on the tension curve corresponding to that strut's maximum positive
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deformation (point D), with the point on the strength envelope curve

corresponding to the maximum negative deformation of the opposite

strut in the same panel. However, because of the way in which element

data are stored during execution of the ANSR-I program, this type of

behavior was very difficult to prescribe, and an alternative procedure

was therefore devised: in the range of panel deformations associated

with significant panel cracking, experiments showed that the most

significant panel deformation was in shear. When a panel idealized

by two equivalent compression struts deforms in shear, the axial deforma

tions of the struts are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, and the

maximum negative (compressive) deformation of a given strut is equal

in magnitude to the maximum positive (tensile) deformation of the other

strut. Therefore it was possible to define the reloading curve in the

following manner: for the single cycle of reyersed loading considered

in this example, the reloading curve for a given strut should be defined

to connect the point on the tension curve corresponding to that strut's

maximum positive deformation (point D), with the point on the strength

envelope curve corresponding to the maximum positive deformation of the

~ strut. This definition of the reloading curve was much easier

to incorporate into the analytical model. Finally, consider extending

this definition to loading programs other than the single cycle of

reversal considered above: suppose an equivalent strut has been loaded

onto the strength envelope curve (along path GAB, say), and then unloaded

to the tension curve but without significant reversal. When that strut

is reloaded, its strength will clearly not be governed by the negligible

amount of damage (compressive deformation) suffered by the opposite
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strut. The strength of the reloaded strut will depend on the damage

that it itself has suffered, i.e., on its own maximum negative (compres

sive) deformation. For the case of a general lateral load program,

the reloading curve for a given strut was therefore defined to be the

straight line connecting the point on the tension curve corresponding

to that strutls maximum positive (tensile) deformation, with the point

on the strength envelope curve corresponding to the maximum (absolute

value) deformation--positive or negative--previously experienced by

that same strut. Referring to Fig. 50, consider the following two

examples: First, suppose that a strut has been loaded following the

path OABCC'FGD. Because the maximum compressive deformation (point B)

is greater in magnitude than the maximum tensile deformation (point D),

the former will govern, and the strut will have a reloading curve defined

by the straight line DB. Physically, this would represent a case in

which the panel had been subjected to some load reversal, but not enough

to damage the opposite strut more than the strut under consideration.

Therefore, the damage in the reloading strut (a function of the maximum

compressive deformation of that strut) would control. Second, suppose

that a strut has been loaded following the path OABCC'FGDD ' . Because

the maximum compressive qeformation (point B) is now less in magnitude

than the maximum tensile deformation (point DI
), the latter will now

govern, and the strut will have a reloading curve defined by the straight

line D'B', where B1 and 01 are located at equal distances but opposite

directions from the vertical axis of Fig. 50. Physically, this would

represent a case in which the panel had been subjected to severe load

reversal, resulting consequently in damage to the opposite strut.
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Therefore, damage to that opposite strut would control. Such damage

would be a function of the maximum compressive deformation of that

opposite strut, which in turn would be essentially equal - as explained

above - to the maximum tensile deformation of the strut under consider

ation.

6) Further Elastic Cycles (path EFGGIIE)

Strut Model #2 was defined identically to Strut Model #1 in this

range. Because of the change in definition of the reloading curve between

Strut Models #1 and #2, however, redefinitions of the reloading curve

could occur following increases in maximum strut deformation in either

sense. For example, referring to Fig. 50, the reloading curve DB would

be redefined after strut deformations along the path DBB', or after

strut deformations along the path GOD'.

With the same element properties and loading program as before,

the use of Strut Model #2 produced the results shown in Fig. 51. That

same figure also shows the experimental behavior observed in Test #3

(Fig. 21) for cycles of load reversal in the same deflection range.

Because only the reloading curve had been changed from Strut Model #1

to Strut Model #2, the analytically predicted initial strength and

stiffness continued to agree well with the experimental results.

Strength degradation under monotonic load was also reproduced well.

However, it may be seen that upon reversal of loading, Strut Medel #2

did not produce the observed pinching effect associated with the opening

of cracks in the panels.
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6.2.3 Strut Model #3

To correct this deficiency, it was decided to introduce some

additional refinements into the reloading behavior of Strut Model #2.

As discussed in the previous subsection, this strut model exhibited

linear reloading behavior. Actually, the experimental observations

discussed in Section 5.7 showed that reloading behavior consisted of

two distinct phases. In the first phase, the previously formed vertical

panel cracks close. Until this closure is complete, the panel's lateral

strength and stiffness are essentially zero. Closure occurs when the

panel is returned to its undeformed configuration (or, in terms of the

equivalent strut idealization, when deformations in the equivalent

struts are zero). In the second phase, following panel crack closure,

the panel reloads, but with reduced stiffness and strength compared to

the virgin elastic behavior. In terms of the equivalent strut ideali

zation, the compression strut reloads with reduced stiffness and strength.

In accordance with the above experimental observations, the reloading

behavior of Strut Model #2 was slightly modified to produce a new model,

Strut Model #3. This model exhibited the mechanical behavior which is

shown in Fig. 52 and described below:

1) through 4) same as for Strut Models #1 and #2 (path OABCC'D)

5) Elastic Unloading (path DE or DIE')

As noted in Subsection 6.2.1, equivalent strut tensile resistance

is due primarily to the action of the panel steel. As an equivalent

strut with open tension cracks begins to reload, the steel crossing

those cracks will unload. This effect is not believed to significantly
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affect the panel's mechanical behavior, which is dominated at this stage

by the opposite strut. This elastic unloading stiffness was defined

to be identical to the initial elastic stiffness (path OA). It is

believed that this definition, though arbitrary, is not unreasonable.

6) Reloading Curve #1 (path EO or E'O)

This curve corresponds to the first phase of reloading discussed

above. Reloading is characterized by zero stiffness and strength until

the equivalent strut deformation returns to zero.

7) Reloading Curve #2 (path OB or OBI)

This curve corresponds to the second phase of reloading discussed

above. Reloading is characterized by reduced stiffness and strength

compared to the virgin elastic behavior of path OA. Reloading curve

#2 of this strut model is .defined almost exactly as for Strut Model #2:

for a given strut, reloading curve #2 is the straight line connecting

point 0 with the point on the strength envelope curve corresponding to

the maximum (absolute value) deformation - positive or negative 

previously experienced by that same strut. The examples given in

Subsection 6.2.2 may be applied almost verbatim to this case: if damage

in the reloading strut controls, then reloading curve #2 will be defined

from point 0 to point B; if damage to the opposite strut controls, the

curve will be defined from point 0 to point B1
, where B' and 01 are

located at equal distances but opposite directions from the vertical

axis of Fig. 52.

8) Further Elastic Cycles (path FGHH'F)

Strut Model #3 is identical to Strut Model #2 in this range.
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As with Strut Model #2, redefinition of reloading curve #2 would occur

following increases in maximum strut deformation in either sense.

For example, referring to Fig. 52, reloading curve #2 (path 08) would

be redefined after strut deformations along the path 086 1
, or after

strut deformations along the path HOD'.

With the same properties as before, the complete idealized sub

assemblage (using Strut Model #3) was subjected to the extended loading

program shown in Fig. 53. Limitations of time precluded an attempt

to subject this analytical model to the exact loading programs used

for the experimental tests. However, the extended analytical loading

program was designed to duplicate the essential features of the exper

imental loading programs. Figure 54 shows the analytical results,

together with the experimental behavior observed in Test #2 (Fig. 20).

Comparison of these two curves shows that the use of Strut Model #3

produces an excellent representation of the experimentally observed

stiffness, strength, and degradation characteristics of the entire

infilled frame subassemblage, throughout a wide range of load and dis

placement reversals.

It should be noted that Strut Model #3 produces an analytical

subassemblage model which will not in general exhibit the experimentally

observed phenomenon of decreasing lateral resistance with cycles of

full displacement reversal to constant maximum amplitude. Also, the

analytically predicted decrease in load following initial panel crushing

is in some cases slightly less than that observed experimentally. As

noted in Subsection 6.2.1, Strut Model #3 could be modified to reflect

this by introducing slight refinements in the envelope curve. However,
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it is believed that this strut model can efficiently achieve the overall

objectives of the analytical portion of this investigation, and that

the procedure developed here can be used in analyzing the response of

large infilled frame structures which meet the guidelines of Section 7.1.

6.3 Remarks

The original objective of developing a physically reasonable

mathematical model of infilled frame behavior was achieved. Unlike

those studied previously, the infilled frames investigated herein were

designed specifically for high energy dissipation and resistance to

brittle failure under cycles of complete load and displacement reversal.

The resulting controlled behavior made it possible to idealize such

infilled frames using a relatively simple macroscopic idealization. A

comparison of the results shown in Fig. 54 indicates that this mathe

matical idealization, based on the equivalent strut concept, clos~ly

approximates the stiffness, strength, and degradation characteristics

of the experimental model subassemblages. The idealization applies

only to infilled frames designed according to the guidelines of

Section 3.4, and only to frames infilled with complete panels. Without

further study, it should not be applied to partial infills, nor to

infills with openings.

It is recognized that the successful use of this mathematical

idealization depends on having good estimates of equivalent strut widths.

As noted in Subsection 2.1.1, many formulas are available for calculating

these widths. The accuracy of such formulas depends on the procedures

used to derive them. The equivalent strut widths used herein were

calculated in Appendix E by empirical formulas developed by Mainstone
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[16J. Increasingly accurate formulas can be expected to increase the

accuracy of results obtained with the analytical techniques developed

herein. However, the validity of these techniques for predicting

overall lateral force-deformation behavior does not depend on the

correctness of any particular strut width formula.

This mathematical idealization is efficient for use in nonlinear

analyses of large infilled frame structures. For example, the whole

model subassemblage was analyzed using a model comprising 18 nodes, 40

degrees of freedom, and 46 members. The response throughout more than

three cycles of full displacement reversal, well into the stage of

extensive panel degradation, was carried out using about 100 load

steps. All operations were performed in core, and required 7.0 minutes

of central processor time and a total storage of 39000 decimal on the

CDC-6400. It is believed that significant cost reductions could be

achieved by increasing the size of the load steps used, and by judi

cious reduction of the amount of output data requested at each load

step.



7. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Summary

One-third scale model structural subassemblages of a bare frame

and three infilled frames were subjected to axial loads plus quasi

static cycles of reversed shear and overturning moment, simulating

the principal effects of gravity loads plus earthquake-like excitations

on the prototype structure. The infilled frames were designed and

constructed according to the following specific guidelines:

1) The frame members (particularly the columns) should possess

high rotational ductility and resistance to degradation under

cycles of reversed shear loads;

2) Gradual panel degradation should be achieved by using closely

spaced infill reinforcement; and

3) The panel thickness should be limited so that the infill

cracking resistance in any story will be less than the

combined available shear resistance of the columns in that

story.

The bare frame was subjected to several cycles of full load
o.

reversal at service load levels, followed by one-and-one-half cycles

of full deflection reversal to a maximum average story drift of 0.017.

The frame developed a maximum lateral resistance of about 50 kN

(11.3 k), very close to the theoretical second-order rigid-plastic

collapse load corresponding to a collapse mechanism with the observed

pattern of critical regions. Bare frame behavior was characterized by

a low initial lateral stiffness of about 50 kN/cm (27 k/in.). This

73
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was further decreased by loss of stiffness in the interior beam

column connections due to pull-through of the beam longitudinal

steel. As a result, the cyclic resistance of the bare frame was

limited by p-~ effects. At its maximum deflection of 5 cm (2 in.),

the normalized energy dissipation of the bare frame was about 80

kN-cm per centimeter of displacement (18 k-in. per inch).

The three infilled frames were also subjected to several cycles

of full load reversals at service loads, followed by repeated cycles

of full load and/or deflection reversal designed to simulate the

principal effects of extreme ground motions. Under service load

levels, the infilled frames behaved as monolithic deep beams, with an

initial lateral stiffness of at least 250 kN/cm (143 k/in.). Increased

load levels resulted in the separation of the infill panels from the

frame, except at the two diagonally-opposite compression corners. This

led to the development of equivalent diagonal compression struts in

the panels, and therefore to a braced frame behavior by the subassem

blage. Further load increases caused crushing of some of these

equivalent struts, at loads in the range of 280 kN (63 k) to 320 kN

(72 k). The secant stiffness of the subassemblages at these load

levels was about 110 kN/cm (63 k/in.). Crushing of an equivalent strut

(usually the one located in the weakest panel of the subassemblage)

marked the start of serious panel degradation. The subassemblages

behaved from then on as frames braced by gradually degrading struts in

one or more panels.

The relative amounts of damage in each panel determined the

locations of the hinge regions which then developed in the frame members
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increased sufficiently to form a collapse mechanism, and the strength

of the infilled frame subassemb1ages gradually decreased to the second

order rigid-plastic collapse load corresponding to that of the bare

frame mechanism. The presence, behavior, and failure of the infil1

panels did not significantly reduce the rotational ductility of the

frame members. In all cases, testing was continued up to average story

drifts in excess of 0.03. Following the start of significant panel

cracking, the normalized energy dissipation of the infi11ed frames

was at least 150 kN/cm per centimeter of displacement (34 k/in. per

inch). Throughout all deflection ranges, the infil1ed frames dissipated

at least twice as much energy per centimeter of displacement as the bare

frames. The infil1ed frames dissipated an average total cumulative,

energy in excess of 2000 kN/cm (177 k/in.), far more than the bare frame

total of about 270 kN (24 k/in.).

Relatively simple macroscopic mathematical models, based on the

equivalent strut concept, were developed to represent the essential

aspects of the elastic and inelastic mechanical behavior of infilled

frames meeting the above guidelines. These mathematical models were

incorporated into ANSR-I, a recently developed general purpose computer

program for nonlinear structural analysis, and this was used to study

the analytically-predicted response of the tested subassemblages.

7.2 Conclusions

Infilled frames designed and constructed in accordance with the

guidelines stated in Section 7.1 have several advantages over comparable

bare frames, particularly if they may be subjected to strong ground

75
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motions.

Owing to the increased stiffness (500%) and maximum lateral

strength [from 50 kN (11.3 k) to 300 kN (67 k)J provided by infills,

behavior is greatly improved under service loads, moderate ground

shaking, and even under the largest expected excedance of standard

live loads. The increase in strength and energy absorption and

dissipation capacities achieved by the addition of engineered infills

is so large that it far exceeds the detrimental effects of possible

increases in inertial forces due to increased stiffness and consequent

decrease in period.

For severe ground motions demanding elastic base shears in excess

of that corresponding to the bare frame rigid-plastic collapse load,

the stiffness provided by infills significantly reduces the influence

of p-~ effects on seismic response. Significant panel cracks occurred

at tip deflections of at least 13 mm (0.5 in.), corresponding to

average story drifts of 0.004. Prior to this, infilled frame damage

was limited to cracks less than 2 mm (1/16 in.);n width.

Even under extreme ground motions demanding average story drifts

in excess of 0.02, the engineered infilled frame is superior to the

bare frame with respect to energy dissipation and resistance to

incremental collapse. A bare frame dissipates energy primarily through

large inelastic rotations at hinge regions near beam-column connections.

Strain-hardening at these regions often results in anchorage deteriora

tion at beam-column connections. The consequent loss of connection

stiffness increases the danger of incremental collapse of the bare

frame. However, in the engineered infilled frame, the panels dissipate



very large amounts of energy through hysteretic behavior (friction

across panel cracks, accompanied by gradual degradation of the

panel's initially high stiffness and strength). Because of this, the

danger of incremental collapse is reduced.

Procedures have been described for developing macroscopic

mathematical models predicting the essential aspects of experimentally

observed behavior. When used with a modern, general purpose nonlinear

analysis program, these models predict theoretical behavior agreeing

very well with observed experimental results, in all response stages.

It is believed that these procedures can be applied to other infilled

frames meeting the guidelines of Section 7.1.

7.3 Aseismic Design Implications

Designers should be aware of the fundamental differences between

the inelastic seismic responses of conventional ductile frames, ductile

shear walls, and engineered infilled frames. These differences are

discussed in Sections 5.2,7.1, and 7.2.

Because infilled frames engineered according to the basic guide

lines of Section 7.1 are clearly superior to comparable bare frames in

all response stages, designers should be encouraged to use them instead

of bare frames filled only by conventional brittle infil1s or archi

tectural panels. Efficient design against strong earthquakes demands

the elimination, whenever possible, of relatively heavy elements (such

as partitions) which do not contribute directly to overall structural

resistance. Purely architectural elements should be replaced by

efficient structural components such as engineered infills, which can

also serve architectural functions. The design of the building should
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be carried out considering the distinct stiffness and strength

contributions of all available resistance mechanisms (e.g. ductile

shear walls, ductile frames, engineered infilled frames) to overall

structural response under all seismic excitation limit states. It is

believed that the additional design and construction expense involved

in such a procedure will be justified by increased safety due to

structural redundancy, and by decreases in some costs due to the more

efficient use of infill or partition materials.

If the results of this study are corroborated by subsequent

investigations, efforts should be made to incorporate the engineered

infilled frame concept into applicable building codes. In particular,

it is believed that results similar to those obtained herein, can be

achieved using prefabricated reinforced concrete panels. These would

be considerably cheaper than unit masonry, and also more consistent

with current construction practices in this country. Concrete panels

would also be less susceptible to the face-shell spalling which

characterized the degradation of the unit masonry infills studied

herein. This spalling was observed to occur at average story drifts

in excess of about 0.015. Although the spalled pieces measured at most

10 cm (4 in.) across, it is realized that such debris could represent

a hazard, particularly with respect to exterior panels. Damage from

falling debris would have to be prevented in such cases by providing

appropriate external reinforcement to hold in any spalled debris.

This study was concerned with complete infill panels only. It is

believed that such infills are desirable because of their greater

strength and energy dissipation capacity compared to panels with door
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However, as long as the infilled frames are designed in accordance

with the guidelines of Section 7.1, the use of complete infills is

probably not essential to the avoidance of brittle frame failure.

Similarly, while the workmanship of the frames themselves is vital,

inferior panel workmanship will probably lead to decreased performance

but not to brittle failure of the frame.

7.4 Recommendations

The results of this study suggest further investigation in the

following areas:

To investigate the performance of engineered infills made of

other materials besides unit masonry, e.g. cast-in-place concrete,

precast concrete (single and multiple panels), or gunite. Emphasis

should be placed on the use of panels made of lightweight aggregate

concrete.

To investigate the relatively importance of panel steel spacing as

opposed to panel steel percentage by testing infills with less rein

forcement than those considered herein.

To refine the design procedures necessary to meet the basic

guidelines of Section 7.1, and to extend those procedures to the case

of partial infills or infills with openings.

To refine the macroscopic analytical model and confirm its

practicality for the analysis of large infilled frame structures.

To investigate the predicted dynamic response of engineered

infilled frame subassemblages to base excitation, using the macroscopic

mathematical models developed in Chapter 6.
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To compare this predicted response with that obtained experimentally

using infilled frame subassemblages mounted on a shaking table.

To study ways in which the engineered infilled frame concept

developed herein could be adapted to meet the need for economical

earthquake-resistant structures in developing countries.
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FIG. 24 CRACKING PATTERN CHARACTERISTIC
OF MONOLITHIC BEHAVIOR

FIG. 25 SEPARATION BETWEEN FRAME AND INFILL
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FIG. 27 DEGRADATION OF EQUIVALENT DIAGONAL
COMPRESSION STRUT
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FIG. 29 INCREASED DAMAGE TO EQUIVALENT
DIAGONAL COMPRESSION STRUT

FIG. 30 DAMAGE CAUSED BY LOAD REVERSAL
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FIG. 32 DAMAGE FROM FURTHER REVERSAL

FIG. 33 DEFOR~~ATIOrl OF INTERIOR COLUMN AT FIRST STORY
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FIG. 34 SPALLING OF CONCRETE FROM EXTERIOR
COLUMN AT FIRST STORY

FIG. 35 DETERIORATION NEAR FIRST-FLOOR
EXTERIOR BEAM-COLUMN JOINT
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APPENDIX A: LITERATURE INVESTIGATION

A.l Experimentally Observed Behavior

From the point of view of earthquake resistant design, the most
important information obtainable from experiments is the basic lateral
force-deflection relationship for infilled frames. It is necessary to
get load-deflection data for a variety of loadings, panel parameters,
and frame parameters. While all of the important variables are obviously
not known prior to carrying out experiments, several have been identified
by previous researchers: the relation between panel and frame stiffness;
the panel aspect ratio (height/length); the proportion of lateral to
verticat load on the panel; the manner in which the load is applied;
the amount and distribution of reinforcing steel in the panel; the
panel material itself; the type of bond between the frame and panel;
and the boundary conditions created by the testing apparatus. It is
necessary to investigate the cracked and uncracked response to dynamic
as well as static loads.

Some of the above areas have been studied extensively in previous
experimental investigations which will be reviewed herein. Such inves
tigations have studied the behavior of panels or infills of concrete,
clay brick masonry, concrete block masonry, and clay tile. Although
these materials have distinct behavior under certain conditions, it
is believed that an understanding of some of the basic principles of
infilled frame action can be achieved by initially studying these re
sults without taking account of possible differences introduced by
panel material characteristics. Section A.3 includes a discussion of
some of the essential differences in the mechanical characteristics
of commonly used infill materials.

More or less arbitrarily, the previous work has been grouped by
the author into three categories: monotonic load tests, cyclic (quasi
static) load tests, and dynamic load tests.

A.l.l Behavior under Monotonic Loading

a) Walls without Fr~mes

During the 1950·s, Benjamin and Williams carried out an extensive
investigation of the lateral shear resistance of unreinforced brick
masonry walls, with and without bounding frames [AS]. One- to three
eighths-scale models with aspect ratios varying from 0.8 to 3.0 were
block-loaded to failure in racking. The unframed panels were invariably
found to fail in flexure; that is, by the proportion of a horizontal
crack across the base, starting from the windward (tension) side of the
panel. No vertical loads were applied. It was concluded that the
pre-cracked stiffness and failure load of an unframed panel could be
fairly well predicted by simple beam theory, assuming a linear variation
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of flE~xural stress and a parabolic variation of shear stress along a
horizontal line parallel to the base of the panel.

Borchelt rA9] tested clay brick and high-strength mortar panels
in diagonal compression, and found that failure by diagonal tension
occurred when the principal tension stress in the panel reached a
critical value. Recently Blurre and Proulx tested a number of 4-
by 4-foot clay brick masonry panels in diagonal compression, and
reachE~d substantially the same conclusions [A8]. It was also found
that increased reinforcement in the panels resulted in increased
energy absorpti on capacity and ductil i ty, the 1atter being defi ned
as thE~ ratio of deformation along the compression diagonal at
fai 1ute, to the deformation at fi rst cracking.

In Rumania, Negoita [A69] tested 1/4-scale plain brick masonry
walls with aspect ratios ranging from 0.7 to 0.23, much lower in
profile than those tested by Benjamin and Williams. Panels which
were block-loaded in lateral shear were found to fail by cracking
along the diagonal extending between the two load blocks. When
simi 1ar panel s anchored to a reinforced concrete base were subjected
to a combination of vertical compression and lateral shear, they
were found to fai 1 by horizontal cracking along the base. The
presence of vertical compressive loads-tended to increase the average
horizontal load necessary to cause such failure. Negoita concluded
that the diagonal cracking indicated a failure governed by principal
tension stress in the panel; the horizontal cracking caused rupture
"due both to the princi pal stress and to the shear stress, II indi cating
that the masonry had not been used efficiently.

Several explanations have been oroposed for the variability of
failure loads of masonry panels. Benjamin and Williams [AS] have
suggested that variations in workmanship may be responsible. However,
Fratessa and Zsutty have recently hypothesized that the manner in which
the panels are loaded may significantly affect the observed first
cracking loads [A25]. Although their observations were principally
related to reinforced concrete shear walls, they pointed out that
clocking loading tests could be misleading because they might create
tensile stress concentrations which could be expected to decrease the
failure load for brittle materials, and also because they are rarely
representative of the actual ways in which shear elements are loaded.
They recommended instead the use of flange load tests, in which the
shear' is distributed by a stiff member along the edges of two elements
back-to-back.

To the author1s knowledge, no flange load tests have been carried
out on masonry panels without bounding frames. Schneider conducted
a ser'ies of fail ure strength tests [A86] on full-scale I-shaped
concr'ete block masonry piers, with nominal horizontal and vertical
reinforcing. He found that the failure load increased with decreasing
aspect ratios of the piers, and that the strength and ductility of the
piers was increased by additional horizontal reinforcement. He found
vertical steel comparatively ineffective in this regard. However, it



is the author's 0plnl0n that the small amount of vertical steel used
by Schneider was insufficient to induce significant deep beam action
in the piers. Had the percentage of vertical steel been higher, it
might have been found more effective in strengthening the piers in
flexure.

Scrivener [A87] has studied the effect of the amount and distribu
tion of reinforcing steel on the stiffness, strength, and ductility
of masonry panels loaded (through a reinforced concrete bond beam) in
lateral shear, with vertical compressive load applied to counteract
fiexural effects. He found no direct relation between the stiffness of
the panels and the reinforcement quantity or pattern. Increased
percentages of steel up to about 0.3% in either direction were
effective in increasing the dutility (defined as the ratio of failure
load to first cracking load). It was found that the onset of severe
cracking was delayed in walls with an even distribution of reinforce
ment, compared to walls with peripheral reinforcement only. Vertical
and horizontal reinforcement were observed to be equally effective
in providing satisfactory crack behavior and increased failure loads.

b) Walls with Frames

The behavior under monotonic loading of steel and reinforced
concrete frames has been studied exhuastively. But as many
investigators have pointed out, the load-deflection relation for
infilled frames cannot simply be obtained from a superposition of
panel and frarre behavior [A93]. Because the presence of the infill
constrains the deflection of the frame, the stiffness of the
combination will be greater than the sum of the stiffnesses of
its components taken individually. After cracking occurs in the panel,
the continued resistance of the combination is clearly afeected by the
confining effect of the bounding frame.

Many investigators have studied this behavior. One of the first
to do so was Wood [A1Cl], who investigated the effect of cladding
(infilling) on the lateral strength and stability of high-rise steel
frame structures. He tested full-sized steel frames with comparatively
flexible beam-column connections and infills of brick, clinker block,
and hollow clay block. He found that the infill invariably strengthened
and stiffened the frame, and failed itself by sudden cracking along the
compressional diagonal.

Benjamin and Williams [A4, AS] studied the behavior of reinforced
masonry and conrete shear panels, block loaded and enclosed in
reinforced concrete bounding frames. They used full scale as ~rell as
1/8- to 1/2-scale model walls, and observed no scale effects. Load
deflection data were gathered in the elastic range, and it was concluded
that within the range of frame-to-panel stiffnesses tested, variations
in concrete frame member area and steel percentage did not influence
the rigidity of the wall in the uncracked range. Simple beam theory,
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inc1 uding the effect of shear f1exibi 1ity, was found to provi de
satisfactory agreerren t with rreasured deflecti ons. I t was found that
the f4i rst crack; ng load was not affected by the amount of panel steel,
\'1ithin the range of percentages used. Two principal types of cracking
were observed:

'1) Walls wi thout boundi ng frarres, or wi th very weak frames, were
seen to fail suddent1y at very low lateral loads by shear and tension
across their bases, as mentioned in the previous subsection.

:2) In a wall surrounded by a frame strong enough to withstand the
overturning tension in the windward column and the shear in the leeward
column, the first crack formed essentially along ~he compression
diagonal of the panel. After the formation of such a crack, further
resistance of the enclosed panel was found to be due to a combination
of friction and wedging action.

The strength of an infilled frame following diagonal cracking was
found to be related to the extent to which the panel exhibited
distr'ibuted diagonal cracking, and to the ability of the leeward
(compression) column to resist combined failure in shear, flexure, and
compY'ession. It was found that distributed diagonal cracking occurred
in panels with aspect ratios close to 1.0, and with steel percentages
of 0.25% or more in either direction. However, vertical panel steel
was found to be much more effecti ve than a corresponding aroount of
horizontal steel in increasing the ratio of failure load to first
cracking load for the infil1ed frames tested. The influence of
mortar bond between masonry panels and frame was studied in Reference
AS, and it was concluded that

1) boundary cracking did not significantly affect the rigidity
of the panel; and

2) at first cracking loads, the panels were essentially cracked
free of the frames. Because of the limitations of the testing
apparatus used, Benjamin and Williams were unable to record
load-deflection data in the inelastic range.

Similar findings were reported by Negoita [A69]. He found that the
addition of reinforc~d concrete bedms and end colunms to the plain.
masonry panels discussed in the above subsection, resulted in a 177%
increase in rupture load for a panel with aspect ratio 0.70, only a 7%
increase in rupture load for a panel with an aspect ratio of 0.23, and
no increase at all for a panel with aspect ratio 0.20.

Through a series of model tests, summarized in Reference A95,
Stafford Smith has found two possible failure mCldes for a block loaded
infilled frame subject to lateral shear: local crushing in the loaded
corner of the infill; and tension cracking along the compression
diagonal of the panel, as discussed above. When distributed vertical
compressive load was applied as well, t\'/o additional modes of failure
\'/ere~ observed: a general compressive failure of the whole infill,
roughly along a plane parallel to the base; and vertical tension
cracks from the upper beam of the frarr.e dOltm through the pane1 to the



foundation. Stafford Smith tested pairs of 12" wide by 8" high
model steel frames with plain mortar infills, loaded "back-to-back",
under different combinations of lateran and vertical load. He found
that the lateral stiffness and strength (load at first cracking)
were increased under vertical loads up to about one-half the vertical
load necessary to cause failure acting alone [A9S]. With small
vertical loads t only the first two types of failure described above
~~re noted. An optimally loaded frame would ideally fail by a
combination of all four mechanisms. For higher vertical loads the
lateral strength decreased t and the second two failure modes
predominated.

Stafford Smith concluded that the observed increase in lateral
strength accompanying the application of vertical loading was due
to a decrease in diagonal tension in the center of the panel, and
the creation of a favorable biaxial compressive stress state near
the frame corner where the lateral shear was applied. The increase
in stiffness was attributed to the increased contact length of
the loaded beam on the infill and the consequent more even
distribution of the lateral shear along the edge of the panel. He
cautioned that the results summarized above ought not to be applied
to infills lacking the rigid base support conditions present ;n the
tests models used in his experiments.

Stafford Smith·s conclusions regarding failure criteria for plain
infill panels seem to be supported by the experimental investigations
of Mallick and Severn [A59J, who tested a series of pairs of
rectangular and square medel steel frames with plaster infill (aspect
ratios from 0.5 to 1.0), placed back to back and loaded in lateral
shear along the common frame wember. They found the most common
failure mode of the panels to be corner crushing, but noted that
this could have been due to the fact that the plaster infill used
was much stronger in tension than concrete of comparable crushing
strength. They concl~ded that the most probable failure points would
be either the point of maximum principal tension stress, or the points
of frame-infill contact, the latter being the probable locatio~s of

"maximum uniaxial compressive stress.

r~allick and Stafford Smith have proposed that for unreinforced
panels the magnitude of the first cracking load and the nature of
the crack pattern and dependent on the state of biaxial stress over
the panel and the biaxial failure envelope of the infill material.
Some of Benjamin and Williams· work suggests that the above may also be
true for reinforced panels. However, the author feels that such a
conclusion would be unwarranted on the basis of the information
presented above.

Recent investigations by Mainstone [ASS, AS6, AS?] have confirmed
the usefulness of the equivalent strut concept in predicting the
strength and stiffness of infilled frames. Extensive tests were carried
out on plain and reinforced masonry walls, sorr~ bounded by steel frames,
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and others bounded by heavy steel linkages. Empirical fonnulas
were developed for calculating the width of the equivalent strut; these
generally agreed with resul ts previously obtained by Stafford Smith
IA93] ..

Several researchers have investigated the influence of support
conditions and manner of loading on the load-deflection relationships
obtained for infilled frames under monotonic loading. In addition to
the work of Fratessa and Zsutty rrentioned above rA26], investigations
by Rosenhaupt [A82], Rosenhaupt and Mueller [A83], and Levy and
Spira [A48] emphasize the significance of arch action in the creation
of stress concentrations near loading or support points in vertically
loaded masonry walls. In view of the brittle behavior of most infill
materials, it is the author's opinion that erroneous conclusions might
be drawn from panel tests unless care were taken to distribute shear
loads by means of a stiff loading beam. This same point has been
rrentioned by Williams (99J, whose work will be discussed in detail
in the following section of this report.

c) Infilled Frame Assemblages

Comparatively little quantitative work has been done in this area,
t:'e E!arl i est avail ab le reference being that of Polyakov [Al8], wno
testE!d 3-bay, 3-sto ry stee1 frarres wi th mason ry in fill s, loaded in
racking along the top beam. He found that the assemblage behaved
essentially as a braced system, with each of the 9 small panels
carrying approximately equal portions of the total shear. He also
conduded that after boundary cracking had eliminated the bond
between the frarre wembers and the infill, the entire assemblage could
be idealized as a frare system with compression diagonals.

Tests to failure of actual buildings have been carried out by
Ockleston [A72] and Read [A8l], who conducted separate but similar
investigations of the effect of infilling on the lateral stiffness and
strength of multistory reinforced concrete frames. The load-deflection
curv,es obtained showed that infi lling increased both stiffness and
strength, the latter by as much as a factor of seven over the strength
of a nominally identical assemblage without infilling.

The most comprehensive study of such behavior is that of Fiorato
et al. [A24]. A number of 1/8-scale reinforced concrete fraws
assemblages, most with plain clay brick masonry infil1, were tested
under monotonic lateral load applied to the top beam of the assemblage.
The most extensively studied assemblage was a 5~story, l-bay cantilever.
The writers found this infi1led assemblage to be stiffer, stronger, but
less ductile than a nominally identical assemblage without infilling.
The initial observed response of the infilled assemblage was similar
to that of a cantilever beam, up until development of horizontal shearing
cracks along a mortar joint in the infill panels. If such cracks did
not form, the capacity of the assemblage developed as a beam failing
in flexure. The initiation of the horizontal shearing cracks resulted
in a combined resistance mechanism in which the lateral shear was
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resisted by the columns, which were partially braced by the intact
portions of the infill. Failure of the assemblage occurred by
shear, flexure, or axial tension failure of the columns. It was
concluded that such an assemblage would behave either as a reinforced
concrete beam or as a knee-braced frame, with the point of demarcation
between the two behavior modes coinciding with the initiation of the
horizontal shearing cracks. The presence of the frame was found to
contribute significantly to the post-cracking strength of the
assemolage.

It is believed that certain aspects of this observed behavior may
have been induced by the type of infil1 material and method of loading
used in the tests: the most striking example of this was the presence
of shearing cracks, which fromed horizontally instead of diagonally
in spite of the low panel aspect ratio (0.5). The formation of these
cracks was probably encouraged by the highly flexural nature of the load,
and by the inherent joint weakness of the low-bond masonry used. The
writers themselves remark that the use of such masonry for the infills
resulted in a response different from that which would have been
expected from other types of panels. Had the tests been carried out
using concrete or high-bond panels, and under loading conditions less
flexural in character, the author believes that diagonal cracks would
have formed instead, resulting in alteration of response.

A.l.2 Behavior under Cyclic (Quasi-Static) Loading

a) Walls without Frames
I

One of the first significant investigations in this area was that
of Meli and Esteva [A65], who tested a group of reinforced panels,
some of hollow concrete block and some of clay brick. Each wall was
loaded cyclically either in diagonal compression or in-plane racking.
~'Jhi le verti cal load was also appl ied in SOlte cases, the resul tant
nominal bearing stresses were only about 60 psi, compared to values of
up to 500 psi used by other investigators [A99]. They found that
regardless of the amount or distribution of reinforcing, the walls
exhibited rapid loss of stiffness and carrying capacity after a feltt
cycles. Similar observations were made by Alexander et a1. [An.

Another work is that of Scrivener and Williams [ASS, A99J. They
performed a series of tests on reinforced brick and concrete block walls
subjected to cyclic quasi-static load applied in the plane of the wall
through a stiff reinforced concrete bond beam. The parameters varied
were the magnitude of bearing loads, wall aspect ratios, and the
percentage and distribution of panel reinforcing steel. Hysteresis
loops were obtained for several cycles of loading to constant deforma~

tion ; then the walls were loaded to failure. Panel reinforcing varied
from 0.24 to 1.63%. Two distinct types of behavior were observed. The
fi rst, termed lIflexura111 by the i nvesti gators, was characterized by
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initial cracking in the horizontal mortar joints near the base of the
wall. Following this, the wall was still capable of exhibiting
staBle hysteresis loops. Increasing deformations were associated
witft :yielding of tfte tensi'on steel, until failure finally occurred
5y crushing at the toe of the wall. It was found that IIflexura111

behavior was associated with walls with low bearing load, low
percentages of vertical reinforcement, and high aspect ratios. High
ductility (defined as the ratio of ultimate to first cracking
deflection in the horizontal direction) was observed for walls which
exhibited this type of behavior. Conversely, walls with high bearing
loads, considerable vertical reinforcement, and low aspect ratios were
found to displayllshearll behavior and to possess comparatively low
ductirity. Although Scrivener and Williams' results corroborate the
contention of Stafford Smith [A9S] that the ultimate strength of shear
panels is increased by the presence of bearing loads, the investigators
pointed out that this increased strength was associated with an
increased tendency towards shear-type behavior and consequent decreased
ductility. They recommended two alternative approaches to the
aseismic design of shear wall structures:

1) to design the wall elements by ultimate strenqth rr.ethods,
adjusting the wall area, reinforcing, and aspect ratio to
ensure ductile ("flexural") behavior under seismic loads; or

2) given the possibility of non-ductile (ll shearll ) behavior, to
design the walls by the working stress method for elastic be
havior under the actual seismic loads likely to be experienced.

Recently, Priestley and Bridgman studied the resistance of brick
masonry walls to cyclic lateral loads [A80]. Oispacement ductility
factors of at least 4.0 were obtai ned from approxi mately square panel s.
Contr'ary to the conclusions of Scrivener and Hilliams, Priestley and
Bridgman suggest that shear capacity may be significantly increased
by the US!? of sufficient shear steel to resist the shear corresponding
to the ultimate flexural load. Also, they suggest that ductility
factors up to 5.0 may be achieved by placing stainless steel confining
plates in the bottom few mortar courses at each end of the wall.
TheSE! plates reduce the effective bed joint thickness and delay local
crushing fai lure by dec.reasing the tension stresses caused by expansion
of the mortar under load.

It is felt that ductility per se is a less useful criterion than
ener9Y di ssi pati on capaci ty for predi cti ng the seismi c resistance of
structural components, particularly those subject to brittle failure.
The ductility factors observed by Scrivener and i~illiams as well as
Priestley and Bridgman, may be difficult to achieve in real structures
because of the campl i cated boundary condi ti ons imposed by adj acent
fra~~s or floor diaphragms, the architectural constraints usually
placed on panel aspect ratios, and the likelihood of high bearing
loads. Also, while the conclusions discussed above might be applicable
to simple buildings whose behavior could be idealized by that of
individual shear panels, it seems probable that for complex structures,
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a much more complicated relationship exists between the ductile behavior
of individual panel elements and ductility of the structure as a
whole.

b) Walls with Frames

The behavior of steel and reinforced concrete frames under cyclic
loads has been studied extensively [A2, A6, A13, A75], and will not
be reviewed herein. One report on infilled frame response to cyclic
loads is that of Delisle and Heidebrecht [A2l], who studied the cyclic
load response of frames with slitted pane'ls similar to those proposed
by Muto [A6a]. Using 0.25% panel reinforcing, they found that stable
hysteresis loops were exhibited by the approximately sqaare panels,
that the energy dissipated per cycle increased with increased vertical
load, and that the amount of this energy dissipation was primarily
influenced by the amount of cracking in the wall -- the more cracking,
the more dissipation per cycle. They also found that an ordinary
reinforced concrete panel dissipated more energy than a comparable
slitted one. However, from some of the written discussions to
Delisle and Heidebracht1s paper, it is believed that the slitted walls
investigated may not have been designed and detailed in accordance
with the latest available research on the subject.

Yamaguchi and Araki [A102] carried out an experimental and
analytical investigation of the strength and stiffness characteristics
of infilled frames made of precast reinforced concrete panels joined
to steel bounding frames by flexible connectors. Cyclic load tests
were perfo~~d on six single-panel models subjected to lateral shear
and overturni ng moment. In the e1asti c range, the results agreed
well with those obtained using a finite element analysis.

One of the most significant experimental investigations of the
post~elastic response of infilled frames is the work of Esteva [A22].
Unrel nforced masonry panels framed by heavy rei nforced concrete members
were subjected to alternating diagonal compression loads. It was found
that the first? or 3 cycles were characterized by rapid loss of
strength and stlffness, and that the process of deterioration
progressed through the following distinct stages of behavior:

1) the frame and panel act together as an elastic unit;
2) the pane~ separates from the frame and begins to act as a

compresslon strut;

3) the panel begins to show diagonal tension cracks along the
compression diagonal; and

4) increasing deflections along the compression diagonal lead to
tension cracking at the inside corner of the frame at the points
of load application.

Esteva found that while application of vertical compressive load
increased the first cracking load and changed the orientation of
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principal stresses in the wall, the infilled frame continued to exhibit
stable hysteresis loops following the initial reduction in strength
and stiffness. This is in contrast to the conclusions of Williams
regarding unframed walls, and suggests that fundamental differences
may exist between framed and unframed panels. Esteva used comparatively
small vertical loads, less than 20% of the ultimate capacities of
the panels in vertical compression alone. It is not known whether the
same stable behavior would have been observed in the presence of larger
vertical loads.

A careful investigation of the cyclic lateral load resistance of
infilled frames was carried out recently by Leuchars and Scrivener
[A47]. They tested three models: a reinforced concrete frame without
infilling; one filled with unreinforced grouted hollow blocks; and one
filled with reinforced grouted hollow blocks. The panels were connected
to the frame by mortar bond only. The models were subjected to quasi
static cyclic lateral loads. No vertical loads were applied. These
write~rs have arrived independently at observations regarding infilled
frame! behavior very similar to those hypothesized in Chapter 2 of the
body of this report:

1) The infilled frame system acts initially as a single monolithic
element.

2) After boundary cracking, the infill effectively acts as a diag
onal compression strut whose equivalent properties depend on
the frame and infil1.

3) Failure may occur by: sliding shear along a horizontal mortar
bed; local crushing of masonry in compression; or diagonal
tension cracking.

A.l.3 Behavior under Dynamic Loading

Work in this area has been comparatively extensive. Unfortunately,
the majority of investigators have studied only the free vibration
characteristics of framed and unframed panels in the linear elastic
~ange, with respect to such variables as typical damping values, charac
teristic frequencies, and mode shapes. Very little research has been
concerned with the response of such structural elements after the onset
of cracking, when their behavior is highly nonlinear.

a) Walls without Frames

Studies by various investigators [AlO, A44, ASS] have shown that
in the linear elastic range, masonry walls exhibit damping ranging
fron,2 to 5% of critical. The only available work concerned with the
post-elastic range is that of Williams [A99], who conducted a series of
dynamic load tests similar to the quasi-static ones disc~ssed in the
previous subsection. Using load frequencies varying from 0.5 to 1.0 Hz,
he found that types of walls which under the quasi-static tests.had
exhibited "shear'l behavior, continued to do so, undergoing a high degree
of structural deterioration after 1 or 2 cycles. However, it was found



that in contrast to the ducti le behavior of comparable walls tested
statically,the lIflexuralll walls also suffered severe loss of carrying
capacity with load repetition. It was noted that some of the walls
which had been observed to fail in flexure under quasi-static loading,
had also shown evidence of incipient failure by II s1iding shear,"
in which the wall had cracked completely parallel to its base, but
was prevented from sliding by dowel action and aggregate interlock.
Williams hypothesized that in such a case dynamic loading, by
dislodging pieces of masonry in the cracked zone, might increase the
tendency of the wa11 to fai 1 in a bri ttl e manner.

b) Walls with Frames

A comprehensive experimental and analytical study of the dynamic
inelastic response of reinforced concrete frames was recently conducted
by Gulkan and Sozen [A27] and Otani [A74]. However, the dynamic
response of infilled frames has not yet been explored to such an
extent.

The effect of infill panels on the linear elastic response of a
4-story, 1/6th-scale model steel frarre structure was investigated by
Dawson and Ward [A19]. They found, not unexpectedly, that the natural
frequencies of vibration of the frame were increased. A similar
study was conducted by Saghera [A8S], who investigated the effect of
filler panels on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a multi
story frame model made out of brass with epoxy infill.

In a subsequent study [A20], Dawson and Ward investigated the
elastic dynamic response of a small-scale multistory steel frawB
model with cast-in-place infills of plain concrete. The results
were compared with analytical predictions obtained by modeling the
i nfi 11s as equi va lent di agona1 compressi on struts. The e1asti c
properties were calculated by finite element analysis of a single
infilled frame sujected to lateral load. A similar study was
carried out by Mallick [A62].

Ohsaki et al. subjected a full-sized model of a five-story
apartment house-ro static and dynamic loads [A73J. They recorded
displacements, cracking patterns, and shear force distributions at
various stages prior to collapse of the structure. Tamura et al.
tested a large model steel frame with precast concrete infiTT to
failure under dynamic loading [A97]. While much of the data they
obtained is difficult to assess quantitatively, they noted that the
damping, initially about 2 to 3~~ of critical, increased up to 7 to 10%
after the onset of cracking, owing to relative movement between the
frames and infills.

One of the most informative investigations in this field is that
of Mallick and ~evern [A60], who obtained values of equivalent viscous
damping by a variety of static and dynamic means for multistory models.
Noting the increase in damping for large vibration amplitudes, they
proposed that damping was produced by:

A-ll
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n i nterna1 materi a1 fri cti on;

~!) friction between the fram: and infill;

3) friction between pieces of the infill material itself
following the onset of cracking; and

4) impact between the frame and infill due to rocking.

J\lthough the concept of damping in composite structures is
fundamental to possible analyti cal representations of the experiment
ally observed behavior discussed herein, it would be beyond the scope
of this report to describe a topic to which entire books have been
devoted. However, it should be mentioned that the classical work in
thi s area is that of Jacobsen [A35 ,A36], and that important
contr-ibutions have also been made by Jennings [A3?], Mayes [A64],
Hudson [A34] , and Kennedy and Pancu [A40].



A.2. Analytical Investigations

Many investigators have sought analytical idealizations which
would correspond to the modes of observed behavior described in
the preceding section. Although behavior in the elastic range has
been studied extensively, comparatively little work has been done on
the complex post-cracking behavior of infilled frames, particularly
those subject to dynamic loading.

A.2.l Behavior under Monotonic Loading

a) Walls without Frames

These have traditionally been analyzed in tha elastic range
using simple beam theory, including the effects of shear flexibility.
Among the investigators who used such an approach have been Benjamin
and Williams [A4] and Krishna [A43]. The former have remarked that the
variations in workmanship found in many masonry walls may tend to
make theoretical predictions unreliable. Obviously, elementary beam
theory cannot be applied to walls which have' cracked, and becomes
difficult to use even in the elastic range for a pierced wall. The
latter case has been idealized using a truss analogy by Rosenhaupt
[A82] and Rosenhaupt and Mueller [A83].

b) Walls with Frames

One of the first to study this field was Polyakov [A7?], who used
an approximate method based on elastic theory. From his experimental
investigations of the strength of framed brick masonry panels loaded
in compression [A78], he hypothesized a triangular distribution of
stress over the infill in terms of stress functions. The panel was
cons'i dered to have fail ed at a maximum theoreti cal shearing stress
equal to the maximum shear stress observed for masonry in his
previous experiments. He noted that in most cases the panel was
cracked free of the frame (except at the compression corners) prior to
failure of the infill itself, and suggested that the panel could be
modeled as an equivalent compression strut. The interaction of the
frame with the panel was investigated using lattice analogies by
Hinkley [A3l] and Benjamin and Williams [A5]. Rosenhaupt studied the
same question in Reference A82 by considering the analogous problem of
arching action in deep beams.

The diagonal-strut concept has been studied extensively. In a
series of papers [A32,A33], Holmes proposed that the action of the
infill would be similar to that of an equivalent compression strut with
a thickness equal to that of the panel and a width equal to 1/3 of the
length of the diagonal of the panel. An infilled frame or assemblage
of such frarres would then be idealized as a pin-jointed truss having
rectangular panels braced by compression diagonals. Effective elastic
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moduli for the equivalent struts were computed on the basis of various
model tests.

Ttli s approach has been refined cons i derab1y by Stafford Smi th
[A15, A92, A93, A94, A96], who suggested that instead of being fixed
as proposed by Holmes, the wi dth of the equi val ent strut wou1 d vary
with the applied loading and relative stiffnesses of the frame and
infi1l. Assuming no bond to exist between the frame and the infi'l,
he ded ved an empiri"ci al equation for the contact 1ength, based on
the thl:ory of beams on elastic foundations. He then assumed a
linearly varying stress distribution along this contact length

- (zero stress at the point of contact, maximum stress under the load
point), and obtained expressions for the resulting stress distribution
over the panel, using both a theory of elasticity approach and finite
element methods. The equivalent-strut concept has not led to results
which agree consistently with experimental observations, probably
owing mainly to the assumption of an incorrect boundary stress
di stri buti on.

The problem has also been studied from the viewpoint of
conventi onal el asti city. Li auw [A49 ,A50 ,A5l] assumed the panel
material to be isotropic and homogeneous, and used an eight-term
stress function to satisfy the boundary condi ti on of continuous
compatabil ity between frame and infill. Using the same assumptions
of no separation or slip at the interface betHeen the frame and the
i nfi 1"1, Sachanski [A84] expressed the stress di stri buti on over the
panel in terms of the interaction forces in rigid links representing
the bond be'btleen frame and panel. In a specific case in which 30
such links were used, he solved for the redundant forces using the
above·-rrentioned compatibility conditions. Empirical "opening factors"
were introduced to simplify the complex mathematical manipulations
necessary to arrive at such solutions in dealing with pierced panels.
The effect of openings on the lateral stiffness of infilled frarres
has also been investigated by Mallick and Garg [A61] and by Liauw
and Lee [A52].

Smolira [A90] used a force-method analysis to obtain the lateral
sti ffness of an infilled frame, assuming contact between the frame and
panel to take place at the compression corners only. A finite element
approach was adopted by Karamanski [A39], who assumed continuity
betwe~en the elastic infill and the surrounding frame, only axial
deformations in the frame elements, and base fixity. In a discussion
to Kclramanski's paper, this approach \'1as criticized by Mallick and
Severn, who proposed the fol1owing guidelines for analyses of infilled
fram~!s [A59]:

1) the methods used must be ~pplicable to rectangular frames
loaded laterally as well as square ones loaded in diagonal
compression;

2) slip between the frame and panel must be considered; and



3) the methods must not assume a contact length between the panel
and frame, nor a certain stress variation along that length.

Based on these guidelines, Mallick and Severn carried out a
finite element analysis which idealized the frarre and panel as two
separate elastic structures, connected by link elements capable of
transmitting only compression and shear. Frame rrembers were assumed
to deform only in flexure, and constant strain rectangular finite
elements were used to model the panel. Good agreement with
experirrenta1ly determi ned sti ffnesses was achieved, especi ally for
square panels. Considerable attention has been devoted to the study
of particular finite elements especially suited to analyses of shear
walls. The reader is referred to the work of Macleod [AS4], which
has been discussed in depth by Pole [A76], Fe1ippa [A23] , and Spira
and Soka1 [A9l].

The finite element approach has also been used to model the
inelastic, post-cracking behavior of infi11ed frarres under monotonic
loading. The fundarrental aspects of the problem are discussed in an
excellent report by Moss and Carr [A66]. The most detailed work along
those lines to date is that of Franklin [A25], who analyzed the
behavior of i nfil1ed rei nforced concrete frames, taking into account
material nonlinearity, cracking of plain concrete infil1, and
separation and slip between the frame and panel. It is \'iorth\'Jhile
noting, however, that the anlysis to failure of a single infi11ed
frame, loaded laterally by uniformly distributed horizontal shear
along the top beam, required a discretization involving 98 nodes
and 84 elements, and took almost 10 minutes on a CDC-6400 computer.
It seems doubtful that such an approach would be applicable to large
structures. Also, the fact that the resulting load-deflection
relation for the above-mentioned infilled frame was very simple,
~ractically that corresponding to rigid-plastic behavior, suggests
that simpler approaches may perhaps be used to achieve comparably
accurate results with much less computational effort.

c) Structural Assemblages

As implied by the above comments concerning Franklin's work, it
is believed that analysis methods applicable to large structural
systems pose problems quite different from those used in thp. analysis
of single panels or groups of infilled frames. The very first analyses
of infilled frame behavior, predating even those of Po1yakov, were
carried out by practicing engineers primarily interested in practical
solutions to actual problems which they faced. One such investigation
is that of Butler and ~luto [A14], which discusses several semi-
empi r; ca1 Japanese techni ques used to estimate 1atera1 force di stri bu
tion coefficients for building design. In Reference .~98, Tomii presents
classical procedures used in the design of reinforced concrete shear
walls. Many excellent papers concerned with the behavior of shear
wall and infi11ed frarr.€ structures may be found in Reference A18, and
papers by Khan and Sbarounis [A41] and Zsutty [A104,Al05J are also
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i nformati ve.

Computer programs are avai 1ab le for the 1inear el asti c analysi s
of lalrge frame structures with shear elelTEnts. Those of Clough et al.
[Al7] and Mamet [A63] employ the concept of story subassemblages-ro--
reduce the amount of core storage necessary; a program by Oakberg and
Weave'r [A7l] idealizes continuous shear walls using rectangular
finite elements t and uses bay rather than story subassemblages.
Oakberg has remarked that finite element shear wall models seem
preferable to deep coluTm ones because the former permit a more
accurate assessment of the interaction forces between shear walls
and frame members.

As part of a recent experimental study of the lateral response
of reinforced concrete frames with masonry infill t Fiorato et al.
developed conceptual idealizations of cracked and uncracked-rnfllled
frames based primarily on two modes of behavior--beam action and
knee-·braced col umn acti on--whi ch they observed. However, that
refey'ence includes only limited data to support the idealization
proposed for the inelastic range. The writers noted that the
"fai y.1I agreerrent between cal cul ated and observed sti ffnesses in
the cracked range, seemed to be very sensitive to the effective
length arbitrarily chosed for the knee-braced coluTm used in the
idea II i zati on.

A.2.2 Behavior under Dynamic Loading

In the previous section a separate heading was provided for
disclLlssion of experimentally observed behavior of infilled frarres
under quasi-static loading. Because no comparable analytic
investigations are known to the author, a review of studies of
dynamic response behavior follo't/s:

a) Walls without Frames

Several investigations have considered the wall as a deep
beam (with flexural and shear stiffness) vibrating as a vertical
cantilever. The work of Heidebrecht and Raina [A29], while directed
principally at the problems of shear wall structures, is representative
of the techniques used: assuming the walls to behave as thin-walled
plates, the necessary differential equations are set UPt boundary and
compatibility conditions are applied, and the natural frequencies and
corr'esponding mode shapes are evaluated.

No work comparable to that of Franklin is available for the case
of cyclic or dynamic loading. The most pertinent investigation is that
of ~iilliams [A99]. In conjunction with the cyclic load tests Ir.entioned
previ ous ly, he studi ed the ducti 1i ty requi rements of Short-peri od
single degree of freedom (SDF) systems. Although these did not
dirE~ctly correspond to the Nalls which he had tested earlier, the SDF



idealizations included two proposed types of stiffness degradation
characteristics which were thought to be representative of the two
distinct types of wall behavtor oeserved in tests: one SOF model,
corresponding to the IIflexural" walls Jrentioned earlier, was provi.ded
with stiffness degradation characteristics as proposed by Clough [A16];
the other was provided with a type of stiffness behavior (described
by Wi 11 i ams as IItotal degraded stiffness") devised to represent the
rr.Qst extreme case of stiffness degradation, such as that observed for
one of the so-called "shear-type" walls.

According to results reported in Refer.ences ASS and A99, it was
found that idealized short period SOF structures (T from 0.3 to 0.6
sec) with either of the types of stiffness degradation noted above,
responded to the El Centro 1940 NS ground motion accelerogram in a
manner descri bed as more II acti veil that that of longer peri od
structures: a normal effect of stiffness degradation in long period
s·tructures is to reduce their reponse to accelerograms similar to that
of El Centro, since decreased stiffness produces longer natural
periods of vibrati on, whi ch correspond to lower spectral response
accelerations. On the other had, a SOF structure whose natural
period of vibration is initially shorter than that corresponding to
the peak spectral response, may be subjected to increased accelerations
owing to decreased stiffness, and, according to Scrivener and Williams,
may require greater ductility factors than longer period structures,
even though both types of structures are excited by the same ground
motion. It should be recognized that the results of the above study
are valid only for single degree of freedom systems, and that the
degrading stiffness response of a multi-degree of freedom system~.

particularly as regards the relationship between element ductility
and overall structural ductility, must be considered in considerably
more detail before such general conclusions may be warranted.

b) Walls with Frames

Analytical investigations of the dynamic characteristics of
infilled frames have apparently been restricted to studies of behavior
within the elastic range. Lamar and Fortoul [A46] examined the effect
of brick masonry infills on the plane free vibrations of plane frames.
Natural frequenci es and mode shapes were compared for an i deal i zed
frame structure with and without masonry infilling, which was treated
as an elastic, isotropic, homogeneous material in plane stress. No
provision was made for including the effects of slip or separation
of frame and panel.

In the paper by Mallick and Severn referred to earlier [A60] , an
infilled frame was idealized as an assemblaqe of linear elastic frame
and panel elements, jointed together along a continuous interface. The
technique was extended to dynamic analyses by the development of a
consistent mass matrix for the assemblage. Natural frequencies and
mode shapes cal cul ated for di fferent frames agreed well \'1ith
experimentally determined values, as long as vibration ampl ituaes \'Iere
kept small.
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c) Structural Assemblages

The extension of the study discussed immediately above to the
analysis of multistory frames was considered by Mallick and Severn
in the same paper [A60], and alternative approaches were proposed:

1) a "shear structure" model vlhich would consider the frame and
panel elements to be rigid in the vertical direction; and

2) a "bending structure" idealization, which would permit the
inclusion of the effects of axial column and panel deformations.

The "I atter method was found to gi ve much better resul ts for natural
frequencies and mode shapes than the former when compared to the actual
observed behavior of model infilled frame cantilever structures. The
most recent work in this area is that of Kost [A42], who had developed
a computer program for the nonlinear dynamic analysis of frames with
fi1ller panels. The only nonlinearity considered by the program is
the positive bilinear elastic lateral story stiffness due to a known
initial separation between the panels and frames. While many general
computer programs have been written for inelastic structural analysis,
none is available for the analysis of cracked infilled frames subjected
to load reversals or dynamic excitation.
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A.3. Material Properties

In the first section of this report it was remarked that a grasp
of some basic principles involved in the structural action of infilled
frames could be achieved wtthout distinguishing among the behavior
exhiBited By the many different available panel materia1s--plain or
reinforced concrete, plain or reinforced concrete block masonry, plain
or reinforced clay Brick masonry, and clay tile. A review of the
principal observations noted in the previous sections will show that
the kind of material description needed for correct analytical
idealization depends on the goals of the analysis. Since studies [A4,A5]
have shown that over normal ranges of steel percentages the un cracked
stiffness and first cracking load of an infilled frame are practically
independent of the amount and distribution of reinforcing steel,
a linear elastic analysis of an infilled frame would only have to be
concerned with a material model representing the biaxial stiffness and
strength characteristics of the particular frame and panel materials
invol ved.

On the other hand, References A4 and A99 indicate that the
behavior of an infilled frame in the post-cracking range is very much
affected by the amount and distribution of reinforcing steel. Hence
for purposes of an inelastic analysis there might be a need to study
such topics as the inelastic behavior of the steel, the bond-slip
characteristics of the reinforced panel, the process of bond
deterioration with load reversals, the nature of aggregate interlock
Between pieces of cracked wall material, and the possible deteriora
tion of the panel at the interface with the frame due to friction
and impact. While some of the above mentioned subjects may be
investigated quantitatively, it is recognized that others are probably
amenable only to empirical approximations. The following subsections
will review pertinent investigations of the characteristics -of common
infill materials in the light of questions such as those proposed
above. The reader is referred to any introductory book on structural
steel design [A3.Al5] for a discussion of the mechanical properties
of structural steel.

A.3.1 Plain and Reihforced Concrete
- l

A good general introduction to the uniaxial stress-strain
characteristics of plain concrete may be found in textbooks such as
that written by Winter and Urquhart et al. [A100]. A more complete
description of the stiffness and strength characteristics of plain
concrete under biaxial loading is given in Neville [Ala]. Other
specific references on this subject are papers by Kupfer et~. [A45]
and by Bresler and Pister [A12]. The author believes that sufficient
data are available to idealize the biaxial stiffness and strength
characteristics of concrete until the onset of cracking. The bond-slip
characteri sti cs of deformed reinforcing bars have been studi ed by Lutz
and Gergely IA53] among others, and a paper by Bresler and Bertero
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[All] discusses the problem of bond deterioration in reinforced·
concrete under repeated loads.

A.3.2 Clay Brick and Concrete Block Masonry

A good surrrnary of early tnves·ttgations of the el astic strength and
stiffness characteristtcs of clay brick masonry may be found in Blurre
[A 7] . More recent studies have Been conducted by Hil sdorf [A30] and
Williams [A99]. They reached several conclusions regarding the.
proBable failure mechanism of low bond masonry in general, whether of
cl ay ori cksor concrete 01 ocks: masonry is a distinctly non
homogeneous, non-isotropic materi al composed of two bri ttle components
-:,,-clay or concrete block units, connected by portland cerrent mortar.
Since the block units are generally stiffer than the mortar in
uniaxial compression, they act principally to restrain the lateral
(Poisson) expansion or contraction of the mortar. As a result, in
masonry under vertical compression, the mortar is in a favorable
state of triaxial compression (vertical load plus the biaxial restraint
in the horizontal plane due to the units), while the units themselves
are in a relatively unfavorabl e state of verti cal compress; on and
lateral biaxial tension. The nominal compressive failure stress for
masonr'y pri sms is therefore greater than the corresponding stress for
mortar' prisms, but less than that of the clay or concrete block units
used. The masonry strength may be further reduced by si ze effects,
inefficient bond patterns, or irregularities in workmanship.

Sinha and Hendry [A89] and Murthy and Hendry [A67] studied the
shear strength of brick couplets constructed of various materials,
and loaded wi th varying amounts of precompressi on duri ng curi ng.
Unfortunately, the lack of experimental data concerning the bi-
and ty'iaxial stiffness and strength of either masonry or block units
makes it difficult to use such studies to develop quantitative
relations predicting multi axial behavior. Hilsdorf [A30] attempted
this using the assumptions that mortar and concrete behave simi larly
under triaxial compression, and that brick under biaxial tension
behaves similarly to brick under uniaxial tension. Recently, Yokel
and Fattal IA103] conducted an extensive investigation of failure
mechanisms of orick masonry subjected to simul taneous di agonal
comprE~ssion and verti cal compressi ve edge load. They concl uded that
fa; 1ur'e occurred by joint separati on or by spl i tting. Joint separa
ti on fai 1ures were found to occur at a cri ti ca1 stress

1'0 - ucr. y

where cry is the average compressive stress and ~ is approximately

equal to 0.4. Splitting failures were found to occur under a critical
combinati on of princ;pa1 normal stresses. Thi s 1ast concl usi on agrees
qualitatively with the results obtained for concrete by Kupfer et al.
[A45J.



Unfortunately, the 1acl<. of experimental data concerning the
bi- and triaxial stiffnes's' and strength of either masonry or block
units makes it difficult to develop quantitative conclusions from
the aBove Behavior descri·ptton. In Reference A30 Hilsdorf attempted
this using the assumpttons.tnat mortar and concrete behave simil arly
under triaxial compresston, and that orick under biaxial tension
behaves similarly to brick under uniaxial tension. ~~hile these
assumptions do not seem unreasonaBle, the author is aware of no
specific experimental data to support them.

In view of the considerable influence of variations in workman
ship on the strength of masonry walls [A5], it is possible that
attempts to model the behavior of masonry in the detailed manner out
lined above may lead to increased computational effort without any
corresponding increase in accuracy. Satisfactory strength and
stiffness descriptions could possibly be achieved by studying the
load-deflection re1ati on and average ul timate tensil e or shear stress
for entire masonry panels. In addition to the studies sumnarized in
Blume [A?], investigations along these lines have been carried out by
Polyakov [A?9], ..Hedstrom [A28], Borchelt [A9], and Blume and Proulx
[A8]. Fiorato et al. have noted [A24] that one characteristic of such
tests is the tendency for cracking to take place along clearly defined
failure planes, especially in the case of low-bond masonry. Hence
strength characteristics of a masonry wall may be very sensitive to
the bond pattern of the specimen used and its orientation in the
testing apparatus. No data are available concerning the bond-slip
characteristics of reinforced masonry.

A.3.3· Clay Tile ~'1asonry

The only pertinent work available is that recently carried out
by Johnson and Matthys [A38], who perforl'l'Ed tests on clay tile-mortar
assemblages made of different types of hollow-core units in order to
determine typical values for ultimate strength in compression,
flexure, and diagonal tension. The results showed these strengths to
Be very dependent on the individual core pattern of the blocks used
and their orientation within an assemblage.

A 3.4 General Analytical Problems

Some of the information discussed above is summarized in an
excellent paper by Moss and Carr [A66]. In addition to questions of
material behavior descriptions, their study also. presents some of the
general concepts involved in setting up a digital computer program
to handle an incremental load analysis of a nonlinear material subject
to inelastic effects such as cracking. The work of Franklin [A25]
tncludes a detailed discussion of ways' in which the finite element
method may be used to model tne behavior of cracked, non-isotropic
materi al s.

A-2l
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A.4 Summary of Previous Research

In order to focus attention on certain aspects of infilled frame
cenavior aBout which more tnformati,on may be needed, the experimental
and analytical s,tudies reviewed in the previous three sections will
Be eXClmi'fled in the ltght of the goals proposed in the Introduction.

A.4.l Walls without Frames

a) Monotonic Loading

Because of the possible effects of differences in loading Ir.ethods
and boundary conditions used in each study, it is difficult to compare
the rl:sults of each investigation described previously. However, it
seems that behavior in the uncracked range is well understood. Limited
tests indicate that panels without bounding frames, loaded in vertical
compression and lateral shear, fail suddently when the principal stress
reaches some critical value with' respect to the biaxial failure
envelope of the particular material used [AS, A8, A9, A69, A103].
Until cracking occurs, the load-deflection relation is practically
independent of the amount and distribution of wall reinforcing (in
normal amounts)[A87], and may be calculated with reasonable accuracy
by elastic deep beam theory or finite element methods [A4,A69].

While little quantitative information is available on the post
cracking behavior of such panels, Sctivener1s tests indicate that up
to a total of about 0.3% in both directions, vertical and horizontal
steel are equally effective in increasing the ductility (as defined
ereviously) in lateral shear of panels with aspect ratios near 1.0
[A8?]. In his tests, no singificant loss of vertical carrying capacity
due to cracking was observed. However, this topic has not been
specifically investigated in any available study.

More data are needed concerning the effect of reinforcement
distr'ibution and vertical load on post-cracking ductility of such
walls. It would also be helpful to have more information about the bi
and triaxial strength and stiffness characteristics of clay brick
masonry.

b) Cyclic Loadinq

Aside from the block loading tests of Meli and Esteva [A6S], the
only investigations in this area are that of Scrivener and Williams
IA88,A99] and Priestley and Bridgman [A80]. Hhile their observations
regarding stiffness and strength deterioration with load repetition are
informative, the author Believes that much more must De learned about
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the influence of boundary and loading conditions before the writers'
concepts of "flexural" and II shear" behavior can be meaningfully related
to actual structural response. Specific information is needed on the
force-deformation characteristics under cyclic load of unframed walls
with boundary and loading conditions representative of those found in
actual structures. For instance, Williams' experiments might be repeated
using pier elements. In addition, it is believed that Priestley and
Bridgman overemphasize the concept of ductility, which may be often
less important than energy dissipation capacity.

While Moss and Carr [A66] have prese~ted the basic building blocks
of a model finite element program to compute the response of cracked
as well as uncracked walls to cyclic loads, one may infer from Franklin's
work with infilled frames [A25] that such an approach may be unnecessarily
complex if only load-deflection data rather than actual cracking patterns
are desired. The author believes that satisfactory analytical models
may be developed to reflect the behavior of an entire panel rather than
the behavior of finite elements within that panel. Therefore, more
experimental information is concerned, more information must be learned
about the bond-slip relation (under cyclic load) between reinforcing
steel and grout before such complex methods can be expected to give
results comparable to those observed in actual tests.

c) Dynamic Loading

In the elastic (uncracked) range, this problem has been studied
extensively and appears amenable to the techniques of conventional '
finite element dynamic analyses [A60]. One little explored topic asso~

ciated with such analyses is the influence of loading rate on the bi
and tri-axial stiffness characteristics of wall materials in the elastic
range.

However, practically n6 research has been carried out in the cracked
range. The author feels that while the lateral load-deflection behavior
of an uncracked shear panel can be described in terms of its proportions
and materials, its post-cracked behavior under cyclic or dynamic load
is primarily a function of the degree to which structural integrity can
be maintained. Although some investigators such as Zsutty [A105] have
proposed that such integrity is predictable for walls with certain aspect
ratios, it may also be considerably influenced by local variations of
materials and workmanship which are outside the scope of deterministic
analysis methods. There is certainly a need for extensive experimental
study of the factors which contribute to maintained structural integrity
in a cracked wall subjected to cyclic or dynamic lateral loads and con
stant vertical compression.

A.4.2 Walls with Frames

It was proposed in the previous subsection that the post-cracking
behavior'of an unframed wall subjected to cyclic or dynamic loading
may be primarily a function of the maintenance of structural integrity,
a difficult characteristic to evaluate deterministically. Although
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the presence of an enclosing frame may slightly affect the panel's
linear elastic behavior, the most important consequences occur in the
post-cy'acking range: besides compri sing a "back-up" vertical and 1atera1
load resistance mechanism for the entire structure, the enclosing frame
tends by its confining action to increase the integrity of the cracked
panel under cyclic load, in a manner conceptually similar to the way
in which closely spaced spirals increase the flexural ductility of a
rei nfol'ced concrete member.

a) Monotonic Loading

S~~veral studies indicate that for typical frame member sizes and
steel areas (in the- case of reinforced concrete frames), the lateral
stiffnl~ss and first cracking load of the infilled frame are independent
of frame reinforcement [A24], panel reinforcement [A4], and boundary
cracking [A5]. The author feels that this last conclusion would be
correct only for the case of an infilled frame with continuous contact
initially present between the frame members and the panel material.
Another topic that should be investigated is the influence of frame
panel connection on ductility under monotonic loading. While the effect
of shear connectors has been touched on by Mallick and Severn [A59] and
Yamaguchi and Araki [A102], more data are desirable.

Mallick and Severn [A59] and Stafford Smith [A95] have proposed
that for unreinforced panels, the magnitude of the cracking load and
the nature of the crack pattern are dependent on the state of biaxial
stress over the panel and the biaxial failure envelope of the infill
material. Some of Benjamin and Williams' work [A4] suggests that this
is probably true for reinforced panels as well. Since Benjamin and
Williams' study [A4] indicates that the ductility of an infilled frame
is hiSlhly dependent on the way in which cracks form over the infill ,
there is a need to perform experiments with flange loaded infilled frames
to test their findings in this regard. The It/ork of Yokel and Fattal
[Al03] might be extended to this type of loading.

However, this raises another question which is more open-ended:
in vim" of the goals of this study, it is certainly desirable to derive
experimental results from tests which approximate actual structural
conditions as closely as possible. Since such conditions unfortunately
cannot be known ~ priori, the researcher must try to discover the extent
to which the desired results are sensitive to variations in the way
that panels or frames are supported and loaded. Most investigators have
loaded panels or frames through blocks in either racking or diagonal
compression, a loading condition which some researchers [A26, A82, A83]
have associated with the presence of significant arching action and
stress concentrations. Other studies have used stiff bond beams, and
in one test pier action was examined. It is believed that either flange
or bond beam loading is preferable to block loading. HOlt/ever, 1ittle
evidence is known either to support this belief or to indicate that
flange load tests, for example, actually approximate the conditions
prevailing in real structures, particularly with respect to the way
in which cracked and uncracked panels may affect the vertical force
distribution in a frame structure.
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From an analytical point of view, infilled frames are tractable
in the nonlinear elastic range (including the effects of separation)
using the techniques of Moss and Carr [A66], Mallick and Severn [A59],
or Kost [A42]. Although Franklin's work [A25] has shown that the effects
of cracking may also be included, the complexity of his approach neces
sitates a formidable amount of data preparation and computer time for
the load-deflection analysis to failure of even a single infilled frame.
As mentioned previously, the author believes that it might be more
desirable to develop macroscopic analytical models based on extensive
experimental investigations of the behavior of entire panels.

b) Cyclic Loading

This problem is at present unsolved analytically, except in the
elastic range. One obstacle seems to be our incomplete understanding
of the hysteretic characteristics of commonly used frame and panel
materials such as reinforced concrete and clay brick masonry. But
in the author's opinion~ the most significant lack of knowledge in
this area is experimental - as mentioned above, more studies are needed
of the behavior under cyclic load of infilled frames with realistic
boundary conditions and various types of mechanical connections between
the frame and the infill.

c) Dynamic Loading

A review of the experimental and analytical results discussed in
the previous sections indicates that this problem may be handled as
far as the elastic range is concerned using techniques such as those
of Mallick and Severn [A59,A60] and Kost [A42]. However, a study of
inelastic dynamic behavior of infilled frames presents all the problems
found in the cyclic load case described above, plus complications intro
duced by changes in mechanical properties at high strain rates, and
the phenomenon of material dislodgement from a cracked panel. While
an extension of Franklin's procedures to the dynamic case is theoretically
possible, it is doubtful that our present knowledge of material proper
ties would justify such an approach.

A.4.3 Large Structures

The only experimental investigations of the behavior of multi
panel assemblages which present useful quantitative information are
those of Mallick and Severn [A59,A60] and Fiorato et al. [A24]. Ref
erence A59 considered only the elastic nonlinearitY-introduced by separ
ation of the frame from the infill. This approach was also adopted
in the analytical work of Kost [A42]. Limited research by Mallick
and Severn [A42] seems to indicate that analysis methods for large
infilled frame structures should include the effects of column shorten
ing.

While the work of Fiorato et al. is the first quantitative study
of infilled frame behavior in the post-cracked range, it is believed
that further investigation is necessary. In particular, it is necessary
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to study the response of infil1ed frame assemblages to combinations
of constant vertical load and monotonic, cyclic, or dynamic lateral
loads. In the dynamic case, care should be taken to support and load
the assemblage in a manner that approximates as closely as possible
the action of floor-level inertia loads on a multistory, multibay in
filled frame structure.

Although a brute-force extension of Franklin's procedure [A25] to
the analysis of complex structures is possible, this approach seems
unwise for several reasons:

1) it would undoubtedly involve the need for a prohibitive amount
of computer time and storage;

2) it would involve the calculation of information (such as crack
propagation data) which is unnecessary for most building analyses;

3) it may be more precise than warranted by our present knowledge
of material characteristics and bond-slip relations under cyclic
strains; and

4) it seems possible that the needed information could be provided
by much simpler analytical idealizations.

A.l though informati on now avail abl e concerns only the monotoni c
behavior of large infilled framed structures, the author believes that
experimental data on the response of infilled frames under dynamic lateral'
load will suggest that this response is predictable over certain ranges
of aspect ratio, frame-to-panel stiffness, panel reinforcement, and
deformation amplitude. Given such data, it should be possible to ideal
ize an infilled frame as a structural element exhibiting certain stiff
ness, strength, and hysteretic characteristics in the cracked and un
cracked range. Because of the comparatively small amount of computer
time and storage necessary to analyze a structure composed of such ele
ments~, this approach seems adaptable to the problem of analyzing large
structures.



A.5 Summary and Recommendations

Sections: A.l througn. A.3 of this survey have presented the
resul ts of prior res-earcn regardi'ng tne effects of infill panel s on
the el asti' c and i'nel asUc response of frame structures. The survey
covers researcn i'n several ftelds:

l} Experimental and analytical investigations of the elastic
and inelastic behavior of:

a} wall s wi thout frames; ..
b) walls with frames; and
c) frame-wall assemblages.

2) Mechani cal characteri sti cs of common infi'll materi al s.

In Section A.4 those results were examined. From this
examination, the followi ng specifi c research topi cs are suggested:

1) to study the bi- and triaxial strength and stiffness
characteristics of clay orick masonry;

2) to study the effect of aspect ratio and panel reinforcement
on the vertical load carrying capacity and ductility of cracked,
unframed walls under monotonic lateral load;

3) to investigate the effect of boundary conditions and loading
methods on the monotonic load behavior of unframed walls;

4) to study the bond-slip relation between reinforcing steel
and grout or mortar;

5) to study the factors (such as aspect ratio, reinforcement,
boundary conditions, and vertical load) which may contribute to the
preservation of structural integrity in a cracked unframed panel
suBject to cyclic and dynamic lateral loads;

6} to repeat Scrivener and Williams' tests [A88,A99] using
pier walls instead of single wall elements;

7) to investigate the effect of boundary conditions and loading
methods on the monotonic load behavior of laterally loaded infilled
frames;

8) to examine the influence of various types of frame-panel
connections on the strength, stiffness, and ductility of under mono·
tonic and cyclic loadtng, of irifi1led frames \'lith reinforced panels;

9J to study in greater detail the JTEchani ca1 characteri sti cs of
concrete and masonry under bt- and triaxial cyclic loading, including
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an examination of the effects of high strain rates;

10) to study the behavior under dynamic load of infilled frames
with reinforced panels and realistic loading and boundary conditions.
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APPENDIX B: MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS

Tenstle tests were carded out to determtne the mechantcal
cnaractertsUcs of eacfi type of reinforcing oar used to construct the
models tested in tne experi'mental phase of this study. All bars of
each size were selected from the same heat, ensuring uniform
characteristics within each size. Four sizes of deformed reinforce
ment ~lere tested:

1) #7 bars, used in the base;

2) #4 bars, used as longitudinal rei nforcement for the columns;

3) #3 bars, used as longitudinal rei nforcement for the beams;

4) #2 bars, used as longitudinal reinforcement for the beams,
and as panel reinforcement.

Two sizes of undeformed wire were also tested:

1) USS #5 Gage Wire, used for spiral reinforcement in the
co 1umns ; and

2) USS #11 Gage Wire, used for transverse reinforcement in the
beams.

Each test is described below:

B 1.1 #7 Bar

A single specimen was machined over a length of 305 mm (12 in) to
an average diameter of 17.75 mm (0.699 in), tapering to a minimum
di'ameter of 17.70 mm (0.597 in) at the center. The specimen was
mounted in a three-range Baldwin hydraulic testing machine with a
maximum capacity of 534 kN (120 k), and was loaded in tension at a rate
of 222 kN/min (50 k/min) until yield and 45.5 ll/sec (micro-mm/mm sec)
thereafter. Strains were measured over a gage length of 127 mm (5 in)
using two linear variable differential transformers (LVDT1s) in an
extensometer mount. The results are shown in Fig. Bland are
summarized below:

f y upper ;:: 528 MPa (76.6 ksi)

fy lower ;:: 501 MPa (72.5 ksi)

B-1
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E ~ 0.00921:strain
hardening

Estrain = 5164 MPa (749 ksi)
nardeni'ng

f max = 692 MPa (100.3 ksi)

s:u1t - 0.116

A modu1 us of 200000 MPa (29000 ksi) was found adequate for all
reinforcing steel.

8.1.2 #4 Bar

A single specirr~n was machined over a length of 305 mm (12 in)
to an average diarr~ter of 10.87 rom (0.428 in), tapering to a minimum
di ameter of 10.85 mm (0.427 in). at the center. The specimen was
tested similarly to the #7 bar. The results are shown in Fig B 2
and are summarized below:

fy upper = 550 MPa (79.8 ksi)

fy lower = 512 MPa (74.2 ksi)

E t' = 0.0133s raln
hardening

Estrain = 6550 MPa (950 ksi)
hardening

= 0.156

= 741 MPa (107.5 ksi)

8.1.3 #3 Bar

A single specimen was machined over a length of 305 mm (12 in)
to an average diameter of 7.67 rom (0.302 in), tapering to a minimum
diameter of 7.62 rom (0.300 in) at the center. The specimen was tested
simil arly to the #7 bar. The resu1 ts are shown in Fi 9 B 3 and are
summarized below:



f y upper ::; 485 MPa (70.3 kst)

fy lower ::; 47Q MPa C68.2k~tJ

B-3

Estrain
hardening

Estrain
hardening

= 0.0211

= 5000 MPa (725 ksi)

E: ::; 0.156ul t

fmax ::; 652 MPa (94.5 ksi)

B.l.4 #2 Deformed Bar

Tests were" carried out as described in Ref. 42. The results are
shown in Fig B4 and are summarized below:

f y ::; 506 MPa (7~.4 ksi)

fmax ::; 729 MPa (105.8 ksi)

B.l.5 USS #5 Gage Wire

A tensile test was carried out on an unmachined specimen with a
diameter of 5.25 mm (0.2065 in), mounted in a Baldwin hydraulic
testing machine with a maximum capacity of 26.7 kN (60 k). The specimen
was loaded at the rate of 50 ~/sec, and strains were measured over a
gage length of 152 mm (6 in) using two dial gages in an extensometer
mount. The results are shown in Fig. B 5 and are summarized below:

f O.2%
offset

::; 670 MPa (97 ksi)

::; 0.025

::; 678 MPa (98.4 ksi)
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B.l.6USS#11GageWire

A tensi'le test was conducted on an unrnach.ined specimen with. a
diameter of 3.00 nrn (0.1183 tn), Tfte procedure \'tas simi'1ar to that
used for' the #5 gage w-ire. Tl'1e resul ts are shown tn Fig B 6 and are
sU1T1Tlal"tzed Efe low-:

f . = 703 MPa 002 ksi)0.2%
offset

e:ult = 0.1 (approximate)

f max = 759 MPa (110.1 ksi)

B.2. Concrete

Compression tests were carried out on numerous cyl inders measuring
6 in by 12 in (152 mm 5y 305 mn), which were cast at the same time as
each model. All cylinders were tested at a loading rate of
approximately 500 ~/min.

Modulus of rupture tests were conducted on beams measuring 5 in
by 6 in by 20 in (127 mm by 152 mm by 508 mm), loaded at a rate of
13.3 kN/min (3 k/min) on a Baldwin hydraulic testing machine \'Jith a
maximum capacity of 267 kN (60 k).

B. 2. 1 t10 de1 #1

This model was used for the bare frame test (Test #1) and later
inftlled with clay units for Test #2. The mix proportions are shown
tn Ftg B 7. Sixteen cylinders were cast, and all were compacted" by
rodding, stripped at 7 ~ays, and air-cured next to the mod~l. The
compressi ve strengths obtained are shown in Figs. B 8 and B 9. Four
beams were cast for modul us of rupture tests. -These sped mens were
also stripped at seven days and air-cured next to the model. The
values obtained for modulus of rupture, are shown in Fig. B 10.

B.2.2. Model #2

This model was infilled with clay units and used for Test #3. The
mix proporti ons are shml/T1 in Fi. g. 8 11. Twenty cyl inderswere cast,
and all \'tere connect.ed By rodding, stripped at seven days, and cured
next to the model. Tne compressive s-trengths oBtai-ned are shown in
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Figs. B 12 and B 13. Four beams were cast for modulus of rupture tests,
stripped at seven days, and cured next to the model. The values obtained
for modulus of rupture are shown in Fig. B 14.

B.2.3 Model #3

This model was infilled with concrete block units and used for
Test #4. The mix proportions were as shown in Fig. B 15. Twenty-four
cylinders were cast. To examine the correlation between previous com
pressive tests of rodded cylinders and the probable strength of the
vibrated concrete in the models themselves, fifteen of these were com
pacted by vibration and the rest by rodding. No significant differences
were found between clinders compacted by the two methods. The compres
sive strengths obtained are shown in Figs. B 16 and B 17. Four beams
were cast for modulus of rupture tests, stripped at seven days, and cured
next to the model. The values obtained for modulus of rupture are shown
in Fig. B 18.

Note that specimens from all three models reached maximum compres
sive strength at about 60 days, after which the strength decreased by
about 5 %. This was due to the shrinkage cracking resulting from air
curing.

B.3 Masonry Elements

In order" to predict the experimental behavior of the infilled frame
models, extensive tests were carried out to determine the mechanical
characteristics of the infill materials;

B.3.l Clay and Concrete Block Units

Fig. B 19 and B 20 show the dimensions of the clay and concrete
units. Six clay units were capped wit~ sulfur and tested in compres-
sion in a four-range Baldwin hydraulic testing machine with a maximum
capacity of 534 kN (120 k), using a loading rate of 44.5 kn/min (10 k/min)
as specified by Section 24-25 of the 1973 UBC Standards [43J. Six con
crete units were similarly capped and tested. The results for each type
of block are presented in Fig. B 21 and B 22.

B.3.2 Mortar

As stated in the text, all infilled models were constructed using
mortar conforming to the standards for Type liS" mortar by Table 24-21-8
of the 1973 USC Standards [43J. Typical mix proportions were 1 part
portland cement, 1/2 part hydrated lime, and 3 parts sand by volume.
Field compressive tests were carried out by Section 24-23 of the 1973
UBC Standards [43J. A total of six 2-in-diameter cylinders were taken
from each panel of each infilled frame during construction. Some
specimens were cast using mortar which had previously been spread briefly
on masonry units to simulate placement conditions, while others were
cast using mortar which had not been spread on the units. These two
types of specimen are referred to in the figures as "buttered" and
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"unbuttered", respectively. Specimens were stripped at two to three
days and fog cured. After various intervals, the cured specimens were
removed from the fog room, capped with sulfur, and te'sted in compression
at a load rate of 17.8 kN/min (4 k/min). The results for each set of
cylinders for each of the three models are shown in Figs. B 23 through
B 28.

B.3.3 Grout

Grout for each infilled model was mixed according to the specifica
tions of Section 24-21 of the 1973 UBC Standards [43]. Typical propor
tions were one part portland cement to three parts Olympia top sand by
volume. As ~ach panel was grouted, two field test grout prisms were
cast as recommended in Section 24-23 of the 1973 USC Standards. The
prisms measured approximately 51 mm by 51 mm by 102 mm) (2 in by 2 in by
4 in). All prisms were fog cured and stripped at two to three days.
At twe~nty-eight days they were removed from the fog room, capped with
sulfur, and tested in compression at a loading rate of 17.8 kN/min
(4 k/min). The mix proportions and results for each set of grout prisms
for ea.ch model are shown in Figs. S 23 through B 28.

8.3.4 Masonry

At an early stage of the investigation, it was decided to carry
out pY'eliminary tests of the mechanical characteristics of each kind
of grcluted masonry used in the infill panel s. Because many references
[44] noted the difficulty of determining the shear modulus experiment
ally, it was decided to determine compressive strength and modulus,
only, by means of compressive tests on grouted masonry prisms. As
explained in the test, these values were used to interpret the failure
process for each infilled model, and to develop analytical idealiza
tions of panel behavior.

Because the mix proportions of mortar and grout were not identical
for alll infil1ed frame models, it was necessary to construct four _.
different types of test prisms, representing: 1) the masonry used to
infill the i nfi 11 ed bare frame (Test #2); 2) the masonry used for the
lowest panel (panel #1) of the virgin frame with ~lay infill; 3) the
masonry used in panels #2 and·#3 of this same model; and 4) the masonry
used in all three panels of the virgin frame with concrete block infill.
A few clay prisms were constructed four units high, corresponding to
hiD ratios of about 2. However, most were constructed eight units high,
corresponding to hiD ratios of about 4. To approximate as closely as
possible the actual model conditions, all test prisms were air-cured
near the models. After capping them with sulfur, the prism specimens
were tested in compression in a four-range Baldwin hydraulic testing
machine with a maximum capacity of 267 kN (60 k), using a loading rate
of 44.5 kN/min (10 k/min). Stresses were computed based on the gross
area of the prisms; strains were computed using the readings from two
dial gages placed between the platens of the testing machine. Stress
values for strength determination were corrected for hiD ratio by Section
2404 of the 1970 USC [25J. However, stress values used to determine the



modulus were not so corrected. The results for each type of test prism
and each model are shown in Figs. B 29 through B 32. Tests at 14 t 27 t
and 107 days showed that curing was essentially complete after four
weeks. For each type of prism, variations in strength and modulus with
time after construction are shown in Fig. B 33 and B 34. Average values
of strength and stiffness for clay prisms were found to be 24.1 MPa and
8274 MPa t respectively (3.5 ksi and 1200 ksi)t while for concrete block
prisms t the values were 19.0 MPa and 9653 MPa. The possible effects
of local variations in panel strength on the failure processes of each
infilled frame model are discussed in Section 5.7.
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'c
, 'Cy1 tndet ... Age;' Days' -MPa ' Ks,~' . MPa' , KSl

'.

1/16 7 13.5 1.96

.2/16 .7 13.4' 1.95 13.5 1.96
- - --.. '

3/16 7 13.6 1.97

4/16 14 21.5 3.12
21.4 3.11

5/16 14 21.4 3.10

6/16 20 23.1 3.35
22.8 3.31

7/16 20 22.5 3.27

8/16 29 24.1 3.50
24.5 3.55

9/16 29 24.8 3.60

10/16 42 26.2 3.80
26.6 3.86

11/16 42 27.0 3.91

(Test #1)

12/16 98 26.8 3.88
25.9 3.75

13/16 98 25.0 3.62

(Test #2)

14/16 248 26.3 3.82

15/16 248 25.9 3.75 26.1 3.78

16/16 248 26.1 3.78

Fig. B.8. CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE TEST RESULTS, MODEL #1
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Specimen Age, Days MPa PSl MPa psi

(Test #1)

1/4 98 4.32 626
0.83 9.9

2/4 98 4.07 591

(Test #2)

3/4 248 4.52 655
0.86 10.3

4/4 248 4.25 617

Fig. B. 10 ~DDULUS OF RUPTURE, MODEL #1
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f fc c
Cylinder Aqe, Davs MPa ksi MPa ksi

5/20 7 12.3 1. 78
12.4 1.80

6/20 7 12.5 1.82

7/20 14 19.6 2.84
19.2 2.79

8/20 14 18.9 2.74

9/20 21 21.2 3.07
21.6 3.13

10/20 21 22.1 3.20

11/20 28 23.0 3.34
23.2 3.36

12/20 28 23.3 3.38

13/20 56 23.8 3.45
23.6 3.42

14/20 56 23.4 3.39

(Test #3)

15/20 189 21.0 3.05 I
16/2') 189 21.0 3.04

17/20 189 21.9 3.18
22.0 3.19

18/20 189 22.5 3.27

19/20 189 22.9 3.32

20/20 189 22A5 3.28

Fig. 8.12 CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, MODEL #2
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FIG. 8.13 CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, VIRGIN FRAME WITH CLAY INFILL (MODEL #2)



f t ft/~
Cv1 inder Aqe, Days MPa psi MPa PSl

(Test #3)

1/4 197 4.33 628

2/4 197 4.21 610
0.98 11.8

3/4 197 4.94 717

4/4 197 4.94 717

Fig. B.14 MODULUS OF RUPTURE, M00EL #2
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Fig. B.16, CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, MODEL #3

Method of f c I c
Cylinder Compaction Age, uars MPa kSl MPa kSl

1/24 vtorated 7 15.7 2.27
15.6 2.26

2/24 vi'orated 7 15~5 .. 2~25

3/24 viBrated 8 16.6 2.41
16.6 2.41

4/24 viBrated 8 16.6 2.41

5/24 rodded 8 16.4 2.38
16.1 2.34

6/24 rodded· 8 15.9 2.30

7/24 vibrated 14 21.3 3.09
21.6 3.13

8/24 vibrated 14 21.9 3.18

11/24 rodded 14 21,5 3.12
21.6 3.13

12/24 rodded 14 21. 7 3.14

9/24 viBrated 20 24.5 3.56
24.4 3.54-

10/24 vi brated 20 24.3 3.52

13/24 vibrated 28 27.9 4.04
27.4 3.97

14/24 vibrated 28 26.9 3.90

16/24 rodded 28 27.5 3.99
26.9 3.90

17/24 rodded 28 26.3 3.82

15/24 vibrated 63 29.4 4.26
29.3 4.25

19/24 vi orated 63 29.2 4.23

18/24 rodded 63 30.8 4.47
30.3 4.40

21/24 rodded 63 29.9 4.33

(Test #4)

20/24 vibrated 182 27.2 3.94
27.9 4.05

23124 vibrated 182 28.7 4.16

24/24 rodded 182 27.8 4.03 ..

.. 27.3 3.96
22/24 rodded 182 26.8 3.88
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FIG. B.17 CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH, VIRGIN FRAME WITH CONCRETE BLOCK INFILL (MODEL #3)



f t f t/;r;.
Specimen Age, Days MPa psi MPa psi

(Test #4)

1/4 182 5.24 760

2/4 182 4.81 697
0.94 11 .3

3/4 182 4.52 655

4/4 182 5.21 755

Fig. B.18 MODULUS OF RUPTURE, MODEL #3
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CLAY UNIT I in. HIGH (NOMINAL)

FIG. 8.19 CLAY UNITS

03" GJ I. 1.0" 1.9011
TYPE A

I.a" I":: t-.l
I.. 3.8511 .1

0.9" 0 .2~ r-

. 0.3" TYP 0 rE 110" TYPE 8

+---3.90" Jtl

CONCRETE UNITS 2 in. HIGH (NOMINAL)

FIG. 8.20 CONCRETE BLOCK UNITS



Fa; 1ure Stress Average Stress
Specimen MPa Ks; MPa Ks;

1 37.8 5.48

2 37.3 5.41

3 43.3 6.28 42.1 6.11

4 51.5 7.47

5 40.7 5.90

Fig. B.2L CO~lPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CLAY UNITS
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Stress on Net Area
Soecimen Tyoe "lPa Ksi

1 A 15.8 2.29

2 A 28.1 4.07

3 A 28.r) 4.06

4 B 23.5 3.41

5 B 28.0 4.06

6 B 13.3 1.93

Failure stresses varied widely due to variations in porosity of
bri ck wall s.

sandy blocks: fblock : 14 MPa (2.1 Ksi)

good blocks: fblock - 27 MPa (3.9 Ksi)

Fig. 8.22 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF CONCRETE UNITS



Fi g. B. 23 Cm~PRESSIVE STRENGTH OF MORTAR AND GROUT,
INFILLED BARE FRAME (TEST #2)

Panel 1

Mortar Grout
Age, f Age,

f qSpecimen Days Compacti on m Specimen Days
MPa Ksi MPa Ksi

1/6 18 unbuttered 25.6 3.72 1/2 28 13.7 1.98

2/6 18 unbuttered 28.5 4.13 2/2 28 12.7 1.84

3/6 28 unbuttered 28.9 4. 19
4/6 28 unbuttered 29.2 4.24
5/6 28 buttered 34.8 5.04
6/6 28 buttered 30.4 4.41

Panel 2

Mortar Grout
Age, f m

Age,
f qSoecimen Days Compaction Specimen Days

MPa KSl fvlPa Ksi

1/4 14 buttered 26.8 3.89 1/2 28 26.6 3.86
2/4 14 buttered 26.5 3.84 2/2 28 30.7 4.45

3/4 28 buttered 29.6 4.30
4/4 28 buttered 28.1 4.07
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Fig 8.23 (CONTINUED)

Panel 3

Mortar Grout
Age, f m

Age, f qSpecimen Days Comoaction Specimen Davs
MPa Ksi t1Pa Ks;

1/4 14 buttered 27.0 3.91 1/2 28 22.6 3.28
2/1~ 14 buttered 26.3 3.81 2/2 28 21.3 3.09

3/4 28 buttered 30.4 4.41
4/j~ 28 buttered 28.0 4.35



MPa!fm
40

5

8

f m f g
Panel MPa MPa MPa Ksi

1 30.8 4.47 13.2
2 27,.8 4.03 28.6
3 28.4 4. 12 21.9

--PANEL I (BUTTERED)

PANEL I ~:=. PANEL 3 (BUTIERED)
(UNBUTTERED)~~ ... PANEL 2 (BUTTERED)

TIME. DAYS
O l I " lIP-• I I I I I I I
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

10

20

30

FIG. B.24 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF MORTAR AND GROUT, INFILLED BARE FRAME (TEST #2)
to
I

W
--'
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Fig. 8.25 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF MORTAR AND GROUT,
VIRGIN FRAME WITH CLAY INFILL (TEST #3)

Panel 1

Mortar Grout
No. Age, Days Compact; on fm No. Age, Days f(

r·1Pa KSl r1Pa Ksi

4/6 14 unbuttered 11).2 1.48 1/2 28 24. 1 3.49
newer

5/6 14 buttered 12.8 1.86 2/2 28 25.6 3.72
ne\'Ier

1/6 29 unbuttered 23.9 3.47
older

2/6 29 unbuttered 25.6 3.72
older

3/6 29 unbuttered 11.9 1. 72
newer

6/6 29 buttered 14.7 2.13
newer

Panel 2

r'10rtar Grout
No. Age, Days Compacti on T No. Age, Days f qm

r1Pa KSl MPa Ksi

4/6 14 unbuttered 21.7 3.15 1/2 28 24.0 3.48
5/6 14 buttered 25.4 3.69 2/2 28 24.7 3.58

1/6 28 unbuttered 25.2 3.66
2/6 I 28 unbuttered 25.3 3.67
3/6 28 buttered 31.1 4.51
6/6 28 buttered 28.3 4.11



Fig. 8.25. (CONTINUED)

Panel 3

Mortar Grout
No. Age, Days Compactl0n f m No. Age, Days f

MPa Ksi MPa Ksi

3/6 14 buttered 30.2 4.38 1/2 28 24.6 3.57
4/6 14 unbuttered 27.6 4.01 2/2 28 24.3 3.54

1/6 28 buttered 34.1 4.95

2/6 28 buttered 37.2 5.39

5/6 28 unbuttered 30.6 4.44

6/6 28 unbuttered 30.2 4.38
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PANEL 3 (BUTTERED)

PANEL 3 (UNBLJTIERED)".-:::: ::; =- PANEL 2 (BUTTERED)

~===;;:-l ~J PANEL 2 (UNBUTTERED)
_~"'d== : PANEL I (UNBUTTERED). OLDER

______- -PANEL I (BUTTERED). NEWER

, •.- M .- PANEL I (UNBUTTERED). NEWER

TIME. DAYS
0 ' I I ~I I I I Iii i

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

10

30

20

FIG. B.26 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTUS OF .MORTAR AND GROUT, VIRGIN FRAME ~JITH CLAY INFILL (TEST #3)



Fig. B.27 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF MORTAR AND GROUT,
VIRGIN FRAME WITH CONCRETE BLOCK IN FILL (TEST #4)

Panel 1

8-35

Mortar Grout
Speci rren Age, Days f Specimen Age, Days f

m g
r~Pa KS1 ~~Pa KS1

1/4 14 32.7 4.74 1/2 28 21.8 3.16

2/4 14 33.8 4.9Q 2/2 28 22.5 3.27

3/4 28 37.3 . 5.41
4/4 28 37.9 5.49

Pane12 .

Mortar Grout
Specimen Age, Days fm Specimen. Age,. Days f

g
MPa Ksi MPa Ksi

1/4 14 27.4 3.97 1/2 28 13.2 1. 91
2/4 14 28.1 4.08 2/2 28 14.4 2.09
3/4 28 31.9 4.63
4/4 28 31.9 4.62 (these specimens were unpudd1ed)

Panel 3

r~ortar ~I Grout
SpeciTrten Age, Days f m Specimen Age, Days f q

MPa KSl MPa Ksi

1/4 14 32.3 4.68 1/2 28 25.1 3.64
2/4 14 31.0 4.49 2/2 28 124 .1 3.53
3/4 28 35.2' 5.11

4/4 28 34.8 5.04

(All specimens buttered)



CP
I

W
O'l

f m f g
Panel ~1Pa Ksi ~1Pa Ksi

1 37.6 5.45 22.2 3.2
2 31.9 4.62 13.8 2.0

3 35.0 5.08 24.7 3.5

2

0*

8

*unpuddled

TIME, DAYS

70 80605040

PANEL I

-' 0 PANEL 3
PANEL 2

302010
o

o

10-'

20

30

MPaA fc
T

40

FIG. B.28 COMPRESSIVE STRENGTHS OF MOP-TAR AND GROUT. VIRGIN FRAME WITH CONCRETE BLOCK INFILL (TEST #4)
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-
f prism =26.4 MPa (3.83 ksi)

CORRECTED FOR PRISM hID RATIO
E=8826 MPa (I280ksi)

(TESTED AT 107 DAYS)

II

MORTAR -1= 1/2: 2
GROUT -1::3

MICROSTRAINo'------,...-----'ll""".-----..,..-~
o 1000 2000 3000

FIG. B.29 STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR GROUTED MASONRY PRISMS

CORRESPONDING TO INFILLED BARE FRAME (TEST #2)
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MPa ~ STRESS

20

15 I

IO~

5-

-
fprism =23.5 MPa (3.41 ksi)

CORRECTED FOR PRISM hID RATIO
E=8343 MPa (1210 ksi)

(TESTED AT 107 DAYS)

3

MORTAR -I: 1/2: 3
GROUT -I: 3.25

MICROSTRAINo -------....,..-----........-----~t~..
o 1000 2000 3000

FIG. 8.30 STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR GROUTED MASONRY PRISMS
CORRESPONDING TO PANEL #1 OF VIRGIN FRAME
WITH CLAY PANELS (TEST #3)
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MPa STRESS

20

15

10

5

-
f prism =22.5 MPa (3.26 ksi )

CORRECTED FOR PRISM hID RATIO
E=7722 MPo (l210ksi)

(TESTED AT 107 DAYS)
5 7
~~_8

MORTAR -I: 1/2: 3
GROUT -I: 3

MICROSTRAIN

2000 30001000
O'--------r"------r------r~

o
FIG. 8.31 STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR GROUTED MASONRY PRISMS

CORRESPONDING TO PANELS #2 AND #3 OF VIRGIN FRAME

WITH CLAY PANELS (TEST #3)
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MPa STRESS

20·
1 ris =19.0 MPa (2.75ksO
p m CORRECTED FOR PRISM hID RATtO

E=9653 MPa (l400ksi)
(TESTED AT 28 DAYS AND 60 DAYS)

15- 28 DAYS
--- 60 DAYS

10

5

5
6

MORTAR -I: 1/2: 3
GROUT -)::3

MICROSTRAINo '------------------.,.-,~
o 1000 2000 3000

FIG. B.32 STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR GROUTED MASONRY PRISMS
CORRESPONDING TO VIRGIN FRAME WITH CONCRETE BLOCK PANELS
(TEST #4)
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FIG. B.33 VARIATION WITH TIME OF STRENGTH AND MODULUS OF CLAY MASONRY PRISMS
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APPENDIX C: EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

As explained in Section 5.3 of the text, many different types of
equipment and instrumentation were used throughout the tests, to control
the loading for each model as well as measure its response. These are
discussed in detail below and in Reference 35.

C.l Loading Equipment

Loading equipment comprised the following components, shown schem
atically in Fig. C.l:

1) Lateral Actuator: a 1557 kN (350 k) capacity, double-action
hydraulic actuator with a bore of 356 mm (14 in) and a stroke
of 305 mm (12 in).

2) Axial Actuators: two double-acting hydraulic actuators with
1557 kN capacity, 356 mm bore, and 254 mm (10 in) stroke.

3) Hydraulic System: the testing facility's built-in hydraulic
system supplied oil at 20.7 MPa (3000 psi), delivered to the
actuators through servovalves with a capacity of 3.4 kg/min
(5 gpm) with a pressure drop of 6.9 MPa (1000 psi).

C.2 Loading Control

Actuator loads were controlled using three MTS Model 406 control
lers, connected as shown schematically in Fig. C.l. The loading pro
gram was applied using manual program input. Because the bare frame
was comparatively flexible, Test #1 was conducted entirely under dis
placement control. The infilled frame tests were begun using load
control (the force in the lateral actuator load cell), and were switched
to displacement control (the lateral displacement of the exterior column
at the level of the lateral load) after the specimens began to yield.

C.3 Instrumentation

Many different response parameters were measured throughout each
test, e.g., lateral deflections, column shortening, shear distortion
of the panels, rotations at beam-column joints, and average strains
in reinforcing steel. Specific types of instrumentation were best suited
to the measurement of each parameter:

l}_Linear PotentiorJE..ters (LP): these were used to measure rela
ti ve ly large di sRlacements, such as the 1ateral di sp1acement
at various levels, the diagonal (shearinill deformations of
the panels, and the shortening of the columns. Two types of
1inear potenti ometers were used:
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a) He1ipot 1000-~ LP's with a stroke of 152 mm (6 in) and
a sensitivity of 0.10 %of full travel; and

b) Waters IILongfe llow ll Linear ft>ti on Posi ti on Transducers,
with a resistance of 5000 ~, a stroke of 152 mm (6 in),
and a sensitivity of 0.10 %of full travel.

2) Load Cells: Two types were used. The first type, used to
monitor actuator forces, was constructed by bonding strain
gages to specially-machined load cells attached to the actu
ator shafts. Strains in the load cells were used to compute
the loads applied by each actuator. Details of the construc
tion and calibration of these load cells can be found in
Ref. 35. The second type, used to monitor force levels in the
struts, is labelled IlS.G. 11 in Figs. 15 and 16 of the text.
These were specially constructed for this test program. Each
load cell of this type was constructed using four 120-Q pre
ci si on strai n gages (M; cro-:'1easurements CEA-06-250UW-120),
two in the longitudinal direction and two in the transverse direc
tion,bonded to the strut with highly stable oven-cured epoxy
cement. The gages were wired in a full bridge, and the load
cell was calibrated in tension and compression using an hydraulic
universal ~esting machine.

3) Clip gages: These gages, shown in detail in Fig. C.2, were
used to measure relative axial displacement of concrete sec
tions along the first story height in the columns of the
infilled frame models. They were mounted on tapped steel
pins embedded in the concrete. Relative displacements of the
pins resulted in curvature changes in the brass strip and
consequent voltage changes across the passive side of a four
arm bridge which was composed of strain gages bonded to the
strip.

4) He1dable Strain Gages: IIr~icrodotll weldable strain gages \'Jere
used to measure average strains in the column longitudinal
steel near the base of the columns, and specifically to in
dicate the onset of yielding in that steel. The gages were
welded to prepared sections of reinforcement, and used as
the single active arm of a four-arm bridge.

5) Linear Variable Differential Transformers (LVDT): These were
used to lTEasure small deflections, on the order of 1 mm.
As shown in Fig. C.3, rigid yokes were attached perpendicular
to the axis of a member, at a distance of about 152 mm (6 in)
apart. It was possible to measure relative rotations from
secti on to secti on by subtracting the vol tage changes recorded
by the two LVDT's.

C.4 Amplifiers and Recorders

Three types of recorders were used:



1) Esterline Angus Model 530 (XY);

2) Esterline Angus Model 540 (XYY); and

3) Electro Instruments Model 500 (XY).

When necessarYt the low-level signals from transducers were ampli
fied by Daytronic amplifiers. These amplifiers were equipped with
modular input stages to accept either strain gage input or LVDT input
as requi red.

C.5 Low-Speed Scanner

Output from all transducers was fed to a multi-channel relay box
connected to a Data Technology Model 370 integrating digital voltmeter.
Scanning of the relay box channels was controlled by a Data General
"Nova" computer whi ch was prograrrmed to permi t the conversi on of trans
ducer voltages to appropriate units. Readings for each channel were
recorded using a magnetic tape unit and teletype which were also con
nected to the Nova. Further data reduction was carried out using the
faci 1iti es of the Computer Center at the Uni versi ty of Cal i forni a at
Berkeley. The magnetic tape output from the scanner was directly
compatible with the input requirements of the Center's COC-6400 com
puter and Calidoscope operating system.

C-3
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APPENDIX 0: DETAILS OF EACH TEST

0.1 Test #1: Bare Frame Test

Dimensions of the bare frame specimen are shown in Fig. 01, and
the test setup is shown in Fig. 02. The instrumentation was as shown
in Fig. D3.

The model was subjected to the cyclic loading program shown in
Fig. 04. As explained in the text, the objective of this load program
was to examine the mechanical behavior of the bare frame without damag
ing it severely. Elastic analysespf the entire end frame had shown
that the proper relationship between shear and overturning moment could
be maintained using the loading pattern shown in Fig. 05. The entire
test was carried out under displacement control. The following de
scriptions refer to the load points noted in Fig. 06.

LP 0.- The axial loads were applied incrementally to the columns,
and the struts connecting tips of the cantilever beams were tightened.

LP 1-12.- The specimen was cycled with full load reversal at ser~.

vice condition lateral load levels. Hairline cracks were observed in
the beams near the column faces at all three levels, beginning at the
built-in ends of the cantilever beams.

LP 13-19.- Lateral loads were increased monotonically. Beam
cracking increased, and diagonal cracks began to form at the interior
beam-column joints at all three levels, indicating the development of
increased stress in the beam longitudinal steel and consequent high
shear within the joints. Continued loading resulted in the deteriora
tion of bond between the beam longitudinal steel and the concrete in
the confined cores of the interior beam-column joints. Beam longitudinal
steel began to pull through the joints, causing significant increases
in crack widths in the beams at column faces near the beam-column con
nections. A maximum deflection of about 51 mm (2 in) was reached at
the level of lateral load application.

LP 20-24.- The specimen was returned to approximately zero lateral
load and loaded monotonically in the opposite direction.

LP 25-28.- The load was reduced to zero and then increased again
to restore the displacement to approximately zero. Hairline cracking
was observed in all the beams, in a sense opposite to that observed
during the monotonic loading to LP 19. The lateral load was again
returned to zero, the struts connecting the cantilever beams were
disconnected, and the axial loads were removed incrementally.

LP 29-38.- The axial loads were reapplied and the struts connected
as before. The specimen was loaded in the opposite direction to the
previous maximum displacement excursion, to a maximum tip displacement
of slightly more than 51 mm (2 in). Shear cracks formed at the interior
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beam-column joints, in the opposite direction from those noted previously
at load point 19. In addition, diagonal cracks formed at the exterior beam
column joints on all three levels, indicating the presence of high
shear due to the onset of strain-hardening in the beam longitudinal
steel near the column faces. Cracks opened at the column bases, and
the clip gages there began to indicate the start of pullout of the
column longitudinal steel from the base of the specimen.

LP 39-49.- The model was reloaded to a final displacement of about
51 mm-(2 in), in the same direction as the original inelastic excursion
of LP 19. Except for shear cracks at the exterior beam-column joints
(in the opposite direction from those noted at LP 38), few new cracks
were noted. However, the cracks at the column faces (exterior as well
as interior columns) widened_on all three levels, increasing in width
to about 3/64 11 at the upper two floors and 1/32" at the first floor.
This ~~idening, caused by the onset of strain hardening in the beam
longitudinal steel and consequent loss of bond and anchorage in the
interior and exterior beam-column joints, resulted in a loss of stiff
ness and strength in the second cycle compared to the first, as may be
seen 'in Fig. 06.

LP 49-58.- The model was again returned to the zero displacement
posifion. As noted above, the formation of cracks across the entire
beam depth at the column faces, resulted in significant pinching in
the load-displacement hysteretic curves. The struts were disconnected,
and the axial loads were removed incrementally.

The final plastic hinge pattern is shown in Fig. 06. Using
moment-curvature diagrams calculated by the RCCOLS computer program,
the moments at hinge regions were calculated based on the amount of
damage observed at each region. The lateral collapse load of the result
ing mlechanism was calculated, taking into account the external virtual
work done by the axial loads (second-order theory). The resulting
collapse load - a function of tip displacement - is plotted in Fig. 06.
It ma.y be seen that the lateral resistance of the model closely approaches
the collapse load of the corresponding bare frame mechanism, calculated
according to second-order theory.

As for all tests, the lateral forces plotted in Fig. 06 include
the lateral force component produced by the axial load actuators.
Unless specifically indicated, however, they do not include the equiva
lent lateral force produced by axial loads acting parallel to the
original column axes (P-~ effect).

The response of the bare frame to cycles of lateral load reversal
was characterized principally by a gradual transition from elastic
behavior to that of a sidesway mechanism. This transition was caused
primarily by loss of stiffness in the interior beam-column joints, and
not by the development (in the classical sense) of hinge regions near
member ends there. This loss of joint stiffness was caused by bond
deterioration of the beam longitudinal steel in the confined cores of
the interior beam-column joints. As a consequence, the model experienced
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significant deterioration of lateral stiffness and strength, and its
cyclic load resistance was limited by P-~ effects.

0.2 Test #2: Bare Frame, Infilled with Clay Units

As explained in the text, the objectives of the first infilled
frame test were:

1) to examine the mechanical behavior under cyclic load of the
infilled frame; and

2) to investigate the effect on this behavior, of the previous
re~ponse history of the bare frame alone.

To obtain the greatest amount of information, it was decided to
subject the model to a loading program of full load reversals at increas
ing maximum amplitude. The upper limit of this program was set by the
calculations of Section 3.4, which had indicated that the model could
not resist a lateral load in excess of about 400 kN (90 k). It was
determined that service level excitations such as those consistent with
the lateral force requirements of the 1973 UBC, would correspond to
cyclic lateral loads of at most 45 kN (10 k). Therefore this was the
lowest load level at which the model was cycled.

Elastic analyses of the entire prototype end frame were carried
out to determine the relationship between lateral shear and overturning
moment at the third floor level, and this relationship was used to
calculate the equivalent axial load couple necessary to reproduce the
proper relation between lateral load and overturning moment in the model.
This relation is shown in Fig. 07. The instrumentation used is shown
in Fig. 08. The following description of the test refers to the load
points noted in Figs. 09-010.

LP 0-14.- Axial loads were applied, the beam struts were connected,
and the model was cycled under displacement control for 5 cycles at
approximately 10 k maximum load. No cracks were noted (all models had
been whitewashed to facilitate crack detection).

LP 14-30.- The model was· loaded for 5 cycles to approximately
± 89 kN (20 k). After one cycle at this load level (LP 16), hairline
cracks were observed at the vertical interfaces between the second
story panels and the columns. After one more cycle (LP 19), edge cracks
also formed around the third story panel, and horizontal cracks began
to form in the mortar joints of panel #1 (the lowest panel). After the
last cycle at this load level (LP 29), short diagonal cracks were noted
through the clay units in the second panel, and slight crushing was
noted in the upper left-hand corner of that panel. The overall crack
orientation was similar to that expected in a monolithic deep beam:
horizontal cracks near the base, becoming increasingly inclined in the
upper stories as the ratio of moment to shear decreased.
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LP 31-43.- When the load level was increased to 133 kN (30 k),
diagonal cracking through the clay units was observed in all three
panels. At this load, the nominal panel shear was 1.40 MPa (0.202 ksi).
Continued cycling at this load level produced increased cracking in
both directions in all panels. As shown in Fig. D 11, the crack
orientation at LP 41 was approximately diagonal in all panels, indicat
ing that the overall response mechanism of the model had changed from
that of a deep beam to that of a braced frame.

LP 44-55.- Cycling at increasing load levels produced increased
diagonal cracking in all panels.

LP 57.- When lateral load was increased to approximately 50 k,
a rap,~crease in diagonal crack width was noted in the lower interior
corney' of panel #2, as well as some local crushing at the upper exterior
corner of panel #1. This load corresponded to a nominal panel shear
of 2.33 MPa (0.338 ksi). At the same time, crushing was noted in the
upper interior corner of panel #1, and spalling was observed at the
base of the compression (exterior) column. The instrumentation con
firmed rapid increases in shear deformation of panel #2 (implying degrad
ation of the equivalent struts there), and also in the shear deformation
of the! first floor interior beam-column joint. This joint degradation
was pY'obably triggered by pullthrough of longitudinal beam steel there,
owing to deterioration sustained during the test previously conducted
on the bare frame.

loP 60.- Deterioration of panel #2 increased under load reversal.
The cY'acked region at the lower interior corner failed in compression.
Face shells separated from the block webs and grout cores, in a manner
similar to that observed during prism tests. Diagonal shear cracks
formed in the first floor beams near the exterior beam-column joint,
indicating the development of high compressive forces in the equivalent
strut in panel #1. Large increases were noted in the shear deformation
(and accompanying degradation) of panels #1 and 2. The decreased lateral
resistance of the model resulted in a reduction in the maximum lateral
load, and hence a corresponding reduction in the force level in panel
#3, which at that time was not seriously damaged. Because of this force
reduction, damage did not spread to panel #3, but rather was confined
to thE~ lower two panels. The continued higher relative stiffness and
stren9th of panel #3 led to the concentration of inelastic deformations
in the columns at their bases, and near the top of panel #2.

LP 61-93.- Continued cycling at increasing maximum deflections
caused gradual deterioration of panels #1 and #2. The deflection pattern
of the model became closer and closer to that of the sidesway mechanism
illustrated in Fig. D 10. The ultimate lateral resistance of this
model approached that of the bare frame mechanism with this hinge pat
tern, and assigning to each hinge a plastic moment capacity in accord
ance with the given degree of damage at each critical region.

Using a procedure similar to that corresponding to the bare frame,
the lateral resistance was computed for the infilled bare frame's
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plastic hinge pattern ( Fig. 0 10), taking into account the second-order
effects of axial loads. This collapse load, plotted in Fig. 0 10.
is closely approached by the experimental load-deflection curve. A
similar kinematic approach was used to check the maximum resistance
of the infilled model. Assuming the same hinge pattern as before, the
hinge moments consistent with light damage were used to calculate the
internal virtual work corresponding to a virtual sidesway displacement.
To this was added the virtual work contributed by the equivalent diagonal
struts in the two lower panels, assuming average stresses of 24.1 MPa
(3.5 ksi) (the average crushing value obtained in prism tests) and
effective widths of 254 mm (10 in), obtained as shown in Appendix E.
Maximum upper bound lateral resistance was calculated to be about
378 kN (85 k), compared with the 267 kN (60 k) actually obtained.
It is probable that this error was principally due to overestimation
of the frame contribution at the relatively small level of rotations
reached at the time of maximum strut resistance. However, the equiva
lent strut concept was found to predict maximum upper bound strengths
in reasonable agreement with experimental data, even using very simple
analytical techniques. As discussed in Chapter 6, this concept was
used in conjunction with more sophisticated techniques to give very
accurate analytical predictions of experimental behavior for the class
of infilled frames considered herein.

The response of the infilled bare frame to combined vertical loads,
cycles of reversed lateral loads, and associated overturning moment,
was characterized by the following response mechanisms:

1) initial elastic response as a monolithic deep beam

2) gradual transition to braced frame behavior, indicated suc
cessively by:

a) separation of the panels from the frame

b) formation of diagonal cracks in all panels

c) formation of shear cracks in the beams near panel corners,
indicating the development of high compressive forces in
the equivalen~>diagonal struts.

3) a decrease in lateral stiffness and strength due to increasing
degradation of the struts in one or more panels

4) concentration of inelastic deformations in frame members
bounding the panels subjected to the greatest degradation,
and the formation of a sidesway mechanism which corresponded
to the given pattern of critical regions and which was imposed
by the relative severity of damage in each panel

5) strength asymptotically approaching that of the corresponding
bare frame mechanism, and load-deflection characteristics with
increased pinching due to the large amount of panel degradation.
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0.3 Jest #3: Virgin Frame, Infilled with Clay Units

As explained in the text, one of the principal objectives of this
test was to investigate the response of a model infilled frame to a
loading program characterized by the application of large pulses near
the start of the load sequence. Because it has been proposed that
this type of loading history may be critical for structures with a
tendency toward brittle failure, the loading program used was intended
specifically to test the resistance of engineered infills to brittle
failul~e and incremental collapse. The applied load program is shown
in Fig. 0 12, and the corresponding displacement program in Fig. 0 13.
Instrumentation is shown in Fig. 08, and the following descriptions
refer to load points noted on the load-deflection history of Fig. 0 14.

LP 0-13A.- Following the application of axial loads and connection
of the beam struts as before, the specimen was cycled to service level
loads (± 44.5 kN) under load control, using a ratio of overturning
moment to lateral force corresponding to the infilled frame (Fig. 07).
No cracking was observed.

LP 13A-15.- The servocontroller was switched from load to displace
ment control, and one more service load cycle was completed to check
the response. Then the specimen was loaded monotonically to its maximum
load, passing through the load points noted below.

LP 16-18.- As the load was increased to approximately 133 kN (30 k),
cracks were noted at the vertical and horizontal edges of all three
panels. Horizontal cracks were observed at the base of panel #1, and
in panel #2.

LP 19.- At a load of approximately 170 kN (40 k), horizontal cracks
were noted throughout panel #1. In addition, diagonal cracks began to
form in all three panels, indicating the transition to diagonal compres
sion strut behavior.

LP 21,- At about 244 kN (55 k), diagonal cracks were observed through
the block units in all three panels. Cracks 1/32 11 in width were noted
at the base of the interior (tension) column.

LP 22-24.- The specimen reached its maximum load of about 311 kN
(70 k) at LP 23, and the resistance decreased rapidly to 267 kN (60 k)
at LP 24. The decrease in resistance was caused by crushing of the
equivalent strut in the lower exterior corner of panel #1, and the
subsequent opening of wide (about 4 mm) diagonal tension cracks near
the center of this panel. The panel was extensively cracked.

LP 25-46.- The model was unloaded gradually and reloaded in the
original direction. A maximum load of about 222 kN (50 k) was reached.
Panel #1 showed increasing damage along the compression diagonal, and
buckling of horizontal panel reinforcement was noted at the lower
exterior corner where the original crushing failure began.
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LP 48-56.- The two pulses to which the model was subjected, resulted
in a significant residual deflection of about 25 mm (1 in), correspond
ing to an average story drift of slightly less than 1 %. The model was
then subjected to one cycle at a maximum load of about 67 kN (15 k)
to observe its resistance to incremental collapse, which might be
produced in an actual structure by a pulse-type strong ground motion
followed by comparatively weak aftershocks. While the lateral stiffness
of the structure had decreased by at least a factor of three from the
original value, no tendency towards incremental collapse was noted.

LP 57-80.- The structure was subjected to four cycles of complete
load reversal to a maximum load of about 178 kN (40 k). As may be seen
in Fig. 0 13, deflection reversal was not complete, owing to the
residual deflection produced by the initial pulses. Load reversal
produced increasing concentrations of rotations in the columns at all
four corners of panel #1, beginning at the upper interior corner. Then
tension cracks at the base of the interior column increased to 3 mm
(1/8 in) in width, and spalling was observed in the exterior (compres
sion) column along the entire height of panel #1. At LP 73, the trans
fer ratio between lateral and axial loads was changed to a value between
that of the infilled frame and that of the bare frame.

LP 81-91.- The specimen was subjected to complete displacement
reversals of about ± 13 mm (0.5 in). Stiffness was reduced from the
virgin condition, but the model remained stable.

LP 92-122.- The model was subjected to cycles of displacement
reversal to the limits of travel of the lateral actuator and displace
ment feedback control - about 127 mm (5 in) in one direction, and 109 mm
(4.3 in) in the other. This series of cycles produced complete spalling
of the exterior column in the first story, general disintegration of
the central zone of panel #1, and wide (5 mm) cracks in the interior
column at the top and bottom corners of panel #1. Crushing was noted
at the lower exterior corner of panel #2, indicating the formation of
an equivalent strut there. Diagonal cracks formed in the first floor
beam near the exterior column. These cracks formed because much of
the force in the diagonal compression strut in panel #2 was taken by
this beam after the disintegration of panel #1. Following this, panel
#2 began to crush, and the instrumentation indicated increasing shear
deformation in that panel. Deterioration of the first-floor exterior
and interior beam-column joints was observed; degradation of the interior
joints was characterized by complete pull-through of the beam longitud
inal steel. The final condition was marked by increasing disintegration
near the lower edge of panel #2, and increased shear deformation and
damage in the first-floor beam at the face of the exterior column.
However, little deterioration was observed within the confined core
of the joint itself. At LP 110, the transfer ratio between the axial
and lateral loads was changed to that corresponding to the bare frame.

In spite of the difference in loading programs, the failure sequence
observed for this specimen was qualitatively very similar to that of
the previous infilled frame test.
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0.4 Test #4: Virgin Frame, Infilled with Concrete Units

The loading program used for this test is shown in Fig. 0 15,
and is of the type previously used in Tests #1 and #2. The instrumen
tation used, and the resulting load-deflection curves, are shown in
Fig. 08 , and 0.16, respectively. Two objectives of this final
test of the initial series were: 1) to investigate the differences
in mechanical behavior between models infilled with concrete units as
opposed to clay units; and 2) to observe the response of the degraded
model to extreme cyclic displacements. Significant stages in the res
ponse of the model are described below, with reference to the load
points shown in Fig. 0 16.

LP 0-26.- After incremental application of the axial loads, the
beam struts were tightened and the model was subjected to cycles of
complete load reversal at service levels of 27 kN (6 k) and then 44.5 kN
(10 k). No cracking was observed.

L.P 27-37.- The model was subjected to two cycles of reversal to a
maximum load of ± 89 kN (20 k). Horizontal cracks were observed in
panel #1, particularly along the base of this panel. The servocontroller
was changed from load to displacement feedback control.

l.P 38-58. - The specimen was subjected to t\'/o cycl es with a maximum
load ~f ± 133 kN (30 k). Cracks wete noted"in all panels, with orien
tations similar to those predicted for a deep beam.

LP 59-67.- When the maximum load was increased to ± 178 kN (40 k),
extensive hairline cracks were observed along the diagonals of all panels,
indicating the transition to braced frame behavior. Edge separation
was not as prevalent as in the two previous infilled frame tests.

LP 67-76.- When the maximum load was increased to ± 222 kN (50 k)
for two cycles of reversal, diagonal cracks were noted at all beam
column joints, indicating the development of yield-level moments in .
the bl=ams.

lP 76-89.- At maximum loads of about 267 kN (60 k), local crushing
was observed in the lower exterior corner of panel #2 (LP 81). The
maximum load (294 kN, or 66 k) was reached at LP 87. Unlike the other
two infilled frame tests, panel deterioration vias triggered by the
rapid formation of a horizontal crack completely across the midheight
of panel #2. This crack passed along the bed joint where the vertical
dowels from panel #1 had been cut off, and is discussed in Section 5.7.
Following the propagation of this horizontal crack, sharp increases in
shear deformation were observed in panel #2, and local crushing started
in panels #1 and #3.

LP 89-109.- The specimen was subjected to cycles of reversal with
maximum displacements of first ± 25 mm (1 in) and then ± 38 mm (1.5 in).
Because shear deformations were concentrated in panel #2, hinges began
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to form in both columns near the corners of this panel. Longitudinal
cracks were observed along the lengths of both columns at the second
story. It is believed that these were caused by the combination of
high compressive axial forces and the high shear due to complete moment
reversal over less than a story height. At LP 105, local crushing was
observed in the upper interior corner of panel #1, adjacent to the zone
of high damage in panel #2.

LP 110-122.- The specimen was cycled with reversal, first to
± 51 mm (2 in), then to ± 76 mm (3 in). At LP 114, shear cracks were
noted at the exterior end of the beam separating panels #2 and #3,
and at LP 116, a sudden crushing failure occured across the bottom edge
of panel #3. The load was returned to zero and the transfer ratio
between lateral and axial loads was changed to a value between the
original infilled frame value and that corresponding to the bare frame
(LP 117).

LP 122-130.- The specimen was cycles with reversals to maximum
displacements of ± 102 mm (4 in). More crushing was observed in the
lower part of panel #3.

LP 130-146.- The specimen was subjected to several cycles of
displacement to the stroke limits of the lateral actuator. Maximum
displacements were 197 mm (7.75 in) in one direction and 105 mm (4.13 in)

. in the other. The difference between these was close to the nominal
actuator travel of 305 mm (12 in). The larger value corresponds to
an average story drift in excess of 6 %. Since deformations at this
time were concentrated in panels #2 and #3, the local story drift was
actually almost 9 %. At LP 132, a hinge region formed below the third
floor interior beam-column connection, making a total of three hinges
in that column and reducing its stability significantly. Even under
such extreme conditions, the model continued to dissipate significant
amounts of energy and to support the simulated gravity loads (column
axial loads) in a stable manner.

0.5 Remarks Concerning Energy Dissipation

Fig. 37 of the text shows the energy dissipated per cycle by each
specimen, normalized by one-half the maximum displacement variation
for that cycle. While it can be seen immediately that all three infilled
frames dissipated far more energy than the bare frame, it is also appar
ent that the curves for each infilled frame differ from one another.
Some of these differences can be explained in terms of the loading
programs used for each test and others are due to the individual charac
teristic of the failure sequences of each infilled model. It is worth
while to relate the shape of each curve to both of these factors:

0.5.1 Infilled Bare Frame (Test #2)

Initially, normalized energy dissipation per cycle increased rapidly
with increasing deflections, owing to increased panel cracking and the
dissipation caused by friction across these cracks. Dissipation was
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greatest just prior to crushing of the critical equivalent compression
strut, after which it dropped sharply because of the decrease in overall
shear resistance of the subassemblage, and also because of the pinching
effect produced by crack openings. Subsequent increased panel deterior
ation led to increased friction but also to decreased strength, and as
a result, the normalized dissipation continued to decrease gradually
with increasing deflections.

D.5.2 Virgin Frame, Clay Infill· (Test #3)

The most interesting features of this curve are that, unlike the
others, it does not show the sharp decrease associated with crushing
of the critical equivalent strut, and that it indicates increasing
dissipation for displacements of more than 5 cm. It is believed that
the first feature is due primarily to the different loading program
used for Test #3. Because the first portion of this program (Fig. 19)
was dominated by a single large pulse in one direction, the model did
not experience complete deflection reversal during this stage. As a
result, the model, when reloaded, did not exhibit the loss of stiffness
(pinching effect) associated with crack closure. As can be seen in
Fig. 21, pinching and loss of strength began to occur rapidly as soon
as the model was subjected to deflection reversals in the second phase
of the loading program. The cycles to + 8 cm and + 12 cm show signifi
cant deterioration in strength and stiffness under constant-amplitude
cycling. The second feature is due to the fact that Fig. 37 was prepared
using energy dissipation data for the first cycle only at any given
displacement variation, and therefore does not reflect the subsequent
decrease in normalized dissipation during subsequent cycles at that
same displacement. A comparison of Figs. 20-22 shows that, because
of its relatively light initial damage, this specimen subsequently
exhibited the greatest comparative loss of strength under constant
amplitude cycling. If the dissipation from these cycles had been
included in Fig. 37, the curve for this specimen would have been similar
to the other two for displacements greater than 5 cm.

D.5.3 Virgin Frame, Concrete Block Infill (Test #4)

The most significant feature of this curve is the comparatively
low energy dissipation at and immediately following the failure of the
critical strut. The failure sequence for this specimen was unique in
that it included the sudden propagation of a horizontal shear crack
completely across the second panel. As explained in Section 5.7 of
the text, the loss of strength resulting from this horizontal crack
was much greater than that resulting from the diagonal cracks observed
in th,e other blo tests. This comparatively low post-cracking strength
is reflected in Fig. 37. Note that subsequent diagonal cracking in
this panel caused increased friction and a resulting increase in energy
dissipation for this specimen at deflections greater than 5 em.
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APPENDIX E: ANALYSIS DETAILS

Chapter 6 herein discusses the general procedures followed in
developing analysis methods for the bare and infilled frame specimens.
The purpose of this Appendix is to describe in detail the calculations
necessary to carry out the principal steps of these analyses, and to
present a listing and user's guide for the ANSR-I subroutines developed
as discussed in Chapter 6.

E.l Equivalent Multi-Member Beam Properties

The computer program RCCOL5 [32] was used to calculate theoretical
morrent-curvature diagrams for each beam based on the actual geometry
and mechanical characteristics as obtained from the material tests
described in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. One such diagram, for Beam Bl
of the model, is shown in Fig. E.l. It was decided to idealize this
diagram using five line segments, shown in Fig. E.l by the heavy lines
connecting the origin to point "N', that point to point liB", and so on.
The beam-column element used with the ANSR-I program idealizes the rrember
as having a bilinear moment-rotation relationship as shown in Fig. E.2.
This type of element may be used to approximate the flexural character
istics of a merrber with a bilinear moment-curvature relationship.
Therefore the five-segment curve of Fig. E.l was matched by modeling
Beam Bl using four parallel rrembers, each having linear elastic-perfectly
plastic moment-rotation characteristics. Given the curvature and moment
values (Xi, Yi) corresponding to the four intersection points (A,B,C,D),
the elastic stiffnesses, mi, of each equivalent member were found as
the solutions of a set of four simultaneous linear algebraic equations:

E-l

y.
1

i -1
= :E m.x.

j=O 1 1

4
+ x.:E m.

1 j=i J

Fig. E.l shows how the resulting four equivalent morrent-curvature
relationships combine to give the desired multilinear diagram. This
procedure was also used for Beam B2, which required three parallel
members instead of four (Fig. E.3).

E.2 Equivalent Bilinear Column Prooerties

The computer program RCCOL5 was used to calculate theoretical
morrent-curvature diagrams as a function of axial load, for the model
column section. As shown in Fio. E.4, these curves are only approxi
bilinear, and this might suggest a modeling procedure similar to that
used for the beams. Ho'tlever, unlike the beams, it was necessary to
model the columns using beam-column elements whose yield criteria
included axial forces as well as moments. The use of a multiple-element
idealization might in this case have led to inconsistent deformations
of the indivi dual elements. Therefore it It/as deci ded to model the
columns using a single elerrent with a bilinear moment-rotation relation
ship. As shO\ffi jn Fig. E.4, three morr~nt-curvature curves were plotted,
corresponding to the range of axial loads expected for the columns.
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Equivalent elastic and yielded stiffnesses were computed to fit the
curves for the model column over this range of axial loads. The points
labelled "All, "B II

, and "C II in Fig. E.4 may be considered to indicate
yielding of the idealized bilinear column under different values of
axial force. Together with an assumed balance point axial force of
222 kN (SOk), these points were used to construct a moment-axial force
interaction diagram for the idealized bilinear column (Fig. E.5).
Within the range of axial forces of interest in this study, the idealized
diagram closely approximates the moment-axial force interaction diagram
previously calculated for the actual column using RCCOLS.

E.3 Eauivalent Strut Widths
.' -.-...;.'---------------

As noted in Subsection 2.1:1 of the text, equivalent strut widths
have been determined by many investigators to depend principally on
the panel aspect ratio and the ratio of panel stiffness to frame stiff
ness. Widths typically vary from about one-third to one-eighth of
the length of the panel diagonal. The former value was originally
recommended by Holmes [7]. Later investigators [13,l4J have recorranended
other empirical formulas. The ones used herein are taken from Ref. 14:

and

(w' ek\ = 0 175 (A h)-0.4I,:T) . h

where

h, hi, 0, and Wi refer to Fig. E.6

w' ek is the effective strut width for stiffness

E' is the panel modulus

E is the frame modulus

I h is the column mo~~nt of inertia

t is the panel thickness

In our case,

h = 32 in (0.813 m) for the bottom panel, and
36 in (0.914 m) for the others

E = 3600 ksi (24822 MPa)

t = 2 in (51 mm) nominal



EI = 1200 ksi (8274 MPa)

Ih = 135.16 in~ (5.62 x 10- 5 m~) gross transformed
section

hi = 28 in (0.711 m)

so that

Ahh = 2.35 in (60 mm) for the bottom panel, and
2.65 in (67 mm) for the others

since

Wi = (28)2 + (74)2 = 79.12 in (2.00 m),

Wi = 9.83 in (250 mm) for the bottom panel, andek 9.38 in (238 rom) for the others

Because the equivalent strut width of the lower panel is close
to the widths of the other two panels, it was decided to use the
average value of 9.61 in (244 mm) for all struts. In the author's
opinion, the considerable scatter in the data points used to determine
the empirical formulas of Ref. 14 does not justify the use of a strut
width more precise than 10 in, and it was decided to use this nominal
figure. The error between 9.61 in (244 mm) and 10 in (254 mm) is less
than 5%, and the use of the former figure was believed to imply an
unwarranted precision. The strut area was then calculated to be

2 in x 10 in = 20 in 2 (0.26 m2 )

E.4 User's Guide to Infill Strut Element

The following guide should be used with Ref. 39.

Data Format for Element Type 10

a) Control Information (1015, 6F10.0)

Columns 1- 5: Element group indicator (=10)

6-10: No. of elements in this group

11-15: Element no. of first element in group (default = 1)

16-20: No. of material types (default = 1)

21-50: not used

51-55: Initial stiffness damping factor, So

56-60: Current tangent stiffness damping factor, ST

E-3
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b) Material Property Information (I5,4F10.0)

Columns 1- 5: Material no., in sequence starting with 1

6-15: Young's modulus of e1as t i ci ty , E

16-25 : Yield stress in comp res sion

26-35 : Yield stress in tension

36-45 : Degrading strength parameter, y (~ 0)

c) Element Generation Commands (415, I10, 315)

Columns 1- 5: Element no., or nurrber of first element in a
sequentially numbered series of elements to be
generated by this card.

6-10: Node number at element end i

11-15: Node number at element end j

16-20: Material number (default = 1)

21-30: Cross sectional area

31-35: Node number increment for element generation
(defaul t = 1)

40: Code for large displacement effects
= {l large displacement effects

o small displacement effects

45: Time history output code = {~ ~~iu~~~~ired

E.5 ~omputer Listing

The use of the infi 11 strut element requi res four subrouti nes
to the ANSR-1 program: 1NEL10, STIF10, RESP10, and OUT10. These
are listed on the following pages.
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R~AD A~;D PR IHT MATER IAL PROPERTIES.

READ. Gr:iicRIHE AND PRIHT ELEMENT IriFIJRiiATION

loR ITE (/'iOU. 2000) NGR. NI"EM. NFST.NMAT. MDOF.N lNFC. DKO. DKT

I'lD.KG.K'r1

IF [MT.L~.O) MT • 1
IF (ND.EO.O) ND • 1

READ ttl ill. lOHD N.MODC.I1T.AC.

WEM .. ':;:';T
NlAST" t:FST ... NMEM - 1
l.RHEuJ1U. :0:01

DO 110 I -l.tiHAT
READ (tlru.IOOO) 1'1. (PROPU./1) .J-l.4)

DO 180 ; ~3. tntiFC
COMU) • a.a

NDOF - I;
NlNFe • 32
KST • 1

NGR • ~PAR( I)
NMEM - LPAR(2)
/'iFST • LPAR(3)
tlmT ~ Lf'AR (4)
cr,0 a FLP~R ( I)
DKT • FLPAf< (2)
IF [NFST.LE.e~ NFST • 1
IF CNMAT.LE.t) NMAT • I'

DIt"1E:NS ION ~:)T(2)

DATA AST /2H .2H */

SU8~ourINE INElIO(LPAR.FLPRR."DOF.NINFC.ND~OD.X.Y.Z.NJT) INELle 2
WELie 3

***,-,:IPI.-"'~~"'_*",""_*,"'~i<""."**,*~"'X+o«**",;c:''''''i<,i<:t:>;<~*",'iGk**,**~''' INEll 0 4
iHFIll STRUT ElEI'"ENTS (ElEMEIH GROUP I~/)lCATOR • 10) INELlC 5
_***"...... ***'+-1<:«.."'.."..."''''._*.-....'''.•_****....",,*'***''' ..''''1<**''',..,..***~"'*----"'·-l NfL 1e 6

IHELiB i'
IHELie 8
HlELiJ 9
INEL 18.€)
It1EU811
I:~ELH)I2

HIEL 10 13
WELI014
WElle i5
ItlELl015
!tiELl€: 17
lHELl0i8
INELl8l9
INEllOZC
ItiELleZI
WEl lil22
I tiEL i 823
INELl8Z4
INEL 1825
INEL H'26
HiELHl27
INELi028
IHELl:J25
INELlQ38

. lNELl031
INEL 1032
HiELi::J33
H,ELHl34
INELI035
INEL HJ36
lNELH137
WELl038
IHEl1033
PJE1l348
B~EL 1841
1tiE1l642
iNELl843
INELl044
WEL INS
INELIO.::6
INEL1347
HjELlO...8
It~EL.l 1349
INELlosa
ltJEue:::1
Hi'::l ]:;'52
INEL 1053
IHEL1054

DIr£NS ION lPHR( 1), FLPAR (1). HDKOD (HJT. 6) • X( 1). Y( 1) .Z( t). COt1( I)

CCr-fflN /TAPES / NlU.NOU.NTLNT2.NT3.NT4.tiTS.HiEr-1P
COMt1JN /li'iFCL / It'lEM. KST. LM(6) • NODE C:::) • EPRO? (4;. AREA. KGECM.KTHQ.

'" . XYZC3. 2) • SL. T(3. 3) • DU 1~<. D',~ 1'1'. DU 12. Q1(6) • SKP (6. 6) •
'* KeD. ~OLJP.VTOT. liEN? VENN. SEN? SENN. TVEiiP. ' ....'EN,...
'" TSEtJP. TSEtiH. SDA."1P • CT. STOT

CCMMQH ~~RY / PRCP(4. IOe).NODC(2).WCRKCI5S8)
Eau IVALENCE (111;1'1. CON( I»

c

no
c

c
c
c

c

teo
c
c
c

c

c

c

c
c
c
c
c

.c
140
C
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c
I~ia IF (N - 1i"E11) 290.160.210
C
16e DO 178 1-\.2

NOO - NODe CI)
HaDE (I) - HOD
I I • 3* I
LI1(Il-2) - ~DKOD(NOD. I)
LM( I.l-l) • HD/l;QJ)(NOO.2)
LI1(II) • HDKQD~HQD.3)

XYZ( 1.1) • X(NOD)
>'YZ(2. I) • Y(:-iOO)

1'1'0 XYZ(3.!)· ;:(1'100)
c

DX 1 • XYZ ( ~ • Z) - XYZ ( 1• 1)

DX2 • XY:<Z.Z) - XYZ(Z.l)
DX3 .. X'r'ZC3.2) - XYZ(3.1)
Sl. • SQRTCDXIllC«2 + D;-<2>!!:~2 -+- D:<3",*,2)
AL • SO~T(DX1**2 + DX3.~2)

iF (AL.LE.O.) GO TO 175
1<2.2) - AL/Sl
E~<? • -DX2/(AL*SL)
T(2.3) • DX3*EXP
T(2. t) • DX1*EXP
GO TO Isa •

175 T<:~.:). 1.0
T<2.:' • e.e
T(2.3) • 6.0

ISO T( I. I) - DXl/$L
TCl. Z) • 1)X2/SL
TO.3) .. DX3.'Sl
T(3.1) .. T(I.2)*T(2.3) - T(I.3)*T(2.2)
TC3.2) .. T(I.3)*T(2.1) - T(1.1)*T(2.3)
T<3.3) - T( 1.I)*T(2.2) - i(1.:)*1(2.1>

c
NDIF • ND
I"ITY? "!'IT
I<GEOM .. KG
KiHO • KTH
AREFl • FlO
E?ROP(\) • PFap(l.MT)~O/$L

EPRO?(Z) • PROP(4.~>

EPROP(3) • -A8S(?RC?'2.MT)~O)

(PROP(4) • PR:P(3.11i)~~J

c:
Asn • ASiC \)
IF (tj. HE. ttLA~T) 14~. 21 0

c:
190 DO I:iS !. I .2

NOD· MODE(!) + NDIF
HaDE( D • HCD
II • :;«1
lI1C!!-2) .. HDKCDCHon.l)

!tiEL 1055
IliEll<l56
INEl.1857
l:iEl1>353
ItlEll(l59
INEL Ie68
It'lELlfJ61
INEL1~6?

INELlt:l63
INELI€lS4
ltiSL WE5
ltlEL Weo
H!Ell067
INEL H~68

HiEL 1863
H~EL lE~ie

INELiUi
IHElI072
H,EL:e?3
WE!.. 1874
nlEL 1075
HiEL 1076
INEl.l 077
lliEL la78
IHELi079
lHEL 18S0
INELICB i
j~E:":C82

:NE:"i083
1tiE:' Ice..;
n;ELl:JCS
INEL!CS6
INEL:e87
:.NcL lOGS
IHELIC33
I~IEL leso
I NELl<J'31
ltiELlQ92
HIEl H~S3
!l;EL Jfj94
lNEL1C3S
HiELlC36
ItiEL 1£:37
j~IEL! 098
::~EL1€)39

INELl li.Jt:l
Hil:Ll181
n~EL 1~a2
11'IEll 133
!tiEL 1104
INELlles
lNELlIC6
IHELIICl7
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COMPUTE COtlNECTIVI'N AND TRANSFER INFORMATION

. WRITE(NOU.282S) ASTT.lMEM,HO'E,MTrP.AREA.

IF (ltlEM.EQ.NLAST> GO TO 3ae
II"!EM D IMEM + I
IF (!t1E:M.EQ.N) GO TO ISC
GO TO IS;]

INELllt.18
INELlIA9
INEi..1lle
INELll11
It,ELII12
INELI I 13
IliEU I 111
tNElll15
INELl116
INELll17
INEUI18
INELll19
INELll2fJ
INEL 1121
ltiEll122
!NEL1123
INEU124
I~;EL 1125
IHEll 126
INEL 1127
n1EL1128
-INEL1129
lNELll3IJ
I14El1131
INELI132
INEL 1133
INEL 1134
INELI135
INELI136
INELll37
INELl138
INELl13S
INEi.. 1148
WEl 1141
INELll42
1l,EL 1143
it!EL1144
!tiEL 1145
Ir,EL1146
HlEll147
INEL 1148
INELI143
irii::L lise
INEl1151
ItlEL 1152
INEL 1153
INELl154
ISELl155
lNELllS6
INEL1157
INEL1158
It-;ELlI59
INEL11Sa

KGEOM.:<iHO

~ . .

• NDKOD (NOD,:n
- riDKOD(tIOD,3)
• X(NOO)
r Y(NOD)
• Z(HOD)

CIS.4F ID.,J)
(413.IFI0.0,3IS)
(26H ELEHENT GROUP IHDICATOR IS !3.
24H (INFIU.': STRUT E'LEHEHTS)///
5X. 33H~,UM8ER CF ELEMEl'lTS IN TH IS GROUP • 15/
5X.39HNUi"BER OF FIRST ELEMENT !t1 nns GROU? .. 15/
5X,39HNUnBER Or DrFFERENT MATER!~L TYPES • 15//

CHECK LFlST ELEMENT

CALL BAND (lM.HDOF)
CALL COMPACT

LH( Il- P
LM( I f)

XYZO.D
XYZ(Z.1)
>."t7(3. n

DX\ .. XYZ(\.Z) - XYZe\,I)
DX2 • :<'(2(2.2) '7 XYZ(Z. I)

DX3 • XYZ(3.2) - XYZ(3.1)
TL-SL
Sl ,. SClRTCDXI:tet:2 + DX2llCl<2 + D><3**2)
AL • SORT(DX\~ + DX3~2)

IF CAL.LE.O.) GO TO 2Ca
T<2.2) • AL/SL
E~F • -~X2/(AL*SL)

T(2.3J • DX3~EX?

T(2, I) • DXI*EX?
GO TO 205
T<Z,1) • I.e
T(2.2) .. e.a
TC~.3) • 0.0
T( I. 1) - DXI/'SL
T(1.2) ,. DX2/SL.
TO.3) • DX3/Sl
T(3.1) .. T(\.2)*T(2.3) - T(I,3)*T(2,2)
T(3.2) ,. T(I.3)*T(2,1) - T(I,I)~T(2.3)

T<3.3) • T( L I)*T(2.2) - T<l.2,>"T(Z,l)
EPRQP ( I) -EPRO? ( 1) *TL/sl
ASfT • AST<Z)

FORMl=lT
FORMAT
FORn:lT

III,.
*
*

c
c
c

C
29lJ

100e
1610
zeea

zea

,.....

195
C

c
2!e,.....
c
c

265
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~,o 120 1-:.3
SUM· EL iJ
CO 110 J-L3
SUM· SUM + U~~J)*T(J.I)

8e 1+3) - $UM
SCI) • - SUM

UDU) • l.iJ'" DUIX
UDe?) - DUlY
UD(3) • DUIZ

CE: • EP~ err (1)

IF eKC~.E~.e) CT - C~

IF (IST~?LE.O) GO TO 185
CT • Ch( 1.... C:lKT) ... CE*CDKO

L lN~~F F;:'IH OF EFFECTIVE: STIFFNESS

JIiEM • IlIE~1

co 16e J-!.NltiF:
CCM(J~ • CO!1S(J)

5":. Z;lHt'UI""8F.R OF DEGREES OF FREEDGM • t 5/ I NEl t J;; i
5>.:.33HLENGTH OF E:.LEf1£tn INFORf"lHT iON - 15// tHEL i 162
5X.39HD~f"P:NG COEFrICIENT. 8ETA-O - Fll.S/ INELl163
5X.39HDAI'PIHG CIJEFF1CiEHT. 6ETA-T • Fll.5/1'/ INELll64
ZiJH r-~TERIAl PP.OPEP.TIES//5X,4Ht"'oAT.,8X,4HEI"'OD,lSX. ItlELl16S
121lYIELD SWESS.14X.SHGAM"'H/5X.4H 1;0 •• 19X.12H COM"RES3IOH.INELI166
SX.12H 1"C:ilSION /) lNEL 1167

( I '3. E i 2 • <1 • 2F 17 • 3 • F I 2 • :3) !lIELl 16a
(///'20H ELEr-'Em ItiFCRr-.ATIOI'V/ INELl ioS
5X. 4HELEM, 5X. 4HNODE, 5X. 4H~iCDE.5X, 4H"'~T.• ax. 4HAREA. I/'iEl117a

sx. 4HGEOM. SX, 4,H 15 T/ ltlEL tin
5X. 'IH NO •• 5X, 4H I, 5X. 4H J, 5X, 411 NO., 12X. ItIEL 1172
5X.4HCODE.SX.4HCCDE/) INEL1173

CA2.17.319.IF12.3.219) INELl174
(//34H ~*-1( ELE~HT CARD NOT IH SEQUENCE. 15/1') INEll175

INElI17'5
ItiELl177
itlELll78
STIFI0 2
S~IFle 3

#.;0*:"'«'*;'--<:«:1:""... i'1IC*",1:"''''''':i<*"""",,,,,,,,,,*.f<""""",,,'C~'.'**"""_1IC*****_~~""""""'*S T t F IlJ 4
TANGE/IT ST IFFNESS FCi( l1IF iLL Sii<UT ElE:-"EtlT STiFlil 5
*,*If.:t~* t: .::~.~;t.*";jt*"'Jir*:t(",4C~·*'4<'**"''''**~*:\<.*~''''''*,1C1:'1'**,",*""~,*,*.'''***",,,",:t:lI<XS TiF 10 6

STIFIO ?
STIF la 8
STIFle 9
STlFIEl18
SiIF1~ll

STIFIOIZ
SiIFIOl3
STIF 1014
STIr: If.l i5
5TIF1"16
STIF i<J 17
STtFIEl18
STIF10l9
SiIP' uno
STIF1021
STIF 1022
STIFlt:l:::3
S"rlF1824
STiFl825
STIF 1626
STlF 1£27
STIFi828
ST~;:1029

STIF lil33
STIr 1031
STIFltJ32
STlF1333
STlFHJ34
STIFW35
STi;:'1836

RETURN
EtlD
::;U8RQWTHiE: STIr 10 ( ISTEP. t-i;)CF. H ItiFe. CDr-O. C:JKT. CCMS.F'i<. INDFJO

DIM:~ISION COMS (1) •Fl< nIDOF. HOOF) • COMe I)

CC11'1QN / aiFEL I' I~M.KST. L:'1CS) • ~;oDE (2) , E?ROP ( .. ) • AR:;A. i(G~CM. KT'r!Q.
~ XYZ(3.2).SL.T(3.3).:JUIX.~U1Y,DUlz.al(6).SK?(6.6j.

'* KOP,KODP. VTOT. VEN? V:;:l1N. SeliP. S~NN. T\~/'lP.TVE:-lH.
* TSEri? TSEHN. SDAr.? CT. STQT

carV"CN"WCf;lK I' UDcn.S(S).SK(6.6).WGRKC1S5S)
EOUlVALE/'lCE (I~H.COM(l»

*
l!C

'*
*FCRn:lT

FORtt=;T

'*
'*
*
*
*
*
*
FQ~~T

FORmT

lee
C
C
c,

C
105

c

c

c
c
c
c
c

2a'~5
ZO:~Q

C

2010
20::13



UPDATE INFORMATION

ADD NONLINEAR PART OF' STIFFNES-S

IF (KGEQN.eQ.G) GO TO 140
PL • (STaT + SDAMP)/$L

COl""oPUTE CHA:~GE OF STIFFNESS RHD STORE CUF:REHT STlFFNESS

- SKP( 1••1>

... PL
- PL
... PL
- PL
... PL
- PL
~ PL
~ PL
+ PL

• 5K ( I. i)

• 5K ( 1. 4)
• SK(2.2)
• 5K(2.5)
- SK(3.!)
• 5K(3.6)

5K(4.4)
• 5K(5.5)
• SK(6.6)

STIP1637
STIF1638
5TIFI039
5TIFlEJ4B
STIF 11341
STIF1042
STIF Itl43
STlF 1044
ST!F IEl45
STIF J(:I46
STlF 1047
STIFltl48
STIF \G49
STIFI050
STIF1851
STIF 1052
STIF liJ53
STIFleS4
ST1F1055
5TlF1656
STIF1057

·STI;: 1"58
STIF tfJ53
5TIF106e
SiIFIC61
5T1F1862
STlF lEJ63
STIF H~64

STIF 1065
STIF 1EJ66
STIF te67
STIFI068
STIF1869
STlFi078
STIF1C7t
5TIFIC72
STIr: !:)73
STlFW74
RESP18 2
RESPle 3
RESPIEl 4

~~:1<';"""""'>1<:iOl<**",*",**__**",,.,'t"'''''~*_**"''i'.:t<'''__*--*'''~·*'''RESf'1() 5
STATE DETER:-ilNFlTION FeR THREE Dll£NSlONAL TRUSS ELEMSHT ?ESP10 6
****-'1<****"'*_*-'IC«""*"'*~~~,,,:-r*****'l<*:1<*:i<*~*:·k**"''''oj(*''_·lC***'''*r-lC~**.":>IOl<P.ESP 18 7

RES?11:1 8
RESP16 5
:::~3P 10 if)

RESP1611
RESP1612
RESP1C13
RESPlC14
RE3Pl,H5
RESP1316

KST - c1
KOD? " KOD
DO 1603 ';-1.HnlFC
COMS(J) • COM(J)

DO ISO I"I.NDOF
DO 150 J-I.tlDOf<
FK ( I •J) • SK ( I•J)
FK(J.l) • FKCI.J)
S1<P<J. D • SK( I.J)
SKF ( 1. J) • 5K ( I, J)

SKU. 1)
SK( 1.4)
SJ«2.2)
5K(2.S)
5K(3.3)
5K(3.6)
5K (4.4)
51«5.5)
51«6,6)

DIMENS ION CCMS ( 1) •C1 ( 1) •va ( 1) , Ace ( 1) •FE ( 1) •FD( 1) , CO~1 ( I)
COl"".--U!1 /TA?ES " tllU'~'CU.NTi.NT2,NT3.NT4,NT5.NTE;'P

COl'1'~N '/INF~L ,/ lI".Er1. )(5T. LMU;) , HODE (2) • EPROP( 4) , Aj(EA. KGEOM.KTHO.
~ ~2(3.2).SL.T(3.3).DUIX.DUIY.DUIZ.QI(6).SKP(6.6).

llC KG D. KODP. YTOT. VEriP • 'lam. SEN? , SEN~. TVEN? • TVENN.
* TSENP. TSENI~, 5DAi"P. CT. STOT

COMMOH /~DRK ,/ UD(3).8(6),WORK(1991)
ECUiVALENCE (IMEM.CCH(l)

DO 130 I· 1• tlDOF
CC • CT*8( i)

DO 130 J. Lt;DOF
SK ( r•J) • CC*'8 (J )

RETURll
END
SUBROUTINE RESPI0(~DCF.HINFC,MFST,K?R.CC~S.Q.YEL,ACC.FE.FD.TI1~.

* DKO.DKT.C7.C8.KUPD.KITR~)

166
C

c
c
C,....
c

150

c
c

c

c
c,.
""

138
c:
c
c

c
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c

GO TO (125.12S.3'Se.34S). KUpn

RESP11317
RESp;a18
R£SP1813
RESPI0Z8
RESPI02i
RESPIB22
RESPI823
RES? 1;)24
RES? 1IJ25
RESPltl26
RESPI027
RESP1028
f?ESPJ023
RES? Ir.ne
RESPIC31
RESPI032
RESP W33
RE5PlfJ34
RES?I<:J35
RESPI036
RESPltl3/
RESPltl38
ReSPI039

RES?IC.;:
?ESPIC42
RES? 1043
RESPl>J44
RES? 1045
RESPl~46

RESPl;J4('
RE.S? 1048
F-:=:S?lC.::S
RES?lOSiJ
RESP 1(151
RESPID52
;;'ES?1053
RES?IC54
RES?1'j55
RSS?1356
RES?18S7
PESPi038
RES?1059
RE:SP1~Se

RESP1·J61
~2SPliJ';2

F.'::S?1863
F;ES?18S4
~C:SP 1.~6S

RES?lUS6
RES? 1013:
RES?1668
RES?1069KODE • -I---CH TENSICH CURVE. CHECK DV

COMPUTE ~~ESS I~CREMENT

ASSIGN STiFFNESS SASED ON CURRENT VALUE OF KOD

~;;C;"lC - a.e
FACTOR - 1.0 - FACAC
KKODE - KC~E + 2
GO TO (i~o.lSe.18e.19Q.2Ie).KKODE

DV • E).O
DO 135 [-I.NDCF
DV • DV + 3 U) *'1 ( D

DO 13a l-l.HC'OF
01(1) .. Ol(n + aeD

Ir (KGEOM.EQ.a) GO TO 138
041 • o<~, - 0(1)
OS2 • 0(5) - C(Z)
063 • O(6) - 0(3)
DUX - (T(I.I)>rC41 + TC1.2):r.J52 + TCI.3);o:;?63)/$L
DUY (i(2.1)~a41 + T(2.2)~~S2 ~ T(Z.3)~C63)/SL

DUZ· <T(3.1)*Q41 + T(3.2)~Q52 + Te3.3)*OG3)/$L
DY - DV + ~.5~~L~(DUX~.2 + ~UY«x2 + DUZ¥.~2)

C
C

c:
c
C
c

IF (KUPil. EO. 3) GO TO 39u
~otJF. • KOD

DO 1~~ J·I.N:~FC

leel CCMU)" COi1SU)
IF (IMEM.eO.HFST) KHED - a

c

c

c
C tNCREl"E~iT OISPLACEl"ENTS

UDCI) • I.e + ~UIX

U1H2) • DUlY
UfH3) • DUIZ
DO l~Q t-l.3
sur: • 0.0
DO 110 ;-1.3

110 SUM - SUM + UDeJ)*T(J.l)
6(1+3') • SUM

lza Bel)· - SUM
C

12~5

13.)
C
C
C

c
C INITIALIZE
C

c

......

,...



c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c

c
C

c
c
c
c

C
C
C
C

c
c
c

148 IF (0',1) 150.141. 141

GH "T"i:HSIO~j CUR\1:. LOADING

141 CT "o.e
VTOT • \lTOT + FACTOR*DV
GO TO Z20

INSIDE REGION DEFINED BY CURVES

158 CT • EPROP(I)
KODE • a
IF (DY) 151. 151. 172

ELASTIC. HEADED TOiJARDS ENVELOPE OR LOAD mG CURVES.

CHECK TQ SEE WHICH LOADING CURVE GOVERNS.

151 IF (VTOT) 152,152,176

ELASTIC. HEADING TOWARDS EN\~LOPE CURVE OR LOADING CURVE NO.2
COt'PU1"E WCREMENT OF 0',1 HECESSARY TO HIT LOi4D ING CUR\~ NO.;:.

152 VPR r~ • VEN!'!
IF (VENP.GT.i\aS(·.~NN» VPRIME • -YEN?
SLOAD • EPROP(3)*€~P(EPROP(2)*VPRl~£)

IF C'VEHP-VPRIt',E) 154.153.154
153 SLOPE • CT

GO TO 156
154 SlaPE • SLOAD/VPRIME

IF (SLOPE-CT) 155.156.156
1:5 V2 • (STOT - CT~ITOT)/(SLCPE - CTl

Fl • (¥2 - VTOT)/DV

USIHG NEWTml-RRPH5CH ITERATION. CQt-1PUTE IHCREl"'ENT OF tV
NECESSARY TO HIT ENVELOPE CURVE.

156 VI - VTOT
DO 157 /-1.20
\~ s VI - (STOT+CT*(VI-VTOT) - EPROP(3)*EXP(EPROP(Z)*Vl»/(CT 
lEPROP(3)~EPROP(2'~~?(EPROP(2)*Vl»

IF (A8S(V2-VI).LT. I.E-8) GO TO 158
VI • \12

1~7 CONTINUE
158 F2 • (\I2-VTnT)/DV

IF CSLOPE.GE.CT) GO TO 16a
IF (FI - F2) 159.160.ISB

159 IF (FI - FACTOR) 161.176.170
160 IF (F2 - FACTOR) IS5.176.176

EHTIRE DV C~NNOT 8E AFPLIED. LOADING CURVE NO.2 GOVERNS.

RESPIEl70
RESPI071
RESPI072
RESPI073
RESPI074
RESPI0?S

'RESPI'J?6
RESPI077
RESPll378
RESPltli'9
RESPl0eO
RESPI081
RESPleS2
RESPI083
RESPleS4
RESPltl8S
RESPliJ86
RESPI087
RESPleS8
RESPI089
RESP1C36
RESP1[}91
RES?11:J92
RESP1093
RESPHl94
RES?lfl95
RES? 1fl96
RESPHJ97
RESPle98
RESPI099
RESP 1100
RESP lle I
RESP11El2
RES?11€J3
RESP 1134
RES? 1105
RESP I: uS
RESPlle?
PES?llfJ8
RESP 1189
RESPII16
RES? 1111
RESPI112
RESPl113
RESPll14
RES?1115
F:ESP 1116
RESPl11;
i'ES? 1118
RESP1119
RES?112e
RESPll21
RES? 1122

E-ll
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161 FACHC • rACA~ + Fl
KODE • 2 .
VTOT - vrOT F I*D.....
STaT - STOT F 1;!'CT*DY
IF (FACAC - a.9999999) 139.22a.226

c
C EHTIRE RE!1AIHIHG DY CAli se: APPI.IED.
::

17a ViCT -vrOT FACTOR*DY
STOT • STOT F~CTOR*CT*DY

GO TO 22a
c
C INSIDE RCGIOH DEFlHED BY CURVES. HEADE~ TOWARDS ~NSIOH C~RVE.

C
c
C COMPUTE IHCREMEHT OF DY HECESSARY TO HIT TENSION CURVE.
C

172 F3 • (EPROP(4) - STOT)/{CT*DV)
IF <F3 - FACTOR) 175.176.176

c
C
C ENTIRE REI"'.A 11'1 WG DY CANNOT BE FlFPL lCD. ~NS leN Cl.:RY'E GOV1:RliS.
C

:l7S FRCRC • FACAC +. F3
VTOT • VTOT ... F3~DV

STOT • STOT + F3:.i>V"'CT
KODE • -1
IF (FACAC - e.939999':1) 139.22\1.22e

c
C COMPUTE I~CPE~HT OF DY NECESSARY TO HIT LOADING ~~R~~ HO.l. AS
C LONG AS DEFCRl'"'ATlOH IS G;;:EATZR THAt'; ZERO
C

176 VI • VTOT - STOT/cT
IF <VI> 152.178.178......

C
C LOADING CUR',"C: NO.1 GOVEi<:HS.
C

179 F1 • (VI - VTOT)/DV
IF (FI - FACTOR) 179.17~.17a

c
C EtlTlR£ :W CANMOT BE (.IF?!.. I ED. LOAD HiG cu~ 1'10. 1 GOVERNS.
C

179 FACAC • ~ACAC ... Fl
KCOE • 1
ViOT • vrOT + Fl~DV

STOT • SlOT + FI*CT~DV

IF (FACAC - a.S9S9999) 133.139.22a
c
C ON LO~DlHG CURVE HO.I. CH~CK DY.
e

e

RES? 1123
RESF 1124
RES? 1125
RESF 1126
RES? 1127
RESPll28
RESPl129
RESPll38

. RES? 1131
RES? 1132
RESPI133
RES? 1134
RES? 113'5
RES? 1136
RES?1137
RES? 1138
RES?1139
RESPI140
RESP 1141
RES? 1142
RES? 1143
RESP.1144
RES? 1145
RESPI146
RES? 1147
RESP114S
RESPI149
RESP 1150
RES? 1151
RESPI152
RESP 1153
RESP 1154
RES? 1155
RESP 11::6
RES? 11:37
RES?1158
RESPl1S3
RES? 1 i6:::J
RES?1161
RES? 1162
RESP1163
RESPI164
RES? 1165
RES? 1166
RES? 1167
RESP1168
RES? 1169
..ESP 117;)
RES?1 i71
RES?1172
RESPII73
RES?I.74
RES?1175



c
C
C

c
c
c
C

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

r:
c
c

r.
c
c

ON LOADTt:G CURVE HO.!. COMPUTE INCREMENT OF DV NECESSRR'( TO HtT
LOADIHG C'JRVE NO.2,

lSI FAC • -VrOT/DV
CT • 0.0
IF (FAC - FACTOR) 185.176.173

OM LOHDING CURVE HO.I. EHTIRE REMAIHIHG DV CAHHOT BE APP~IED.

LOADIHG CURVE HO.2 GOVERNS.

ISS FACAC • rt.CAC + FAC
KODE • :2
VTOT • VI"OT + FAC*DV
IF (Ff1CAC - 0.9999999) 1.'39.22a.220

eN LOADING CURVE NO.2. CHECK DV.

ISB IF (DV) 131,191,158

ON l.OAD WG CURVE NO.:2. CO~'PUTE I l'lCREMEHT OF D'J NECESSARY TO HIT
ENVELOPE. CURve..

191 VPRlt'€ • YENN
IF (VENP. GT. ASS (YEmO) VPR IHE • -VEtjP
SLOAD • ~PROP(3)*EX?(EPROP(2)*'~RIME)

CT • SlCHD/'/PR tHE:
F2 • (VPR H1E - VTOT)/DV
IF (F2 - FiiCTOR) 195. Ii'€}. 17~

ENTIRE REMAINING DV CANNOT BE APPLIED. EIWELC?E CURVE GCYERl'lS.

195 .r-ACAe • FACAC + F2
KODE • 3
VTOT • '1TOT + F2:1<DY
STaT • STOT + F2:1<D\I*CT
IF (FRCAC - 0.9993999)

ON EtNELOPE CURVE. CHECK DV

2113 IF (DY) 711.211.150

OH ENVELorE CURVE. APPLY REMAIHING DV.

Zil YTOT • VTOT + DV*FRCTOR
STOT • EPROP(3)*EXP<EPRCP(Z)*VTOT)
CT • STor'EPROP(Z)

226 KOD • "or,c
IF O~GEOt1.EQ.a) GO TO 275
DU1X • DUIX + DUX
DUlY· r'UIY + DUY
DUIZ • DUIZ + DUZ
UD(I) • 1.0 + DUIX
UD(2) • DUlY

RESP1176
RESPII??
RESP1178
RESP 117'3
RESPllS6
RESPI181
RESP1182
RESP1183
RESP 1184
RESPI18S
RESP 1186
RES? 1187
REC:·P 1188
RESPll89
RES?119>3
RESP 1191
RESPl192
RESPll33
RESPl194
RESP1195
RESPII96
RESPI19?
Ri;:SP 1198
RESPl199
RES?120e
RESPI201
RESPIZ8Z
RES?12n3
Pi:SP1204
PESP1205
RESPl286
RESP1207
RESPlzes
RE:SP1ZC9
RESP1ZHl
RESP1211
RESP1212
RESP1213
RESP1214
RESPIZIS
RESP1216
RESP1217
RESP1218
RESP1219
RESP1226
PESPI221
RESPI222
RES?1223
RESP1224
RESP1225
RESP1226
RESF'1227
RES?1228

E-13
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,.....
C
.!7'S

2ZQ

c
::

2~e

C

3~lll

3Hl

3·1<)
c'
c
C
3·;~

3~;f)

C

c

UD(3) - ~Ul~
DO 2?ll I ~ I. 3
SUM - O.C
00 260 J w l,3
SUM - sun + UiH JhT<J. n
Be 1+3) - SUf1
B( I) .. - SUM

COMPUTr DAMPIHG ST~ESS

IF (T Ir~ •EO. a.) GO TO 298
DVD - ').0
00 ZB'J I-I.HDOF
DVD • i:....']) -+ B( n *VEi.. ( I)

CE - lFRCP( j)
IF (KutE.eO.C) CT • CE
SDAI"P • (DI~O ..CE + D1<7·<T) *DI/D

ACCUl"1JLATE eNVEl.OPES (':tID UPDATe:: ELE~IiT lNFORn:liION

IF (K\;PD. tIE. 1) ~o TO 345

IF (SENP.GE.STOT) GO TO !aa
SE~IP - SiaT
TSEi'lP - Tl i"C
GO TO 31Q
IF' CSEllN.LE.STon GO TO 316
SENN ' STaT
TSENU ,. TIrE
IF ("'Ell? GE. VTOT) GO iO 32£l
VEI-iP ,. YTCT
TVENP = TI~

GO TO ::3<:l
IF (VC~;:I. LE. VTOT) GO TO 33a

....'El'lH • VTOT
T\'EHH ,. T II"'F-

. CONTItll!E

KST - (\
IF (KOD.N~.KODP.OR.~G~OM.~€.e) KST • 1
CO 340 J-l.NINFC
COMS (J) • COf1(J)

COtFUTE CQUI\~LENT ELASTtC MODAL LOADS

DO 350 I' I • tiDOF
FE (1) • :3TOT"8 ( J)

DAMPIHG LOADS

iF (TIl"F-.EO.t\.) GO TQ 398
SD - - S'~r:?
IF (KITRN.EO.l> G::J TO 37a

RCSP12Z3
F"ESP12313
P.ESP1231
RESP1232
FES?12Z3
RE~,P 1234
RESP1235
RESP1236
RESP1237
RESP1238
RESP1239
RES? 124;J
RESP1241
RESP1242
RE5P12<:3
RES?I244
RES? !245
RESP12~6

RESP1247
P.ESP1248
l"ESP1249
RESP1256
RES?12S I
RESP1252
RES? 12'33
RESP1254
RESPI255
RES?1256
RESPi257
RES?12S8
RESP12S9
RESPI26i:1
RESP1251
RESP1262
RESP1263
RESP1264
RES?lZ5S
RES? 1266
RESP1267
RESP1268
RESP1259
RESP127e
RESP127i
;{ESrI2(2
RE3P12.73
RES?1274
r\ES?1275
RES?l:??,';
RESPI277
RES?1278
RES? 1279
~ES?128f.)

RESPlzal
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c
2eoa FORMAT (22H INFrLL STRUT ELEMENTS///

URlTE(NOU.20I8) IMEM.NODE.KOD.STOT.VTOT

'*
2016
C
4eO

C
C,...
'"C
C

J.4X.5H CCDE.8X.5HFORCE.

(///18H RESULTS FOR GRGUP.I3.
33H (IHFILL STRUT ELEMENTS), TIME· Ell.4///
SX.4HElEM.SX.4HHODE.SX.4HHODE.4X.SHYIELD,8X.SHAXIALI
4X. 9H TOTAL /
SX.4H NO •• 5~<.4H I.5X.4H
4X. 9HEXTEHS I CH/) \

(4I9.FI3.2.1F13.5)

DO lao J-I.NIHFC
COM(J) - COIE(J)

RESP1282
RESP1283
,,'ESP 1284
RESP1285

" RES? 1286
RESPI287
RESP1288
RESP1289
RESP129El
RESPI291
RESP1292
RES?1293
RESP1234
RESP1295
RESPI296
RESP1297
RESP1298
RESP1293
RESP13ce
RESP1301
RESP1302
RESP13Q3
RESP1384
RESP1305
RESP1306
RESP1ZC7
RES?130S
RESP13<l9
RESP1310
RESP 1311
aUTlO 2
DUTlO 3

~******~**~~*******~**~~.****~*******************************OUTle 4
OUTPUT OF EHVELOPE VALUES FOR IHF ILL STRUT ELEM8iT OUTle 5
lloIGl:~*:""'~***",:iCl<****,",-**AC«'t<",**,n""**"lC* A<**"'*_~*~**.QUT 10 6

OUTIC 7
aUila 8
GUTle 9
aUTlO 16
DUTlO II
DUTUl 12
Duno 13
aune 14
Dune 15
CUTHl 16
DUTle 17
oune 18
CUTiEl 19
ClUTIe 26
DUTIC 21
GuTte 22
Dune 23
oune 24

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUT16CCOMS.HINFC.MFST)

FORl'"'AT

IF (KFp..EO.e.OR.KTHO.EQ.a) GO TO 400

IF CKHED.NE.O) GO TO 395
KHED - 1
KKPR - lABS (KPR)
WRlTE(HOU,2006) KKPR.TlME

PRINT TIME HISTORY

WRITE(NGU,2010) lMEM.NCDE.SENP.TSEMP.SEl'lH.TSENN.VENP.TVEN?,
* ~~NN.TVENH

DQ 3SC I-I. NDOF
FD(l) • SD*8(i)

DVD - 'J.e
ee7 • l. 0 + C7
I:UJ 368 "I'" I.liDDF
DVD • r,/D + B( l) *(CC7*VEL Cl) + CS*ACC CD)
SD - SO r (DKO*CE ? DKT*CT)*DVD

DlMENS lOtI COMS( J) .CON(})
COMr1Jtl ,'TnPES / 1'1 IU. /'lOU. NTI. NT2. HT3. NT4. :"11:;. /'ITEff'
COtv13tt /ItIFEL / IMEM.KST.LM(6) .:-iODE(2) .EPRO?(4) .AREA.KGEOM.Kn~o.

* XYZ(3.2).SL.T(3.3).DUIX.DUtY.DUIZ.Ql(6).SKP(6.6).
* KOD.KDDP,VTOT.VENP,VENH.SENP.SEHN.TVENP,TYENH.
* TSENP.TSENH.SDAMP.CT.STOT
EaUI~~ENC~ (I~M.CONC1»

FOR~T

*
*lit
*

c

c

c

C
395

36a

C
370
3aa
C
c
C
398
C
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*..
*....
....

2~la FORl'1=lT

REilJRH
El'iD

5X,4HELEM.3X,4HHODE,3X.~HNOOE.IIX.2eHHAXrMUM AXIAL FORCES,Qurle 25
19X. lSHMAXI~~H EXiENSIOHS, DUTla 26
/Sx.4H ~IO •• 3X.4H I .3X.4H J .5X.7HiENSIOH,3X,4HTil"£. DUTle 27
6X,5HCOMPH,3X,4HilME,5x.eHPOSITlVE,3X.4H7i~.3X. QUilO 26
BHtlEGATlVE,3X.4HTIt'"E/) OUi\8 2:-
(Is.~r7.2x.2(Fl1.2.F7.2).2X.2(Fll.5.F7.2» OUTl~ 38

OUile 31
Dune 32
DUile 33



COMBINED IDEALIZED MOMENT
CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP

MOMENT- CURVATURE RELATION FROM
RCCOL5 (CONFINED SECTION)

MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATION FROM D
RCCOL5 (ORIGINAL SECTION) C -c-...-.
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MEMBER #2
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MEMBER #1 MEMBER #3 MEMBER #4
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o 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

FIG. E.1 IDEALIZED 'MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONSliIP FOR BEAM B1
(SIWWING MOMENT-CURVATURE DIAGRAMS OF CONSTITUENT MEMBERS) /Tl
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MOMENT
COMBINED BEHAVIOR

ELASTO-PLASTIC COMPONENT

ELASTO- PLASTIC
MEMBER

~RS~~~
ELASTIC MEMBER

ELASTIC COMPONENT

...
ROTATION,8

rn
I
~

co

FIG. E. 2 MOt4ENT-ROTATION BEHAVIOR OF THO-COMPONENT MODEL



kN-m!MOMENT,
18

MOMENT- CURVATURE RELATION FROM
16-1 r RCCOL5 (ORIGINAL SECTION) C____...-o~~-_.--------

CURVATURE, fL/mm
I I I I ~

500 600 700400

MEMBER #3

COMBINED IDEALIZED MOMENT
CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP

MOMENT- CURVATURE RELATION FROM
RCCOL5 (CONFINED SECTION)

200. 300100
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FIG. E.3 IDEALIZED MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP FOR BEAM B2

(SHOWING MOMENT-CURVATURE DIAGRAMS OF CONSTITUENT MEMBERS)
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~...- ,-.N=OkN

~

~~N=436kN

~.

IDEALIZED STIFFNESS IN
r- STRAiN-HARDENiNG RANGE

MOMENT- CURVATURE FROM
RCCOL5 (CONFINED SECTION)

15 III.. MOMENT-CURVATURE FROM
RCCOL5 (ORIGINAL SECTION)

kN-m AMOMENT
35'1'

I
ASSUMED
TRANSITION

30 -I CURVES DUE
TO SPAt-LING

"t'-

10·rw IDEALIZED ELASTIC STIFFNESS

5 ..

CURVATURE. fL/mm
o 1 I 1 I I ......

o 100 200 300 400 500

FIG. E.4 IDEALIZED BILINEAR MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONSHIP FOR COLUMNS
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AXIS OF
SENDING

USS 5 GAGE
WIRE SPIRAL
@ 2.03 em

::::::.1 1.27 em

15.24em ~

IO~~4 BARS

r
15.24
em

r
l-

INTERACTION DIAGRAM FOR
IDEAUZED BILINEAR COLUMN

(M-NlvJ.- STEEL. ONLYI CONFINED SECTION

E'e=O.OI :1
CONFINED: I
SECTION ,,,

,/ I.
t f

UNIT OF
AXIAL LOADS

(N-N)v
CONCRETE
ONLY
ORIGINAL

MOMENT
O-+---'----,.--"""r-'....-+-~-....,......

40 (kN -m)

250

750

500

(kN) AXIAL FORCE
1250

1000

FIG. E.5 COMPARISON OF MOMENT-AXIAL FORCE INTERACTION DIAGRAMS
FOR IDEALIZED AND ACTUAL MODEL COLUMNS
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FIG. E.6 NOMENCLATURE USED IN SECTION E.3
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"Feasibility Study Large-Scale Earthquake Simulator
Facility," by J. Penzien, J. G. Bouwkamp, R. W. Clough
and D. Rea - 1967 (PB 187 905)

Unassigned

"Inelastic Behavior of Beam-to-Colurnn Subassernblages
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